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Introduction 



INTRODUCTION 

It is indeed difficult to fully explain any cultural movemen t . My aim in 

this particular thesis is to try to define and clarify the m o v e m e n t which has 

been t e rmed as the Baroque in Western Europe from the latter half of the 

sixteenth century to the 1 750s. The Baroque m o d e manifested itself at many 

s tages and influenced literature and the arts in various ways. 

There are varied and overlapping definitions of the te rm 'Baroque ' . To 

s o m e it is a m o d e of European painting; to s o m e others a particular style of 

architecture; and others view it as a distinct cultural p h e n o m e n o n \A/hlch is 

most remarkably seen in the fine and applied arts. Some g o even further to 

sugges t that the Baroque means an att i tude to life which flourished after the 

Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation, and found expression in the 

literature, music and painting of this period. However, in countries like Italy 

and Spain, Austria and Germany where the influence was very s t rong, the 

Baroque is rated highly and some of the finest and most representat ive works 

of the seventeenth century are te rmed cis Baroque. This is not so in England 

and in France where there Wcis an ingrained and understandable reluctance to 

accept the term. Here the term has a pejorative meaning. It was felt in these 

countries that this te rm is more suitable to describe foreign achievement than 

their own. Protestant countries, too, share this reluctance, and consider the 

Baroque as purely Roman Catholic. 

The rise of two significant factors in Christian Europe w a s chiefly 

r«5consible for the Baroque's emergence . These were the concept of absolute 

monarchy and the idea of the theatrical s tage. When absolutism and the theatre 

c a m e together in the royal command performance in the seventeenth century 

palaces, the Baroque was much in evidence. This was, however, not so in the 

Roman Catholic Church. 1 have, therefore, concentrated on the importance of 

drama, royal prest ige and the spiritual values in this thesis on Europe's Baroque 

culture. 



The decade on either side of 1660 saw the climax of the Baroque in 

Europe. It was a cultural movement which formed a cultural pattern extending 

from the 1620s to the early eighteenth century. My main focus is on literature 

because it articulates the notions embodied in the music, art, architecture and 

painting of the times. The chapters are arranged in order to concentrate on the 

various interdependent facets of baroque culture in relation to literature. 

Literature is written to be read by those who actively or passively create the 

tastes and fashions of a period, particularly the playwrights and theatre-goers 

of the Baroque period. Success, applause, and an appreciative public: stage 

plays need these far more than painting and poetry. The drama therefore can 

help us to recreate and somewhat recapture the atmosphere and spirit of 

Baroque Europe. 

The chapters in this thesis focus on six areas where the Baroque mode 

expressed itself most successfully. Each chapter depicts a separate exploration 

and elaboration of different interdependent facets of a vast and complicated 

subject - the Baroque. 

I would like to mention that I have attempted to trace movements in 

dranna and poetry, and have tried to connect them with parallel movements in 

the Fine arts, more specifically with the music, painting and architecture of the 

period. I have also tried to demonstrate how in the late seventeenth and the 

early eighteenth centuries, the Baroque mode is manifested a) similarly; and 

b) differently in the poetry, drama, music and the fine arts. Consequently, this 

has led to a discussion on how two generations of writers and artists handle the 

Baroque mode. Finally, since the dramatic element is the chief characteristic of 

the period, 1 have tried to find a relation between the Opera, Oratorio and 

Cantata and the formal structures of English poetry (for example, the epic and 

the ode) and English drama and other dramatic productions ( for example, the 

masque) of the Baroque period. 

During the seventeenth century, elite and popular culture benefited from 

enough cross fertilization to make rigid classification between the two difficult. 

In an age where more than half the population of Europe was still illiterate, 



visual and musical imagery were of enormous significance in many contexts 

and at different levels of society. A perfect vehicle for such cross-cultural 

communication was the new artistic trend of the seventeenth century, described 

by the term "Baroque" - involving iis it does, according to commonly accepted 

definitions, a considerable element of the theatrical, of subjective emotional 

expression, and of deliberate antithesis; between marble and the human body, 

between architecture and the freedom of fluid space, bet\A/een sexual and divine 

ecstasy, or between harmony and the dramatic musical expression of a single 

voice. In all these forms, the aim of the Baroque writer and artist Wcis to involve 

the observer or audience directly in what was being represented. Artistic 

patronage had perhaps always to some extent been a vehicle for status - and 

value-oriented publicity amongst the well-off not least in late medieval times 

and the sixteenth century. Because of its inherent qualities the Baroque lent 

itself particularly well to the role of active and dramatic transmitter of new 

values - values which, it seems were on the whole those both of patron and 

artist. This thesis will therefore at tempt to highlight the spirit and the 

consciousness of the age, and will at the same time try to analyse the period in 

terms of the literature and the arts. Some areas of Europe that might reasonably 

have deserved more prominent treatment are only covered in passing. HoNA'ever, 

the point of the thesis is not to attempt total coverage, but instead to spell out 

some of the main concepts and facets of the Baroque mode. Analyses with 

regard to literature, music and the arts, concentrate on areas where more reliable 

results can be attained. Whether one examines the changes in literary taste, 

away from the grandeur and passion of Milton and Racine towards the lighter 

entertainment of the Restoration theatre, or whether one turns from the dramatic 

masterpieces to the conventionality of court music during the Icist years of 

Lully and after his death, or whether one looks at the relative decline of Italian 

artistic innovation after the age of Bernini - the conclusion must be that a natural 

point of summation comes in the last quarter of the seventeenth and the early 

part of the eighteenth century. 



Chapter I 



CHAPTER-I 

A CRITICAL SURVEY OF THE BAROQUE 

The derivation of the term "Baroque" is uncertain. However, the mos t 

usual and accepted one comes from a French adaptat ion of a Portuguese word 

"Barocco", which denotes a rough, misshapen and irregular pearl. This certainly 

fits in \A/ith the general use of the te rm to describe something exaggera ted , 

bizarre or g ro tesque and with the resulting disapproval that is a t tached to it. It 

is true that all the sugges ted derivations ag ree in concentrating on the idea of 

irregularity and strangeness. 

The Baroque began in the sixteenth century with Michelangelo and was 

to domina te well into the eighteenth century. Formerly, the Baroque was 

interpreted as an abnormal form of the cicissicism which the m o d e r n s saw In 

the Renaissance. But recently its place as a p h e n o m e n o n of the very best order 

in the evolving of the European spirit has been established. 

The Baroque can be considered to be a revolution. It was the affirmation 

of Man ' s freedom In the universe, of an original conception of the world as 

process, as becoming rather than being. This is the central fact of the movemen t 

of the European spirit which expressed itself in science, in politics and in the 

economic structure as well cis in the arts. ' 

In the Baroque "deification", in the royal palaces and portraits, in the 

dance forms, in the dramas of Corneiile and Racine, there are distinct e lements 

of individualism. This was one with the individualism of Descartes and Pascal, 

of George Fox and Spenser, of the inventors and explorers. 

The mastery of space, the regional and city planning, the hugh churches 

and magnificent palaces, the great gardens , the ornate Baroque paintings 

exhibited the dynamism that was, and is, the most characteristic feature of 

Europe as a culture. 



Baroque signified clarity. In all the forms, the Baroque artist took upon 

himself the task of giving a full and explicit exposition of his vision. The portraits 

and religious works of the great painter Rembrandt, reveal a critical analysis 

a long with complete communication. Schutz, Buxetehude and Lully m a d e 

mus ic speak with d i rec tness and power . Ba roque art w a s the re fore a 

communicat ion at the highest and deepes t levels. 

Baroque Wcis devoted to the exercise of intellectual pursuits. Learning 

became a pre-condition of literary success. A whole society undertook to elevate 

itself above the groundlings. The contrasts that exist be tween Shakespeare and 

Dryden constitute a whole history of the Baroque in literature. Poetry, music, 

architecture, the dance became an affair of codes , manuals and academics. The 

Baroque identified itself with the European pcission for technique. "One day", 

wri tes Sacheverell Sitwell, "the century b e t w e e n 1650 and 1750 will be 

recognized as the period in which every detail of worlonanshlp was more perfect 

than at any other t ime since the twelfth century."^ That which Wcis based on 

fantasy in Baroque corresponded to that which was fantcistic in the projects of 

the savants, the explorers and the writers of imaginary travels. 

The Baroque was inextrixably concerned with the Counter-Reformation. 

It is not merely that the Gesu, the capital church of the Jesuits, was one of its 

earliest manifestations, or that Catholic churches and palaces and ga rdens of 

Catholic kings were its most typical forms. It is less in the aggressive counter

action of the Catholic Church as an organisation than in the transformation of 

the religious problems from the theological and political issues of the sixteenth 

century to the intensely individual, intensely human search for God of the 

seven teen th century, that the Baroque identified itself with the Counter -

Reformation. By its identification with the state and its dissociation from art, 

official Protestantism was unprepared to reflect in new forms the mentality or 

the n e e d s of a transformed society. It is in this larger sense of general revolt 

against the pat terns of the sixteenth century, earlier in Catholicism than in 

Protestantism, that Baroque and the Counter - Reformation are to be identified.^ 



Generally speaking, the Baroque as a whole, from architecture to the 

fine and applied arts, exhibited a uniform character and affirmed a taste that is 

particularly individual. Although the style has many negat ive qualities which 

include bombas t , redundancies and childishness, it is totally original. It is 

characterized by exuberant vitality, which clearly marl<s off a g rea t style from 

that of any other period. Sitwell writes : 

"Extreme affectation of manner and personality wen t with the coloratura 

singing of the a g e of Farinelli and with that perfection of dancing which 

Lambrcizini's book upon the subject reveals at the first open ing of its pages , 

Therefore, the architecture of that a g e had to provide a background for these 

curiosities and to be suitable for them, it must never be that plain substance 

against which a crowd of khaki figures or a m o b of factory workers or shoppers 

at bargain-sales would feel no embarassment from there being no hint of sarceism 

in their surroundings."'* 

In architecture, music and literature, the forms in which European culture 

has found its most characteristic expression, the Baroque masters after nearly 

three centuries still exercise an authority that shows no signs of weakening. 

Moliere and Racine, Dryden, Bach and Handel, Bernini and Borromini, Rembrandt 

and El Greco - these have not only s tood the academic tes ts but have also 

become part of the common heritage of the modern world. The dynamic quality 

of the Baroque carried it to the e n d s of the world. Wherever Europeans 

p rospered , the Baroque elements found expression in s o m e of its patterns. 

"Baroque" is a convenient t e rm to express the d e e p identity between 

the plastic arts and music on the one hand and verbal arts on the other. The 

cont ras t of f reedom and conformity, t he in tense practicality, the d e e p 

sensuousness , the emphasis on human individuality, the elevation of technique 

which characterize the other Baroque forms are also found in the internal 

structure of late seventeenth century literature. It is essential to recognize and 

identify the in terdependence and the integration of the fornns and modes of 

expression of which Dryden and Schlitz, Racine and Bernini, Boileau and Wren 

so remarkably represent. 



Two poe ts from the past were still vocal. Milton and Vondel represen ted 

a tradition that, even before they had ceased to write, s e e m e d to c o m e from 

another age . The Paradise Lost of Milton dealt with the rebellion of the angels 

and the fall of man and expressed his pcissionate devotion to liberty. The Paradise 

Regained, an epic p o e m on the temptation In the wilderness, and the Samson 

A g o n i s t e s . a t r a g e d y in Greek form, a r e e v e n m o r e pe r sona l in thei r 

representat ion. Despite Milton's political unpopularity, and despi te t he grea t 

shift in taste, Milton's great masterpieces were soon acclaimed by the critics 

and took their place a m o n g the classics of not only England's but also the 

world ' s literature, joost Van den Vondel (1587-1679) , less famous, but hardly 

inferior to Milton in the magnificence and religious intensity of his poetry, like 

Milton related the fall of man in his Lucifer. Calderon (1600 -1681 ) , w a s 

continuing the tradition of Lope d e Vega and contributing to the period a vast 

achievement of his own. His works mark a brilliant phase in Spanish writing. 

The quarter-century with which w e are concerned saw a complete reversal 

of the old relations between England and France. While French writers freed 

themselves from the influence of Italian models and became critical of the old 

traditions that were dominant in Italian poetry, French influence m a d e itself felt 

powerfully in Italy. Literature, et iquette and cus toms began to follow French 

models . In England, however, the transition can be even more exactly da ted . 

While Milton, w h o was prominent in an earlier generation, had turned to Italy, 

Dryden, the man of the new generation, turned to France. The French influences 

c a m e in at this t ime cis a consequence of the court ' s exile in Paris. French taste 

then, as now, s e e m e d more stylishly sophisticated than English, and social life 

wcis conducted more stylishly in Intellectual matters . French me thodo logy had 

the appeal of clarity achieved by reasonable procedure . In ways both superficial 

and profound, French practice had considerable impact on English fashionable 

life and att i tudes of mind. 

French literary influence spread everywhere . In Germany it ran against 

an indigenous movement , namely "Aristarchus. sive d e con temotu linguae.". 

of Martin Opitz (1617), which had been carried on by various societies in many 
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centres. The German language movemen t had more or less paralleled the 

French deve lopment which was init iated by Malherbe. Like the French, the 

german language and literature was systematized and o rdered . Then came 

the disruptions and disasters of the Thirty Years' War, coup led w i t h the t r iumph 

of French power which hampered the indigenous movemen t and opened the 

way for an unique development of French influences. Even Op i t z emphasized 

the importance of French models. French became the language of the upper 

classes and even the upper bourgeois. The court, the customs and manners, 

and the clothes became French. 

Nevertheless, some peculiarly German prose works w e r e produced in 

this per iod. In 1682. the incentive given by Opitz was summed up in the Manual 

of German Speech and Poetry of Georg Morhof , in wh ich , much space was 

devoted to French, English, Spanish and Italian l iterature. In 1 6 9 1 , the German 

dict ionary was produced. A l though the influence of Rabelais and Cervantes is 

clearly evident , Grimmelhausen's Simplicissimus (1669) was ainnost entirely 

German in spirit. A large body of l iterature, close to the peop le and free f rom 

foreign influence but nonetheless Baroque was produced by the priests and 

part of it, such as Paul Gerhadt's magnificent contribution to German hymnology, 

was wide ly acclaimed. 

In l iterature as in architecture, the response of the English t o the Baroque 

and in particular to French influence was partial and l imi ted. The l imitat ion Is 

clearly ev ident in Dryden's comment that neither Engligh nor French virtues 

were "considerable enough to place them above us." The English were only 

too aware of the high standards of the past to blindly fo l low the French in a 

revolut ion init iated by Malherbe, the "doctor in the vulgar tongue" . 

To Dryden, Shakespeare's power is "sacred as a King's."^ Whatever 

Dryden and the other adapters d id to Shakespeare's plays, his was "the heap 

of Jewels"' ' f rom which they constantly bor rowed. It was part of historical 

sensitivity which had no counterpart in French. Peter Heylen in his France Painted 

to the Life (1657) said of the French, "so little d id I perceive them to be 

incl ining to the antiquaries, that both neglects considered, I dare confidently 



averre that one Cotton for the Treasury and one Seldon (now Mr C a m d e n is 

dead) are worth all the French. "The s a m e sensitivity to the past was expres sed 

in Heylen's appreciation of Amien's cathedral : O n e of the mos t glorious piles 

of building under the Heavens". 

The concept of Baroque in France is classified in the Ars Poetique " (1674) 

of Nicholaus Boileau - Despreaux (1636-1711) . It w a s the result of a m o v e m e n t 

that began in the early years of the century with Francois Malherbe (1555-

1628), v/ho had taken upon himself the task of ^purifying' the French language . 

The desire for correctness, of which Malherbe w a s the prime representat ive, 

xA'as continued and developed in the salons w h e r e the "precieuses" learned, 

practised and taught manners in social behaviour and decorum of speech . The 

passion for exactness of diction and g rammar pernneated even the discipline of 

the governmenta l bureaues.^ 

The widesp read victory of Cartesianism e leva ted t he reason as the 

universal criterion of human expression in the form of "clear and distinct idecis". 

Essentially, Cartesianism seemed to exclude the works of imagination, but the 

principles of the Cartesian theory were c o m p o s e d of the solidly established 

tradition of Rome and Greece. Thus, "poetic art", as Boileau described it, was 

simultaneously classical and Cartesian. 

Being a follower of the Cartesian school, Boileau had no doub t that the 

principles of g o o d poetry could be formulated as "clear and distinct ideas". As 

a classicist, he was equally sure that they w e r e the principles of Aristotle AS 

practised by the great writers of Rome and Greece. Boileau remained for many 

centuries a power in the French order of educat ing literary taste. There are 

s o m e Five hundred editions of his Ars Poetica In Salntsbury's day.® This work 

remains a monumen t marking the divergence of French poetry in its own 

course, as the divergence of English poetry is marked by the critical principles 

of John Dryden (163 1 -1 700). 

Dryden was a better critic than Boileau, perhaps because he was extremely 
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familiar XA'ith the literature of the t ime and place and of other t imes and places. 

He was acutely aware of the importance of the m o v e m e n t s in French literature 

but w a s equally sure that neither "English faults nor French virtues w e r e 

considerable enough to place them above us". Dryden boeisted that his a g e 

was an a g e of superior refinement, when compared to the a g e of Shakespeare, 

but wcis shrewd enough to recognise that something was lacking : 

Our builders were \A/ith want of genius curst 

The second temple was not like the first.^ 

Without Malherbe, a Boileau or an academy, the English language too 

v^fas be ing forced into the fetters of e legance and grammar, "so refined", to 

q u o t e Dryden again, "so much refined since Shakespeare ' s t ime that many of 

his Words and more his Phrases are scarce intelligible ".'° 

Dryden 's prose revealed another characteristic of the Baroque that 

appeared in his poetry, as in that of Racine and in the lyrical poetry and comedies 

of the period - a clarity that contreists with the irresponsible intricacies and 

complex pat terns of a Milton or a Sir Thomas Browne. Complicated periods 

give way to clipped sentences, juxtaposed rather than linked and fundamentally 

conversational in structure. Although the form in which Spinoza cast his Ethics 

is s trange, it illustrates the geometr ic intention. "The intellect became the arbiter 

of form, the dictator of artistic practice as of philosophic inquiry."" 

O n e of the chief functions of literature was to analyse. This passion for 

the unders tanding of interior motivation was all important. Falstaff was a great 

character. But w e shall never understand him as w e d o M. jourdain, Moliere's 

bourgeois , who wished to be a gent leman. La Bruyere's Mcixims (1665-1678). 

contains epigrammatic formulcis which undertook to bring out the real forces 

within the men and w o m e n who strutted on the s tages of salons, court, and 

towns . The language which Bruyere uses is severely simple, and totally free of 

dramatic, romantic and poetic inventions. It is almost a scientific language. 

The Royal Society rejected all forms of poe t i c u t t e r ance as undes i rable 

"ornaments of speech", and adopted "a close, naked, natural way of speaking."'^ 
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Thus, Dryden , who to the end of his life maintained the heroic p o e m to be "the 

grea tes t work which the soul of man is capable to perform", subordinated its 

form to a higher purpose : "The design of it is to form the nnind to heroic virtue 

by example , 'tis conveyed in verse, that it may delight, while it instructs.'^ 

Moilere 's genius expressed itself wholly in analyses. Like Hobbes and 

Spinoiia, Moliere reflected the essential stoicism of the seventeenth - century 

outlook by accepting society as the basic frame of man ' s existence. His subject 

was Society - the generalized man. With his comic art he surveyed the whole 

of the French scene and m a d e a comprehensive study of its folies and sins, of 

hypocrisies and pretensions, its savagery and stupidity and its quackery and 

pedantry. Like all great writers, he came close to bit terness and cynicism, but 

unlike Charles Lamb, he never laughed to avoid weep ing . His purpose, to 

correct the morality of his time, was wholly unconventional. He was neither 

Christian nor stoic in ethical purpose. His s tandard was c o m m o n sense raised 

to the level of eternal truth. He shocked his contemporar ies . In this he bears a 

resemblance to Hobbes and Spinoza. He was thus at tacked and ridiculed by 

the elite whose pretensions he mocked. However, the general public, Boileau 

and Louis XIV suppor ted him whole-hear tedly . Without any intention to 

revolutionize literary methods he upset all the rules by his grea t principle that 

"the grea t rule of all is to plecise.""* However, at the s a m e t ime he identified 

himself with the intellectual revolution : "The s a m e g o o d sense which formerly 

m a d e observations still makes them everyday without the aid of Aristotle". He 

took his types - peasants and nobles, townsmen and officials, from people cis 

he s aw them and made them speak as he had heard them. 

In examining the human soul the analyst encountered what w e term 

today cis the "libido". In the seventeenth century sex Wcis not exactly discovered, 

but a s tudy of the literary productions of the period d o e s reveal a distinctively 

interested concern with sex as a motive. The coarseness of the Restoration 

s tage was the crude and clumsy beginning of analyzing sex motivations. This 

Is deve loped further in the adaptations of Shakespeare 's plays. William Davenant 

and John Dryden m a d e a licentious farce of the serene farewell to his world in 

The Tempest . Again Shakespeare 's great and gracious w o m e n , Cressida and 

Cleopatra, w h o are confronted with the tragic implications of high destiny, 
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became at Dryden's hands, merely w o m e n in love, jean Racine (1639-1699), 

e levated the analysis of pcission, and particularly the passion of love to the 

highest levels of tragedy. When compared to Corneille's theatre, Racine's 

was feminine. His great plays Andromache . Berenice. Iphigenie. Phgdre. all 

bear the names of women. In contrast to Corneille's protagonists of will, 

Racine's heroines were helpless victims of destiny t rapped by their involvement 

in unfortunate passions. 

For Racine, "love wcis the surest road to the heart",'^ but sexual love was 

not ail. Maternal and paternal love, and even political passion w e r e within his 

range. His characters were complex, torn between what they would and what 

they must do . His problem of analyzing brought him close to the realistic Moliere 

in his method. '* 

While Moliere analyzed the morals of French society and Racine the power 

of love, Dryden analyzed the intellectual results of the philosophical and scientific 

revolutions. Dryden was familiar with all the currents of thought and opinions. 

He was a friend of Hobbes, a member of the Royal Society, an associate of the 

"Court Wits", a serious Christian w h o deve loped through the Christianity of 

the Religio Laid (1682), to the sceptical Catholicism of The Hind and the Panther 

(1687). He w a s a great poet, a philosopher and an expert in t he solution of the 

new problem of man in the universe. He took upon himself the task of putting 

the whole n e w world into a workable system of language. He Wcis acquainted 

with Cartesianism but he was more influenced by the scepticism of Gassendi 

and Monta igne . 

He was aware that Richard Simon's biblical criticisms reduced the 

Christian to an act of faith. Although he was influenced by Hobbesianism he 

held to the social values of religious sanction in politics. He acknowledged the 

grea tness of Shakespeare, but Wcis himself a principal agent in t he refinement 

of speech , A grea t deal of his best work was occasional and racy with reference 

to the society in which he wrote. His contemporary world of philosophy and 

taste, of politics and learning, and of science and religion, w a s enclosed 

within the framework of a language that w a s updated to contain it. 
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Dryden was a literary Czar in his age. In himself he exempl i f ied the whole 

range of literary product ion in England. He Wcis a critic, dramatist, satirist, analyst, 

lyricist, translator and adapter. Much more than almost anyone else in the 

who le range of European literature, he represented what m igh t be called the 

Cartesian e lement in Baroque, the desire for clarity and exactness. His work is 

so lucid that entire passages of his poetry cis wel l of his prose can carry the 

reader th rough diff icult and compl icated patterns w i thou t causing problems 

to the understanding. Dryden once remarked that he had chosen a particular 

fo rm of verse because "it was best Fitted for discourse and Wcis nearest to 

prose." His poetry was a poetry that could easily be translated into prose. It 

was this very prosaic quality which was to manifest itself in subsequent wr i t ing. 

Thus, it was not Racine nor Moliere w h o was destined to g ive impetus to literary 

developnnent, but John Dryden. 

Between 1678 and 1684 one of the classics in the English language 

appeared on the literary stage. John Bunyan, w h o was a t inker by trade and an 

uneducated preacher of the provincial t own of Bedford, w r o t e his Pilgrim's 

Progress. It wcis a book that persisted for centuries, to be read by the humble 

and unlearned. Yet the work of this untutored tradesman was one w i th the 

literary expression of learned contemporaries in the clarity and simpl ic i ty of its 

structure and in its rationalization of fantasy. The book contr ibuted much to 

the evo lu t ion of the novel . In Pilgrim's Progress he made his characters 

abstractions of Christian experiences just as Aphra Behn and M a d a m e Lafayette 

were making characters wi th less success of more wor ld ly experience. Bunyan's 

Wcis perhaps the outstanding allegory of the per iod; and al legory was one of 

the favourite devices of the Baroque per iod. 

As a major f o rm of European culture, music Wcis the p roduc t of the Baroque 

per iod and the Baroque spirit.'^ Composers like Monterverd i arid Cesti, Schutz 

and Buxtehude, Lully and Purcell gave it a new purpose and function as a 

means of expression. Mon teve rd i composed music w i t h the "dominant 

seventh" wh ich hitherto was rejected by generations of composers. This made 

possible the system of modulat ion by which the dominant of one key coincided 
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with the tonic of another , and permit ted flexibility and range of expression. 

The result - chromatic harmony was discovered. 

This constituted a revolution and opened up a whole new world in music. 

In a culture confronted with a Cartesian universe full of unknowns t ranscending 

the limitations of verbal expression, music that concentrated on the expression 

of the inexpressible was an understandable necessity. Chromatic ha rmony 

enabled music to cissume this function. Previously the music of Palestrlna w a s 

as verbal as the Nicene Creed. The function of music here wcis symbolic. In the 

operas and oratorios, on the other hand, the combination of solo voices with 

richly developed accompaniment made it possible to express dep ths of pcission, 

of devotion, of agony and delight, which the old polyphony could only render 

objectively. The organ and the violin were refined and developed. The orchestra 

with its multiple instruments capable of a wealth of colour was evolved. 

The revolution in music is evident in three forms : the deve lopmen t of 

opera and the oratotio, the deve lopment of Catholic and Protestant church 

music, and the deve lopment of instrumental music. 

The opera, like the architecture of the Baroque, originated in Italy. The 

capitals of opera were Venice, Rome, Bologna and Naples. The chief exponents 

of opera w e r e Monteverdi (1567-1644), Francesco Cavalli (1600-1673) , Marc 

Antonio Cesti (1620-1699), and Giacomo Carissimi (1604-1674). Between 1637 

and 1700, no less than seven hundred operas w e r e produced in Italy. Opera 

then wcis expor ted to other European countries. 

In France, Germany, England, Spain, Sweden, and even Poland and Russia, 

Italian opera, either in its original form or modified by native influences, became 

popular . "Without opera , " w r o t e Romain Roland, "We should hardly be 

acquainted with half of the artistic mind of the seventeenth century, for w e 

should see only the intellectual side of it. Through opera, w e best reach the 

dep ths of the sensuality of that time - its voluptuous imagination, its sentimental 

materialism, in short the quaking foundations on which the recison, the will and 

serious business of the French society of the great seventeenth century rested."'^ 
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In France, opera was immediately popular. The literary men with a few 

except ions were either hostile or indifferent to music that w a s included with 

poetry. Boileau expressed the opinion that the form of opera was limited because 

music could not narrate or match poet ic passages of true sublimity. However, 

Moliere was not hostile to this form cis he unders tood music. He was intimately 

associated with Lully and it was upon his advice that Lully turned at last to 

o p e r a . ' ' Perrin, who weis instrumental in introducing opera, charged the Italian 

operas with bad librettos, extravangazcis and "denotations".^° Inspite of the 

hostile climate, Pierre Perrin and Robert Cambert, both moderately capable 

composers , produced the First French opera, under the pa t ronage of Mcizarin in 

1659. In 1671 , Pierre Perrin and Robert Cambert achieved fame \A/ith the latter's 

Pomone . 

Native opera soon conquered the French public. Its popularity is quite 

evident in the numerous parodies. The c o m m o n stock of the comedians were 

comic twists of pompous phrcises and allusions. Entire plays like The Country 

Opera . The Village Opera, The Union of the Two Operas , which were m a d e 

out of o n e joke were staged for years.^' 

The o n e composer who won the monopoly in the field of opera writing 

wiis Jean - Baptista Lully (1633-1687). He was the king's favourite composer 

of court ballets. Initially he had expressed an aversion to Italian opera, but had 

been influenced by the form. His t ragedy - ballet. Psyche performed in 1671, 

was an opera without recitative." 

Lully achieved remarkable success not only in France but also in Europe. 

S o m e of his airs have passed into song, notably the familiar Au Clair d e la 

lune . " Lully's influence affected many musical forms, a m o n g them church misuc, 

and instrumental music. He practically g a v e the orchestra its mode rn form as 

a balanced and disciplined group of choirs. 

The great capital of Italian opera was Vienna, as Ferdinand III and Leopold 

1 w e r e both enthusiastic patrons of music. Italian opera and Italian mus ic i aD | | ^ 

1 2 6 6 7 4 _ ,nfli ^ 
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were imported into all parts of Germany, bt indigenous German opera as such 

was produced on a wide scale and given great importance, johann Kasper 

Peril produced four German operas at Munich. Hamburg, however, was the 

great centre of German opera. The first German opera house w a s opened in 

1678. There no less than thirty -one new operas were c o m p o s e d be tween 

1678 and 1691 . Under Kousser and Keiser, Hamburg attained prominence. 

Dresden was still dominated by the tradition of Heinrich Schutz, w h o had 

experimented with opera in his youth but \A/ho in his old a g e had returned to 

polyphony. In general, through these decades , the Italian influence g rew 

stronger and the purely German e lements declined in significance. 

The Restoration in England was largely responsible for the deve lopment 

of French and Italian influence in music. Charles II, w h o w a s fond of French 

music, sent Pelham Humphrey to France to learn the secrets of Lully. In the 

1670s Hortense Mancini, helped to establish French and Italian opera in London. 

The masque, which was perfected by such literary giants as Ben Jonson, Milton 

and Dryden, and Wcis established as a part of the public exercises of schools 

and colleges, influenced the opera in England even more effectively than the 

ballet in France or the Singspiel in Germany. Shadwell and Locke's Psyche 

(1675) reflected the d e e p English passion for drama. The music in it was used 

to heighten the dramatic action. However, the principal actors did not sing. 

The great musical genius Henry Purcell (1658-1695) spent mos t of his career 

in the musical set t ing of plays. Nevertheless, Purcell's operat ic music for 

Dryden's King Arthur (1691) and Dido and Aeneas (1688-1690) lacked dramatic 

power and directness. Purcell's grea t achievement was the end of an era of 

operatic creation in England. The powerful influence of Handel changed the 

style effectively. 

The Italian ballet and Italian opera reached the furthest corners of Europe. 

As early as the third decade of the century s o m e form of the Italian opera 

reached Poland. A Russian ambassador to Tuscany amazed the Russians with 

tales of what he had seen in the ballet in Florence.^"^ Dresden, Durlach, Munich 

and other German courts saw the staging of the equestrian ballet which had 

originated in Italy." It died out in the eighteenth century, but until recently it 
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could still be seen, a perfect Baroque performance in its proper Baroque setting, 

in the carousel at Saumer. 

The Oratorio was the development in religious form of the "Dramma per 

musica". Though it was over theatrical at the beginning, it w a s refined by 

Carissimi (d. 1674). This form of music was taken over by the Jesuits, and until 

Handel ' s t ime it Weis l<.no\A/n as the "Jesuit style". The Oratorio b e c a m e a vast 

framework for the new forms of solo, choral and orchestral music. At the hands 

of Heinrich SchUtz, the great composer of church music before johann Sebcistian 

Bach, the oratorio received a prodigious deve lopment . His surviving works fill 

sixteen grea t volumes, most of it religious music of the first order.^"^ Although 

he returned to polyphony in his old age , the main body of his work w a s 

Baroque and served as a principal channel for the introduction of Baroque 

music into Germany. 

In the south and the Catholic states the Italians dominated and preserved 

the Italian forms. In the Protestant communit ies , folk music w a s the starting 

point for the deve lopment of the chorale. Michael Praetorious, johann Schein. 

the numerous members of the Bach family, Andreas Hammersmidt and Melchior 

Franck, consti tuted a galaxy of minor stars highlighting the glory of German 

music.^^ 

The sup reme expression of Baroque in music was the deve lopmen t of 

Instrumental music which Is t e rmed "Absolute". The elaboration of the crude 

organ into a complicated and flexible instrument, and the evolution of limited 

viols into the refined and expressive violin, is con temporaneous with the II 

Gesu, the Salute and the Beldivere. The organ and the viol, which are obviously 

Baroque in their physical form, w e r e the specific instruments by which the 

voice and the word w e r e established as the highest forms of music. 

In contrast to the organ, the violin w a s deve loped by craftsmen w h o 

won greater fame. The violin had greater technical capacity than the viol. Nicole 

Amati (1558-1684) of the well known Amati family, transmitted his technique 

to the even greater Guarini and Stradivari. 
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Organ music like the opera, exhibited the revolutionary influence of 

Italy. Frescolbaldi not only exercised an immense influence over the public cis 

organist at St. Peter's , but also exerted an influence over organists all over 

Europe. He introduced modern tonality and laid the foundations of the tonal 

fugue. 

The music of the violin was still incompletely defined. Louis XIV had his 

twenty-four "Violins du roi" and Charles II had a similar group in open imitation 

of the French l<ing. The pressure of orchestral needs elevated the violin to its 

primal position. From about 1650 the writing of pieces for a small group 

including the violin or accompanying it as solo instrument became important 

enough to warrant a name - the "sonata". The concept and name reflect the 

capabilities of the instrument. Other forms like the concerto, the concerto 

grosso and the suite were developed by composers like Arcangelo Corelli, 

Guiseppe Toreli and Giovanni Battista Vitali.^^ 

Music was a major concern of the courts of Paris, Vienna, London, 

Moscow, Stockholm and a dozen minor capitals. The emperor Leopold I and 

King John IV of Portugal were themselves reputed composers. In Italy, in 

Belgium and the Dutch Netherlands, in Vienna and in Switzerland amateur 

musical societies - "colleges", "academies" - were a prominent feature of 

social life. The popularity of music in all classes of the society, its increasing 

technicalization, and the emergence of the virtuoso produced a very natural 

result, a kind of professionalizatlon of music that supplanted the amateur. 

Music had been transformed by the development of new modalities, of 

new forms, of new standards of technical achievement in composition and 

performance. It had become a major form of culture - secularized and 

professionalized. The new music had spread over all Europe. In music, as in 

literature, in painting and architecture, the Baroque was destined to evolve 

through numerous revolts, revolutions and rebellions. However, its patterns 

and problems had been set in forms common to the total culture of the period. 
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In architecture as in music and painting, Italy Wcis the principal source of the 

Baroque. It was Michelangelo w h o had announced the n e w style; Vlgnola 

(Giacoma Barocchio, 1507-1573), builder of the U Gesu had affirmed it. It was 

subsequent ly to be repeated in hundreds of churches from China to Peru. 

Andrea Pafladio (1518-1573), in an architectural treatise had formulated the 

style £is a set of rules. Two great men w h o earned a dominant place a m o n g the 

European architects were Bernini and Borromini. 

Berinini w a s greatly acclaimed by his contemporaries . His epi taph reads 

"popes , princes and peoples mourned him". As architect of St Peter 's , he had 

already built one of the most impressive monumen t s of the Christian world, 

the plcizza with its colonades. As the greatest living architect he w a s summoned 

to the court of Louis XIV to submit plans for the new Louvre. Although his 

reception was almost like that of a sovereign, the French court appoin ted Claude 

Perrault instead to complete the work. The cosmopolitan influence of Italy was 

beginning to succumb to the growing national taste. Bernini's bust of Louis 

XIV, however, is magnificent and Is an expressive commentary on the age , the 

style the artist and the subject. The Scala Regia in the Vatican Is also a magnificent 

demonstra t ion of the technique of the t ime. Its simplicity of effect is essentially 

Baroque. 

Borromini, Bernini's contemporary, is not as sympathetically regarded, 

especially by those critics who actively dislike Baroque. Yet, pe rhaps he was 

t h e m o s t r ep resen ta t ive archi tect of his t ime . It is in his work tha t the 

revolutionary intention of the Baroque is clearly evident. He devised an entire 

new world and Individual forms and pat terns based solely on his personal 

tciste, and rejected all the restrictions of rules and conventions. He had a s trong 

aversion to straight lines. Most of the architectural accents are on Irregularities 

as seen clearly in his church of S. Carlo alle Quarttro Fontane (1640-1667) . His 

S. Ivo della Sapienza (1660) was built with a facade that w a s concave to the 

court and therefore opposed to the curve of the oval e lement . Although the 

layman may still take plecisure in S. Ivo, the architects have never forgiven 

Borromini for this violation of a rule. His greatest achievement w a s the S. Agnese 

in the Piazza Nabons (begun in 1652) in which another g rea t architect. Carlo 
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Ralnaldi (1611-1690) also had a hand. Rainaldl was the sole architect of S. 

Maria in Campitelll. 

The great Italian cities were still independen t enough to deve lop their 

o w n form of the Baroque. The great S. Maria della Salute w a s a landmark In 

Venice. It Wcis comple ted by Balderssare Longhena (1604-1682) . In Milan, 

Guarrino Guarini (1624-1683), produced designs that w e r e even more fantastic 

and eccentric than the designs of Borromini. Guarini w a s a Theatine m o n k and 

his des igns w e r e too much for the brothers of the order. However, he did m a k e 

t w o remarkable buildings, the little church of S. Gregorlo at Messina, and the 

Palazza Carignano (1880) In Milan. In Naples, architects concentrated wholly 

on the interiors of the churches and the exploitation of marble and s tucco. In 

Sicily s tucco ornamenta t ion was d e v e l o p e d to a d e g r e e of extraordinary 

elaboration. The greates t mcister of this was Giacomo Serpotto (1655-1732) . 

The most remarkable Baroque church is the Church of the Holy Cross (S. Croce). 

It is Baroque in a wholly special sense, more Spanish than Roman and rich with 

colour and elaborate working that is possible only with the local s tone which 

Is soft and white, but hardens in the air and turns to a beautiful go lden saffron. 

Arab, Germanic and Hispano - Roman influences complicated the deve lopment 

of Baroque in Spain. In the seventeenth century, the example and influence of 

Bernini w e r e readily received. The gove rnmen t house of Toledo, des igned by 

the son of the painter El Greco, and the Panaderia in the Plciza Mayor of Madrid 

are g o o d examples of this Influence. Alonso Cano (1601-1667) , the architect 

of the vast facade of the cathedral of Granada, introduced in Spain the influence 

of Borromini. 

The tNÂ o influences were combined in the work of Jose Churrlguerra (1650-

1723) w h o s e works exhibit the fullest realization of the Ideals of the Baroque. 

The g o v e r n m e n t house In Salamanca bears ev idence of this. Ornamenta t ion 

was more highly deve loped in the Spanish and Portuguese Baroque, especially 

in the colonial churches of Mexico, Peru and Brazil, than anywhere else in the 

European world. 

The rejection of Bernini's design for the Louvre is typical of the history of 
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Baroque in France. Since the renaissance the French had considered themselves 

the particular guardians of the clcissical ideal, the ordered principles which w e r e 

antithetic to the fantastic and deliberate freedom of the Baroque. However, 

the Baroque manifested itself in the clothes, and manners of the court. French 

Baroqjle m a d e use of classical s tandards of restraint and simplicity. French 

Baroque, like German, Spanish and colonial Baroque, had a specific quality 

that set it off from its sixteenth century antecedents , cVs well as from the Baroque 

of other national and local cultures. If specific Baroque forms of Italian or Spanish 

origin, like the sprung gable, the eccentric lines w e r e looked d o w n upon, the 

Baroque objectives of pomposi ty and "representat ion" w e r e as effectively 

achieved in France by other means . Bernini's des igns for the Louvre w e r e 

rejected for Perrault's, whose pillars extend themselves a quarter of a mile 

a long the right and left of the Louvre. They are po\A/erful and correct, but their 

social expression is far closer to Bernini's a rcade at St. Peter 's than to any 

classic structure. Moreover, the interiors of the churches , w e r e filled \A/ith 

qui te definitely Baroque altars and memorials. In the interior decorations of 

Versailles, Le Brun and his workers covered the walls and ceilings with numerous 

pictures, each in its turn loaded with garlands, cherubs, and allegorical figures 

and decorat ions. 

The yielding to the Baroque became comple te in the gardens , especially 

those of Versailles. The tombs of Mazarin and Richelieu, though more restrained 

than the \A/ork of Bernini, are none the less Baroque in their conception. 

In Germany, the sixteenth century late Gothic s e e m e d to anticipate the 

Baroque. Later German Gothic style, like the baroque , w a s primarily a style of 

m o v e m e n t and invention, including all the arts, and all the surfaces in a single 

composi t ion \A/hich was deeply and even violently religious in feeling. In spite 

of native influences Baroque of the seventeenth century was imported into 

Germany by Italian architects. Nevertheless, because of the intervention of their 

pa t rons and the native craftsmen, these product ions w e r e plainly distinct -

specifically Bavarian, Viennese and Bohemian. The p o m p and vigour of the 

Baroque w e r e expressed not only in great buildings but also in the spatial 

organisation of entire districts and towns, such as Mannheim, Saarbrucken, 

Erlanfen and Potsdam. 
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In Austria the great Baroque architects were still young during this 

period. J.B.Fischer (1650-1723) and his son Josef Ennmanuel (1695-1742) 

evolved a grave and decorous form of the Baroque that suited the Imperial 

disposition of the Austrians. The emperors, the great nobles, and the great 

generals built lordly gardens for themselves and for posterity. 

Everywhere on the continent the Baroque found expression in noble 

buildings. In Belgium, L. Fayherbe (1617-1697), built several Important 

churches. In ecistern Holland the countiy houses of the Dutch nobles reflect 

the French influence. In Prague, the Wallenstein palace and the Church of the 

Holy Cross (1678-1688) illustrate the ideals of the Baroque. There are similar 

examples to be found in Warsaw, the Ukraine and Russia. 

In spite of St. Paul's and its great architect. Sir Christopher Wren, and of 

Blenheim and Sir John Vanbrugh, Baroque architecture was not popular in 

England and its rising colonies. 

Nowehere did the style receive a more characteristic development 

than in the Spanish and Portuguese colonies in America. The impact of the 

Conquest, the prosperity of the colonies and the rich store of technical ability 

among the Mayan and Aztec artisans resulted in a fusion that produced 

extraordinary examples of the ultimate in Baroque.^' 

The painters and sculptors of the seventeenth century veered away from 

the contemporary commentary on life to the direct expression of life itself. This 

they achieved like the writers, by a new and deeper analysis. Rembrandt was a 

supreme example. The Storm at Sea in the Gardner Museum In Boston, and 

The Mill in the National Gallery in Washington, display the external qualities of 

the Baroque, namely exaggeration and overintensity. In his portraits he focused 

all his artistic powers on depicting the inner life. The pictures entitled Christ at 

Emmaus and the portrait of his young son Titus not only illustrate the spiritual 

pb\A/er of his genius, but also reveal the high possibilities of Baroque perception 

and expression. The art of the Baroque was characteristically a pictorial art, but 

In its higher forms, its aims wholly transcend nnere portrayal. 
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In the seventeenth century, painting and sculpture w e r e bound by the 

requirements of kings, nobles ecclesiastical princes and the rich bourgeois. 

Nevertheless throughout the entire m o v e m e n t runs a strain of the picaresque 

- of the concern with the simple and homely, even with the s avage and ugly. 

The mos t popular subjects were horrific martyrdoms, like the mar tyrdom of 

St. Sebastian and others, the Rape and Lucrece, and Susanna and the Elders. 

The painters in Italy, in Spain, in France and in Holland, on the other hand, 

moved away from mythology, court life and rich patrons to depict peasants, 

workers, taverns, vagabonds and vagrants on the streets. The French and Dutch 

painters specialized in self - portraits, the family portraits and the portraits of 

fellow painters. During the last half of the century, painting w e n t almost wholly 

domes t i c in subject and purpose in Holland. 

O n c e again, Italy Wcis the capital and the homeland of the painters. The 

Italian influence flowed in two distinct directions and lines. Firstly, that of 

Caravaggio (1568-1609) and secondly that of Correggio. The chief characteristics 

of the former are, chiaroscuro, the synthetic organization of space and simplicity, 

and picaresque subjects. These traits are reflected in the Spanish and Dutch 

paintings down to the end of the century. The characteristics of the latter school 

are less penetrat ing but more dramatic, decorative and "scenic" in effect. 

The Italian painting of the last part of the century w a s without great 

significance. It was completely decorat ive in purpose. Its mos t characteristic 

p roduc ts w e r e the extraordinary ceilings and d o m e s such as Luca Giordano's 

vault of the Treasure Chapel at Naples, the ceiling of the Baberinl Palace at 

Rome by Pietro da Cortona (1596-1669) and the vault of the Gesu. 

From France came major painters w h o were exponen t s of the Roman 

high Baroque style. Nicolas Poussin (1594-1665) , after making his reputation 

in Rome, wen t to France for two years and returned in disgust to Rome, where 

he lived out his life. Although he w a s a clcissical follower, his paintings sugges t 

the balance of a Greek bas - relief and are connected with the Baroque only 

through the significant organisation of the space relations. Claude Gelee (1600-
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1682), more familiarly known as Lorrain, Wcis influenced by Poussin, and even 

m o r e than Poussin, shunned the prevalent realism. His main a im w a s 

concentrated on the problem of space, sky and above all, light. 

Another painter worthy of mention is Charles Le Brun (1619-1690) . A 

second - rate painter, Le Brun organized s o m e painters and sculptors to carry 

out the challenging enterprise of decoration for the King's buildings, especially 

Versailles. Although Le Brun is essentially c o m m o n place in taste, as a decorator 

he was without an equal. The Salle d e Venus, the Salle d e s ga rdes d e la relne. 

the Hall of Mirrors at Versailles, show that he knew how to depict the p o m p 

and splendour of the court of Louis XIV. 

Unfortunately it was period of decline for the Carravagglo Influence. 

Velasquez died in 1660 and Francesco Zurbaran (1598-1662) had but two 

years to live. Rembrandt in Holland, and Franz Hals in Amsterdam were spending 

their last days in abject poverty and neglect . The misery and pover ty of 

Rembrandt 's Icist years did not prevent him from producing some of his greatest 

mcisterpieces. His last works mark the comple te freedom of the artist and the 

comple t e mastery of his material and his me thod . 

It was the heyday of the art dealers and the craftsmen in Holland where 

painting now became an industry. Jan Vermeer (1628-1691) \A/as the most 

distinguished and most successful of painters of Dutch domesticity. He brought 

to his humble and luxurious Dutch interiors the Carravagglan influence of light 

and space of which Rembrandt was the master. The influence of Rembrandt is 

clearly visible in many of his paintings. His landscapes show the influence of 

Ruysdael. 

In Spain, El Greco (1548-1614) , like Carravaggio, b rought the n e w 

seriousness and intensity into Spanish paintings which marks Velasquez and 

Zurbaran. Another important Spanish painter influenced by Carravaggio is 

Bartolome Esteban Murillo (1618-1682). However, his work marks a decline 

like that of Rembrandt 's successors from the dramatic intensity of Velasquez 

and from the religious intensity of Zurbaran. Murillo was bcisically a simple man 
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of humble stock, who carried the picaresque realism of his Beggar Boy. Dice 

Players and Melon Eaters into his many depictions of religiously elevated 

subjects like The Annunication and The Immaculate Conception. In his own day 

he was immensely popular. For two centuries Murillo was regarded as one of 

the g rea tes t painters while El Greco was disregarded. 

In the field of Baroque sculpture, Bernini remains the uncontested leader. 

The Plaiia of St. Peter's is the best of a whole series of plazas and fountains 

deve loped into highly ornamented forms in which the individual statue Is only 

a unit of an entire architectural conception. He influenced subsequent sculptors 

w h o filled the plazcis, the churches, the courts and the ga rdens of Europe with 

the statuary in a nnultltude of forms. Of his own work The Convulsions of St. 

Teresa, the t omb of Urban 111, the bust of Louis XIV, the equestrian statue of 

Constantine, The Four Rivers fountains of the Picizza Navona and the t omb of 

Alexander VII, are his masterpieces. 

The Baroque sculptors used their material in numerous original ways, 

such as marble fashioned into veiling, fishnets or the ta t tered ga rmen t s of 

shephe rds . A French pupil of Bernini's, Pierre Puget, m a d e clear pictures in 

s tone of dramatic action, such cis his St. Sebastian at Genoa and Alexander and 

Diogenes . In Spain, juan Martinez Montanea sculptured in w o o d . Native artists 

in Mexico popularized wood carvings. 

The world which the artists of this generat ion endeavoured to capture 

co r re sponded to the world which the scientists, cosmologists , the theologians 

and the politicians were a t tempt ing to realize. All the aspec ts of reality which 

the scientists were exploring w e r e also materials for the \A/riters, the musician, 

the architect and painter in the a g e of Baroque. 
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CHAPTER-Il 

THE BAROQUE STYLE AND THE LANGUAGE OF BAROQUE 

To c o m e to a definite conclusion about the Baroque style is difficult 

indeed. It has been interpreted in diverse ways. The insistence for nationalist 

predilections hcis been added by those w h o have claimed it as distinctly and 

peculiarly Italian or Spanish or German, again as un - English or as un- French. 

What can be said confidently, however, is, that the Baroque style clearly 

e m e r g e d as an European form of art, of letters and of life in the d e c a d e s after 

1600. The extraordinary achievements of the Renaissance w e r e followed by a 

period of uncertainty and experimentation and there are those w h o have 

identified a distinct style separating Renaissance from Baroque. 

It hcis been quest ioned cis to w h e r e this style c ame from. Many factors 

combined to mould it. It pe rmea ted all spheres of life and art. A profound 

revolution of spirit is clearly manifested through it. O n e of these factors is the 

Counter - Reformation. The Catholic Reformation brought a revival of medieval 

devot ion, banning nudity and establishing rules for the use of secular melodies 

in composit ion. Baroque art, on the other hand, w^as worldly or at least deeply 

influenced by naturalism, and excessively sensuous as is evident in the canvases 

of Rubens. It often encouraged the heroic ideal of antiquity. Baroque style Is, 

however, partially animated by the ideas and feelings which the Reformation 

and the Counter - Reformation Introduced. The Baroque a g e w a s torn be tween 

the ex t remes brought about by the violent clash be tween religion and politics, 

be tween the church and the state. The Baroque a g e was to rmented by doubts , 

conflicts and tension. Pangs of conscience alternating \A/lth ex t r eme sensuality 

b e c a m e a characteristic feature of Baroque. The worldiness of the Renaissance 

g a v e way to coarse materialism and carnal debauchery, while the philosophical 

and academic inquiries of humanism led to scepticism and scientific discovery. 

On the other hand, the religious protest against the Renaissance and humanism 

s t renghtened other worldly beliefs. This brought about a fierce moral fanaticism 

often resulting in empty dogmat ism and intolerant persecution, superstit ions 

and violence. As the Counter - Reformation consti tuted an essential e l ement in 

these conflicting attitudes, it influenced the Baroque artist in ideas and feelings. 
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Sonne critics have maintained that the dominant Impulse in the Baroque 

style originated in the life of the monarchical courts under absolute rule. This 

v iew is based upon the \A/ell-known patronage which the princes of seventeenth 

century Europe bestowed upon the arts of the t ime. Many of these princes 

took a personal interest in t he se mat ters . The result is tha t m o s t of t h e 

characteristic creations of the Baroque style w e r e courtly : the splendid castle 

within vast artificially fashioned parks and gardens . Similarly, the opera w a s 

performed as part of the magnificent court festivals, such as the marriage of 

Henry IV of France and Marie de Medici in 1604. Yet it may be an exaggerat ion 

to maintain that Baroque art was the art of monarchical absolutism. As ment ioned 

in the earlier chapter, the beginnings of the Baroque style in architecture a re to 

be found in ecclesicistical Rome and especially in certain Jesuit churches . That 

the Jesuit architecture is identical with Baroque architecture th roughout this 

period has been disproved effectively by Joseph. Braun S.J., in a number of 

v^orks. Apart from court and church there was the rich bourgeosie not only in 

these absolute monarchies, but also in England, Holland and Venice. They built 

the beautiful town houses , bought the canvases of painters, and s trongly 

suppor ted the new musical forms of the opera , oratorios and symphony. In 

Holland, even the artisans and the c o m m o n peop le shared in the general 

enthusiasm. Great painters like Nicolaus Poussin, Rembrandt and Claude Lorrain 

w e r e indifferent, if not actually hostile to court life. The ex t remes of mysticism 

and rationalism which divided religious feeling in this period, were reflected in 

the Baroque style. Somet imes these contrasts occurred in the work of the s a m e 

artist. ' However, the s tage and the church, with their plays and oratorios, while 

encouraged by the princes, were the common possession of all, and not t he 

exclusive privilege of the few; they perhaps mos t clearly expressed the spirit 

of t he age . 

As hcis also been mentioned in the introduction, there are 'regional ' 

variations of the Baroque. While s o m e regional characteristics w e r e national, 

as in England, France and Spain, others like Roman as contrasted with Venetian, 

Hapsburg as contrasted with Saxon or Rhineland Baroque, w e r e not fully 

integrated into a national style. Baroque in the Austrian lands of the Hapsburgs 

bore a greater kinship to Spanish Baroque than North German forms. Moreover, 
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the migrating of Italians, Flemish and other artists and musicians all over Europe 

further complicated the at tempt to characterize the several national and regional 

variations of the Baroque Style. Subsequently, there Wcis a g rea t deal of literary 

and artistic cross-fertilization. Poussin spent most of his life in Rome, the German 

poe t Opitz wen t to Poland, Descartes to the Netherlands, Grotlus to France. 

Baroque was therefore, a European way of thinking and feeling, of experiencing 

the world and man, and creating worl<s of art and letters. The regional variations 

of the Baroque were the s t rongest w h e r e the national life w a s mos t fully 

integrated. Thus, the most characteristic Baroque c a m e from Spain. In France, 

grea ter restraint and an emphasis on cicissical themes obscured for s o m e time, 

the essentially Baroque quality of Corneille, Pascal and Descartes, eis also of 

Poussin and Claude Lorrain. In the England of the Stuarts and their court, the 

revolutionary implications of Protestantism, so long held in check by the skill 

and power of theTudors, hid from many the sway of Baroque feeling in art and 

letters. In Germany too, the tendency to fight Baroque in letters, art and life 

was present . 

Regional and national styles, on closer inspection, often s e e m to contain 

mutually exclusive aspects and traits. Of no style is this m o r e true than of the 

Baroque. It is a very polarized style, and startling combinat ions have produced 

this multicoloured, multifarious and glittering quality. Baroque sought to give 

literary and artistic expression to an age which wcis obsessed with the power of 

man. It wcis an age which was fascinated with the impossible and improbable. 

Hausenstein has aptly said : "Baroque means the unthinkable : the river with 

two mouths"^ 

At t he height of the Baroque period, the architects, sculptors, painters, 

poe t s and musicians struggled to accomplish the impossible in all directions. 

Hence materialism competed with spirituality, radical naturalism with ex t reme 

formalism, the most terrifying realism with delicate illusionism. Metaphysical 

poetry sough t to probe into ultimate mysteries, while erotic poetry violated all 

the rules of g o o d taste . Some typical subjects of artistic endeavour are : 

monarchs , cardinals and princesses, devout nuns and praying saints. These 

vied with beggors, vagrants and cripples in the canvcises of Rubens, Rembrandt, 
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Velasquez, and other Dutch painters ; highly ornamented altars decora ted in 

g o l d with s e v e r e church exter iors , colourful and d ramat i c mura l s wi th 

symmetrically arranged gardens . Such an a g e stimulated beyond measure by 

the potentialities of man, might through s o m e of its representat ives establish 

the foundations of modern science, while through others it might d a m n s o m e 

old w o m e n as witches; for both presume an exaggera ted belief in the p o w e r of 

man. God by his infinite power orders the Universe: Satan seeks to disturb this 

order. The fciscination that Satan held for many writers, including Milton, has 

often been remarked upon. This admiration for the kind of s t rength that will 

challenge rather than be subordinated, is a c o m m o n feature in the history of 

literature. The s ta tesmen of the Baroque Age m a d e a cult of po\A/er and of its 

adornments : the great spectacle, the complex intrigue, the g r u e s o m e murder. 

All these indicated an intoxication with po\A^er. 

The same sense of power inspired Milton as he faced the cosmic struggle 

of g o o d and evil, of God and Satan. "In confronting the Son of Man with Satan 

the Tempter, Milton created a scene which is one of the high m o m e n t s of 

Milton's art, and the English masterpiece of the Baroque, analogous to grea t 

Italian painting.^ It has been said that Milton m o r e than any other poe t of his 

t ime, had a d e e p sense of the dynamic, spiritual potential of language; he "did 

not merely use language; he carved it, shaped it with the vigour of a Baroque 

architect, and built it up until it became a m o n u m e n t of words in marble". The 

artist w h o has the capacity to portray, to dramatize tension, from this s ense of 

po\A/er, is truly a Baroque poet . 

The language of the worl<s of all Baroque writers is highly ornate. Rigorous 

forms are maintained with an artificiality which is highly irritating to m o d e r n 

ears. The great emotions which throb beneath this formal and artificial language 

s e e m strange. Milton's description of the evil spirits abounds in Baroque 

word - painting. Involved similes were popular with all writers as were classical 

allusions. But their chief function was the depiction of human passions, which 

Vi/ere seen to be proliferations of supernatural powers rather than human. 

The greates t portrayal of the Baroque man that the a g e created in letters 

is Milton's Satan : 
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' aspiring 

To set himself in glory above his peers , 

He trusted to have equalled the Most High, 

If he opposed , and, with ambitious aim 

Against the throne and monarchy of God, 

Raised impious wars in Heaven, and battle proud , 

With vain attempt.'"^ (Paradise Lost BKl - 38-44) . 

In all his works ranging from Com us to Paradise Lost the Baroque is 

manifested in some one aspect. In Com us and Lycidas Milton gives us the 

characteristic Baroque pastoral landscape. 

In illustration of a lofty and universal t he me in Paradise Lost, he paints a 

s e q u e n c e of m o m e n t o u s act ions. Book II of Paradise Lost o p e n s with a 

magnificent vision which in a few lines portrays much of wha t the Baroque Age 

in Europe most admired and valued : 

"High on a throne of royal state, which far 

Outshone the wealth of Ormus and of Ind, 

Or where the Gorgeous East with richest hand, 

Showers on her kings barbaric pearl and gold , 

Satan exalted sat ... 

insatiate to pursue 

Vain war with Heaven."^ (Paradise Lost BK 11) 1-5,8). 

When one compares Milton with Racine and Corneille and Calderon 

(1601-87) . Joost van Vondel (1587-1679) ; Martin Opi tz (1597-1639) , and 

Andrecis Gryphius (1616-64), one appreciates the fulness of his Baroque stature. 

As has already been ment ioned, it was Spain which experienced the 

Baroque most intensely. This was true also of its literary endeavours . The Spanish 

creativity in this period remains one of the marvels of the a g e . The writers w h o 

const i tute the flourishing of Spanish genius in literature are, Gongora (1561 -
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1627) who was a brilliant lyricist, Lope de Vega (1562-1635), the writer of 

numerous dramcvs epics, sacred plays and lyrics, Molina (1571-1648), a priest, 

who wrote sacred plays of deep devotion and wisdom and some saucy 

comedies, and the great Calderon, the greatest dramatist of them all. The 

contrast between idealistic, impassioned spirituality and worldly passionate 

sensuality - which represent the dynamic tensions of the Baroque, are quite 

suited to the Spanish temperament. The exaggerated formalism and the desire 

for complicated ornamentation run parallel to naturalism and pcissionate intensity 

that borders on the erotic. Gongora, who is considered to be the founder of the 

"cultivated style"^ carried the classicist passion of humanism to Baroque lengths. 

It weis Luis de Gongora y Argote who gave perhaps the most extreme 

expression to the formal and artificial in Baroque literature. Being a man of a 

grave, haunted disposition, his favourite themes were death, pain and the 

inconstancy of fortune and human attachment. 

"The Iciss most beautiful in the entire land 

Left who only yesterday him had on her hand 

Who today is gone to the wars with a band 

To her mother she laments how he's inconstant: 

"Oh, let me weep on the wide ocean strand."^ 

Although these lines are straightforward and clear, in the best XÂ orks of 

G6ngora, the allusions, metaphors and other literary devices are ingenious. 

"Here, we find the most extreme form of poetical convention concerning a 

language of metaphorical allusion which put an unreal wall between the meaning 

and the object it refers to."^ 

There is a great contrast between Lope de Vega and G6ngora. The latter 

wanted to withdraw from the common people into an elite circle of cultivated 

spirits, while the former was the poet of the multitudes or the common folk. 

Pedro Calder6n de la Barca, is "superior to any dramatic poet of his age 

in grandeur of theological conception and mystical subtlety. He is the poet of 
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Catholicism "par excellence' ."^ His ardent devotion and his d e e p understanding 

of theological issues combined with his brilliant lyrical language to p roduce 

works of unmatched and unique beauty. The strain of mysticism in Baroque 

language has nowhere found such artistic expression as in the works of Calderon. 

In France the cue was taken from Spain as regards the Baroque style. 

Pierre Corneille was truly Baroque in the abstract and typical characters of his 

figures, the elaborate quality of his language and in his passion for formalized 

conflict situations. 

Corneille Wcis considered to be deeply Baroque. He modelled his French 

t ragedy upon a Spanish bcise, but significantly altered it and deve loped it to 

the ex t reme. He found himself at the centre of a grea t literary controversy 

when he wrote his first play LeCid. But Corneille s tood his ground and defended 

himself against his critics. He took for his t heme the "Universal Baroque honour". 

On the whole, it Wcis a magnificent play. In contreist to this play, Cinna and 

Horace represented a complete revolution. Cinna which was very popular with 

all the elite Baroque audiences, is a political drama. It became the embod imen t 

of French culture. It focused on the Roman empero r Augustus. The play was 

very appropr ia te for the age . It was an a g e unsure of its values, and p rone to 

disillusionment, and ready to question the plausibility of its leading public figures. 

Hence, they responded readily to a Baroque Cinna. In the play public and 

private motives are inextricably bound together and the difficulties implied in 

the end, of reconciliation d o no obscure the rich Baroque allusiveness with 

which Augustus opens Act III. Elevated and majestic in style and delivery, yet 

deeply infused with a sense of fawning flattery and hollow praise, their somber, 

stoical resignation interrupted by m o m e n t s of short-lived brightness, these are 

the w o r d s of a true Baroque ruler about to exper ience the severe trial of 

discovering that his most trusted friend has betrayed him. They are confirmation 

that his world is indeed an unstable, miserable place ; ye t the insight acts as a 

spur to greater nobility of action and to an a lmost superhuman display of 

heroic self-assertion. The play depicts the recognition of the vanity of worldly 

vainglory and rejection of worldly po\A/er and splendour in a grand ges ture of 

profound disdain. Yet at the same t ime it expresses a proud reassertion of 
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absolute authority In a magnificent display of the royal privilege of clemency. 

Corneille's next tragedy Polyeucte Wcis first performed in 1643 (the year of 

Louis XlV's succession to the throne). It was one of the grea tes t dramatic 

variations of the glorious theme of martyrdom. The qualities found In the above 

ment ioned plays are present again in subsequent tragedies like Pompee 1642), 

Rodogune . Princess d e Parthis (1646). Heraclius (1646). N icomede (1650). 

O e d i p e (1659). Sertotius (1662) and Sophonisbe (1663). 

Jean Racine succeeded Corneille to the popularity of the French s tage . 

Although Corneille Wcis the chief of his predecessors , the re w e r e other writers 

w h o had travelled the tragic path, and even while he Wcis engaged in producing 

his series of classical plays, many of his contemporaries c o m p e t e d with him for 

supremacy on the French stage. Thomas Corneille, younger brother of Pierre, 

contr ibuted a steady series of t ragedies to the s tage . In 1657 he p roduced his 

Timocrate which weis a great success, and though it d o e s not figure a m o n g 

the grea t literature of the period it Wcis a play that a lmost everybody at the 

t ime had seen . It r epresen t s o n e of the c l imaxes of t h e Baroque s t a g e 

entertainments in Europe. As a purely aesthetic experience Timocrate impresses 

us with its verve and versatility. Although it is pleasing to the eye and ear, It 

remains a difficult play to read, mainly because it is such a "tour d e force" of 

high - flown obscurity and dramatic suspense . However, even this failed to be 

recorded in the annals of literary history as It lacked brilliance. Phlllipe Quinault 

also pursued the Corneille way, but soon. In collaboration with Lully w a s 

drawn into the arena of opera. A m o n g other works he p roduced his famous 

Armide (1686) one of the tragedies most instrumental in establishing "grand 

opera" in France. None of the tragic plays produced during the years Immediately 

before Racine's appearance had given any indication to true grea tness . 

jean Racine's first play Andromaque (1667) was in the classical style, 

strictly observing the unities and confining the m o v e m e n t s of the actors on the 

s tage . In Britannicus (1669) he a t t empted , with brilliant success, a drama more 

in the manner of Corneille, but modified it to his own peculiar pat tern. Unlike 

Corneille, he did not believe in the all - embracing t h e m e of love. Similar 

Corneillian influence is traceable in Bajcizet (1672), which has often been referred 
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to as Racine's "harem" tragedy. This was followed by Mithridate" (1673). In 

Bajazet he tried to achieve a tragic "distance" by depict ing life In a far-off 

Oriental world, painting excellent portraits of the politician Acomat and of the 

impcissioned Roxanne. His next three tragedies announce in their titles the 

predominantly feminine interests - Berenice (1670), Iphigenia (1674) and Phedre 

(1677). In these dramas he sheds the mantle that he inherited from Corneille 

and moves firmly on his own chosen ground. By now Racine is in full control of 

his peculiar tragic style. Berenice may be regarded as a transitional play. Its 

t h e m e is love and its central character is a woman , but the conflict be tween 

love and duty d e m a n d e d by Corneille is clearly present . Like A n d r o m a q u e . 

Berenice is a drama of conflicting love; it is different from the former in that it 

introduces the cicish between love and honour, and honour wins. 

Racine conveys the action of the play through logical and musical verse , 

and the use of the Alexandrine. Although the Alexandrine verse form of Corneille 

and Racine wcis peculiarly adapted to the metric rhythm of French, poe t s of 

o ther European countries, especially German, imitated the dramas of the t w o 

grea t French dramatists. They also derived inspiration from the grea tes t Dutch 

dramatist joost van den Vondel (1587-1679). j . Huizinga hcis written that "Vondel 

in the clumsy, but always aspiring majesty of his e levated, solemn language Is 

the perfect Baroque poet." He was born in Cologne of refugee Anabaptist 

parents w h o were forced to flee from Antwerp, in the Spanish Netherlands. He 

established himself in Amsterdam, and for the remainder of his life \A/as called 

the g rea tes t exponent of the Dutch language. He w a s also called the voice of 

his country 's conscience. His first p o e m centres a round Constantine the Great 

and the triumph of Christianity in Imperial Rome. It is constructed on the mode l 

of Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered. After his wife's dea th , he turned to t ragedy. 

He had found his perfect medium. He produced t ragedy such as the Baroque 

a g e d r eamt of but se ldom achieved, with imaginative power, and force of 

language . Vondel, like the Dutch painters, is a g rea t painter too : a Baroque 

painter in words . Unlike the other Dutch artists and writers he turned away 

from domest ic subjects to loftier visions of heroic warriors, p rophe ts and angels 

borne on clouds. 
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His Maeghden (1639) ("The maidens"), is an e loquent tragic portrayal of the 

legendary martyrdom of St. Ursula and her 11,000 virgin companions. Although 

the subject s e e m s impossible, at least for a tragedy, ye t Vondel achieves the 

impossible. This Is the characteristic of a truly Baroque achievement . The 

Sophoclean, cicissical devices of narration and dialogue are combined in such 

a way so as to produce an effect that is at once visual and intellectual : the 

dramatist shows in words what cannot be told in action or unders tood in 

images alone ; the martyrdom of 1 1,000 virgins and, in doing so depic ts the 

fundamental clash be tween Christian conviction and heathen savagery. The 

play opens with Attila's trusted commande r describing Ursula's amazing 

approach to her future killer, who will soon b e c o m e infatuated by his capt ive 's 

unattainable and enigmatic charms. Artfully the description at once attracts 

and warns ; it is an image of purity moving into the centre of at tention, and 

pictorically evoked in bold yet delicate whites and reds, the colouring dominant 

throughout the entire painting in w o r d s : 

She s tood - and what a proud, defiant stance ! 

On the first ship, her banner in her hand, 

A croxA/n of diamonds and rubied roses on her : 

But, lovelier still, still those blooming on her face, 

Most beautiful when glowing with the flush 

Which noblest blood brought welling to each cheek. 

Upon her bosom glowed and played the arms 

Of a gold cross, all set with choice blue saphires : 

Luxuriant breezes too played now and then, 

Filling the sail or rippling the flag 

Tied to her standard cross, in which she trusted. 

These were her armoury, and all her spears; 

Her eye, a sharper spear, transfixed my heart. 

Her Purple garment with its s leeves of white. 

Was now and then raised by the tender winds. 

The lily and the rose in go lden threads 

Were kindled into the brightness by the Sun 

Which set envy ... (Maeghdan Act I). 
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The posture, the Baroque imagery of rose and lily, spear and sun, the 

wind and the water and the palpable sign of faith, all bear upon an undercurrent 

of erotic admiration ; the visual force and symbolic effect, the colour, and the 

m o v e m e n t all convey the essense of the dramatic elevation of spiritual values 

expressed in sensual terms. 

Vondel 's brilliance and power is best represented in his next work Lucifer. 

Political events of the day played an important part in inspiring him to write this 

drama. Vondel had been roused to indignation by the events in England. His 

indigination inflamed emotions that triggered off that creative passion which 

then \A/elled up and soared to extraordinary Baroque heights in a formal drama 

on the rebellion and the Fall of Satan and his angels . Vondel 's Satan is the 

personification of Pride and cannot bear defeat. He thirsts for pride of place. 

When one of his followers give him an eyewitness account of the newly created 

paradise and the unbounded bliss of Adam and Eve, w h o m he considers to be 

m e r e mortals, he is filled with anger and envy. The news that God has decided 

to b e c o m e incarnate in human form is even m o r e unbearable: 

Mankind hcis won God's heart and is n o w Heaven ' s friend ! 

For angels, night hcis fallen : our servitude begins. 

(Lucifer Act 1). 

Satan is transformed into the hideous form of a mons t rous serpent to be 

th rown d o w n from the heavens in a last encounter with the archangel Michael, 

No other poe t of the Baroque period, apart from Milton, could achieve the 

daring feat of paraphrasing the dynamic s w e e p of colour, light and m o v e m e n t 

with which Rubens had depicted the cosmic battle of g o o d and evil in his Lcist 

Judgement and the Fall of the Damned, painted be tween 1617 and 1620. Milton 

and Vondel are firm in both structure and diction, and are restrained and 

calculated despi te the colour and the violence of the action depic ted. Their 

e n o r m o u s dramatic epics, like Rubens' paintings, convey a passionate desire 

to v iew Infinity in relation to their t ime. 

Vondel exerted an enormous influence on the leading German Baroque 
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poe t s of the s tage , especially upon Andreas Gryphius (1616-64). Martin Opltz 

set the tone by his Book of German Poetry which was published in 1624. He 

emphas ized purity of language, style and verse like the French. In spite of this 

his poetry lacked depth of feeling.'° However, he was a skilful and truly Baroque 

poet . More genuine In this respect w a s the German poe t Gryphius w h o is 

considered to the "founder of German Bombast ."" Some of the lines from his 

sonne t on the Thirty-first Psalm are deeply touching: 

With weep ing and with groans , with labour, \A^oe and fear 

I'm wasting hour and day, and February's gr imness 

Ruins me , like the flight of the swift t ime, the year, 

Let's hardly me lament my bitter woe , my mis'ry ! 

(Psalm Thirty-One) 

Gryphius carried the Baroque violence of expression to grea ter lengths 

than any other poe t of the period. O n e wonders whether his p o e m s can be 

considered to be poetry at all when o n e encounters such lines as : 

Ah! and Woe! 

Murder! Clamour! Terror! Cross! Torture! Worms! Plague! 

Pitch! Torment! Hangman! Flame! Stench! Cold! Fears! 

Ah Perish! 

High and Low ! 

Sea! Hills! Mountains! Rocks! Who can bear the pain? 

Swallow, abyss. Oh swallow them! who forev'r shall clamour. 

(from the Sonnet on Hell) 

It is as Gundolf hcis suggested, straight virtuosity. 

In England, the Platonic m o d e which Wcis so deliberately cultivated by 

Henrietta Marie and by the courtiers of Charles I continued in altered terms, 

into the world of the courtiers of Charles II. The latter may have looked back 
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with a certain contempt upon their immediate ancestors, ye t they felt a kinship 

with them in temper. They enjoyed what their forefathers enjoyed; the romance 

that they sought was only a development of the romance that had already 

been s taged on the s tages of the earlier theatres . "The basis of Restoration 

Tragedy", it has been said, "is the Romantic idea". The artificial Platonic love, 

the conflict be tween passion and honour, the exot ic distant scenes of the 

unknown lands that were idealized, all these w e r e inherited from the dramas 

p roduced at the court of Charles I. 

If the foundation of Restoration t ragedy is the Romantic idea, it is equally 

true that this romanticism was accompanied by classical concepts . It Wcis not 

the severer type of classicism, but the classicism of Seneca that influenced 

Dryden and Nathaniel Lee. The a tmosphere of ghosts , blood and horror, and 

the supernatural happenings was in keeping with the native strains. Italian 

" m e l o d r a m a " which is classical in inspiration but Ba roque in execut ion , 

contributed to the artificiality of the themes and to the deve lopmen t of operatic 

fea tures . The influence of Italian music and the Italian ope ra t i c art w a s 

exper ienced in England during the latter half of the Restoration period, both in 

dramatic opera and in spoken tragedies. 

What the English dramatists knew when they started to write t ragedy 

during this period, wiis not the tragedy of Racine, but the experimental drama 

of Corneilie. The deve lopment and popularisation of this serious French drama 

Wcis achieved in two ways - by direct translation and free adaptat ion to suit the 

English drama. 

The French tragedy of the reign of Louis XIV, the "melodrama" of Italy, 

the heroic play of the English, and the French Romance w e r e but so many 

aspects of a general European movemen t - the Baroque. 

Carl Friedrich has rightly observed, "These many different writers had 

one thing in c o m m o n - the Baroque language. The Baroque language was rich 

in simile and metaphor, in ornamental adjectives and stately formalities. Nouns 

w e r e piled up and ejaculation occupied a central place. Indeed, with the more 
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radical Baroque writers, literary language became an end in itself; thought was 

sacrficed to expression, meaning to sound. And yet, with all the brocade and 

declamation, there occurred the occasional luminous vista of utter simplicity -. 

freely we serve 

Because we freely love, as in our will 

To love or not ; in this we stand or fall." 

The sense of power in all its forms, spiritual and secular, scientific and 

political, psychological and technical, is the common denominator which helps 

us to conceive of them as varied expressions of a common view of man and 

the world. The startling achievements of man led to a sense of potential might 

which alternated with a crushing realisation of human limitations in the face of 

an infinite world created by a remote and all powerful being transcending all 

human comprehension. The inherent drama of such a view provided a 

magnificent setting for poets of true grandeur, it is the glory of the Baroque age 

that every\A/here men rose to this unique challenge. Milton, Vondel, Corneiile 

and Calderon, Lope de Vega and Gryphius - they all spoke the language of an 

age when man's dignity Wcis his most prized possession in the face of the 

powers on this earth and those of the beyond."'^ 
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CHAPTER-III 

BAROQUE POETRY 

The Renaissance elements were present to some extent in all the Baroque 

writers of the period. This Wcis basically true of all Baroque forms, as they strove 

to unite somehow the formal perfection of the age that had gone before with 

the sense of the unearthly and uncanny powers that operated within and beyond 

man. The baroque writers and poets were profoundly metaphysical In their 

outlook, and exerted all their powers of imagination and art to communicate 

the sense of these impelling forces. Hence, they delighted in colourful contrasts, 

and movement, and tried to convey them by means of piling up descriptive 

adjectives and exclamatory nouns. These epics, dramas and great chorales 

display intense imaginative power. It was period of tension and struggle: an 

age of great dramatic contrasts. Secular and religious passions vied with one 

another. The Revival of Catholicism, devout passionate and astute, fought stolid 

Protestantism, assured, moral, fanatical and self-righteous in a long drawn out 

conflict, to an eventual deadlock. Likewise monarchical absolutism and 

representative constitutionalism scored sometimes a victory here, or a loss 

there, now defensive and conservative, now radical and aggressive, now 

reasonable and staid, now passionate and Intensely emotional. Poets and 

writers, too, depicted these extremes in their works.' 

The best approach to understand the development of seventeenth century 

poetry is by way of the earlier poetry. Milton's Comus dlstlndy reveals the 

influence of Shakespeare and has definite affinities with The Tempest. Comus 

occupies a half way position between Shakespeare's drama on the enchanted 

island and Ben jonson's court masques. Although it has less action than 

Shakespeare's plays, and more poetry than jonson's mcisques it is, like them 

aflegorical In method, reflective in its tone and spectacular in its pageantry. All 

his life, Milton had a great fciscination for the stage. It hcis been said that had 

Milton lived in an earlier generation, or even in a later generation, his contribution 
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to d rama and dramatic literature would have been more extensive. By the t ime 

Milton m a d e his debut on the literary scene, the theatres were closed. During 

the Restoration years there was no place for the public performance of a play 

by so eminent and revolutionary a poe t as Milton. Moreover, the Restoration 

audience was not ready for the serious type of play that he cared to write and 

s tage . ̂  

Drama did, however, feature in his literary destiny. The fascination for 

the theatre g rew steadily till it culminated in his greatest dramatic work Samson 

Agonistes . 

Milton was attracted to the masque at a fairly early point in his writing 

career. Firstly, it had definite lyrical and musical qualities which he recognised 

as a prospect ive literary form. All properties inherent in these qualities w e r e 

perfectly suited to his genius - his love for mythology and classical allusions, 

his fondness for learned poetry and an elevated style. Besides this, he w a s 

hopeful of attracting royal patronage. In 1634, Milton's masque Com us w a s 

presen ted at Ludlow Castle, just before the young poe t left for Italy. It is the 

most celebrated English contribution to the fashion of peistoral dramatics. Comus 

records the conflict in his mind between poetry and drama. It lacks the drannatic 

expertise and psychological impact of drama. It contains polished sophisticated 

and poet ic language. Milton Wcis of course developing a tradition that had 

already been established by Elizabethans like Spenser and Sir Philip Sydney. By 

then English was highly developed and well established as the poetic med ium 

of a civilized and courtly minority. 

The origins of Comus lie in Spenserian poetry and in the Italian poet ic 

tradition. In its imagery, the masque c o m e s closer to the o d e s of Tasso than to 

the pastoral dramas of many Italian writers. Most of the work consists of songs 

and set speeches , more in the tradition of the recitative than of the true 

interchange which constituted dramatic dialogue. There are hardly any pcissages 

of sustained animated action.^ The e lements present are neither entertaining 

nor enthralling. The plot is artificial, the actions lack spontaneity and the t h e m e 

of the sacredness of virginity is almost static. The moral e lement is uninspiring 
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and hardly qualifies the poem cis a didactic elegy. Characterization is virtually 

non-existent. Although there are s o m e theatrical potentialities, as the animal 

masks worn by the dancers in Comus's rout, ye t the symbols are realized in 

the pictorial than in the dramatic nnanner. The artistic qualities of the entire 

work bear a closer resemblance to Venetian paintings than to the mature theatre 

of Shakespeare . However, this pastoral p o e m d o e s possess dramatic feeling, 

which lies more In operatic structures than in the poetic language. In his next 

p o e m Lycidcis Milton is revealed as an original poet , breaking away from well-

established conventions and using an irregular stanzaic form of verse, and 

broken rhythms. Above all, he is seen experimenting with dramatic contrasts 

of emot ion thereby heightening the poetic tension. This makes his poetry 

dramatic and theatrical. His elegy may be said to fall into five acts. His pastoralism 

in Acts 1, ill, and V is in the decorous and calm Arethusian m o d e after the 

manner of Virgil and Theocritus.'* There are sharp digressions in Acts II and IV 

which are characterised by a solemn language of moral idealism and the didactic 

tone. Milton eulogizes the hard won fame that belongs more properly to heaven 

than to earth. He then decries ecclesiastical and political corruption and warns 

that the forces of evil will confront annihilation. Throughout Milton is aware of 

the audacities of these shifts of mood . He clearly unders tood the distinction 

be tween the "Sicilian Muse" and the expression of puritannical earnestness in 

a t ime of national crisis. This artful combination gave his poetry a w/holly new 

tone. Nothing in English literature can be found to be remotely comparable to 

the personal and dramatic feeling in this mcisterpiece of Milton's. An Elegiac 

ode , it a lmost resembles a theatrical oratorio. 

In the domain of literature, the Baroque a g e produced achievements of 

unquest ionable lasting value in drama and in the shorter lyric. There were also 

occasional rare accomplishments when intense dramatic qualities unite with a 

love of language to express a sequence of memorable actions in illustration of 

a lofty and universal theme. Of these, Milton's Paradise Lost is the best example. 

This epic p o e m can claim to be the s u p r e m e literary product of the European 

imagination at the height of the Baroque age . Yet the fact that Milton is England's 

major seventeen th century poet, t ends to obscure his European connections 

and affinities. His works seem to be closely related to the religious and political 
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affairs that were peculiarly English. This is not wholly true. The tensions he 

exper ienced were also largely felt by any Protestant writer or artist confronted 

with the old traditions of Europe and the new achievements of the Catholic 

countries, like Vondel and Gtyphlus, the closest to him in spirit, or like t he 

compose r s Heinrich Schlitz, and later Handel. Italy and Rome nneant much to 

him. Although writers like Vondel had to imagine Italy, Milton actually visited 

it in 1638. Italy Wcis the country to which many writers and artists w e n t in 

search of art and learning. Milton soon discovered that he Wcis qui te at h o m e 

in Baroque Europe, as he was familiar with the classical authors and skilful in 

writing the Italian sonnet in the Petrachan manner. Milton and all the other 

Europeans shared a common background and similar outlook on the world 

and age . For them the revival of the Roman heritage and spirit was no mean 

d ream. It Wcis a glorious reality that affected every sphe re of cultural life.^ 

Milton's epic, both in theme and manner, spoke for that a g e and for all 

thinking people . The particular appropriatness of its language enhanced rather 

than limited its relevance and range. He took great trouble to avoid any specific 

reference to limiting and sectarian issues in order to concentrate on topics of 

universal interest. Topics such as rebellion, pride and fall, and the dangers of 

love and v/isdom are themes and interests c o m m o n to all the contemporary 

literatures of Europe. Moreover, they were also essential e lements of Milton's 

cosmic vision which depicts the ideal state of Man at the Creation and g o e s on 

to describe man ' s subsequent Fall to the condition called "reality". As A d a m 

and Eve walk out into the unl<.nown and lonely future, 

"The world was all before them, where to choose 

There place of rest, and Providence their gu ide ." 

(Paradise Lost Bk XII) 

The t h e m e of Paradise Lost is rendered in the finest descriptive poetry 

after the manner of Italian pastoral painting. After describing the landscape 

elaborately and exquisitely be proceeds to introduce the relatively, smallfigures 

of its inhabitants. This is also done pictorially. They are "seen" long before they 

are "heard". They seem to belong more to the realm of the paintings of Titian 
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and Durer than to the realm of drama or poetry. The dramatic element comes 

into Paradise Lost only after two thirds of the story has been told. The fall of 

man, the quarrel between Adam and Eve, their reconciliation and expulsion 

from Heaven bring the poem into dramatic focus. The descriptive element 

almost entirely disappears and true dramatic dialogue with conflict and 

movement takes its place. The last fout books form an ideal drama of 

extraordinary power. The reader is transformed into the spectator, not only 

hearing the poignantly realistic rhythm and emphasis of the words, but also 

hearing the sighs of Adam and Eve and witnessing, with Milton, their 

expressions of pain, their tear-stained faces, their gestures of despair and finally 

their tragic departure from Paradise : 

"They hand in hand with wandering steps and slow 

Through Eden took their solitarie way". 

(Paradise Lost Bk XM) 

Milton's greatest achievement in the field of poetic drama is Samson 

Agonistes. Some critics feel that this work cannot be considered to belong to 

the category of the Baroque. They feel that in this work Milton's outlook Is 

puritanical in its culture and doctrinaire In Its artistic expression; above all It Is 

regarded as too egocentric to be truly poetic or to be effectively dramatic. 

Others are of the opinion that it is the highest achievement in theatrical art and 

poetry. They feel that the language is not only a faithful recreation of human 

experience but that the style is perfectly suited for the stage. There are hardly 

any abstract pcissages. The choruses enhance both the dramatic and the lyrical 

elements of the play. As is usual in Greek drama, the main character sometimes 

rises to express himself in the most passionate and lyrical language which is in 

harmony with the chorus. There is descriptive poetry, but no pastoralism and 

no metaphysical subtlety. In his victorious death Samson is compared to three 

winged symbolical creatures - the dragon, who attacks the village fowls, the 

divine eagle falling like lightning from a clear Sky, and the phoenix rising again 

from its ashes. These passages are comparable to some of the elaborate passages 

in Comus. 
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The most "Baroque" in mode of the school of poets who came under 

the so called "Metaphysical" school, is Richard Crcishaw. One group of scholars 

relates the "Metaphysical" style to the Baroque, but variously, sometimes 

completely identifying it with the Baroque and sometimes distinguishing the 

two. The term "Baroque" itself, like the term "Renaissance" and "Romantic" is 

variable in reference. The "Emblem" theory is perhaps the most widespread 

theory of the "metaphysical" style. Mario Praz, after his study of the actual 

works of this literary movement, comes to the conclusion that the conceit and 

the emblem might be called the "game" theory. He says, "they are of the 

nature of the charade or the riddle - the by products of an amusing lighthearted 

verba! and pictorial game."* Richard Ocishaw's poems tend to arouse among 

his critics either extremes of revulsion or well debated admiration. Those who 

read his poems without considering devotional conventions soon find his images 

of mouths, blood and wounds revolting. They feel that something is amiss 

with a sensibility that borders on perverse eroticism. Crashaw's admirers, on 

the other hand, while acknowledging the lurid and sensuous traits, go on to 

say that the sensuality must be understood not literally, but as emblematic of 

certain spiritual states. The images should be considered without attaching 

any bodily significance to them. In doing this the reader will find that Crashaw 

is indeed a careful and intellectual handler of conventional materials. 

Richard Crashaw is the one conspicuous English incarnation of the 

"Baroque sensibility". Douglas Bush says : "The religio-aesthetic creed and the 

culture of the Counter-Reformation affected all the arts, and indeed aimed at 

mixing and transcending them, in its effort to make the five senses portals to 

heaven. The elements of the revival, most stimulating to the artistic imagination 

were the clash and fusion of extremes in the human and divine, the pictorial 

and the abstract, in the joys and agonies, the spiritual splendour and the mean 

estate, of Christ, the Virgin, and the pantheon of saints and martyrs. Poetry 

took on a new and bizzare intricacy of sensuous decoration and symbolic 

metaphor, a kind of formlessness - which sought a unity deeper and higher 

than the classical through emotional and impressionistic multiplicity. German 

exponents of Gelstesgeschichte have pursued the ramifications of "barock" as 
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Browne pursued the quincunx, with a heavier foot and with equally apacious 

and elliptical logic, but for us the definition is 'poe t ry like Crashaw's. ' I ts mot to 

might be ' Over ripeness is all'." 

Crashaw, w h o was sensuous by temperament , wro te poetry that was flowing, 

musical and imagist. At first, poetry seems to be like the song of the nightingale, 

"bathing in s t reams of liquid melody", later it s e e m s like the passage work of 

a deliberate virtuoso, indulging in cadenzas and "glissandi". Yet he was an 

ascetic in real life, denying his senses except when he \A/as paying h o m a g e to 

his God. In turning to religion and religious poetry, he "changed his object not 

his passion", as St. Augustine said of the Magdalene . His sacred poetry has 

recurrent images that are found in his secular poetry. 

As Crashaw wcis neither a p rophe t nor a preacher he has no message to 

give to the world. Although he had suffered and had indulged in his suffering, 

his exper ience did not prompt him to formulate a philosophy of life. His Wcis to 

be a poetry in which the rhythms and the images would tell their own story. 

His symbolism follows traditional Christian lines. He d r e w on the Bible, 

ecclesiastical learning and the books of mystics like St. Bernard and St. Teresa.^ 

Crashaw wcis ingenuous and free from self consciousness. Although his images 

are "private", they often reappear in similar contexts . He did not always, 

therefore, formulate a systematic symbolism. This is probably so because he 

himself was unaware of why certain images had particular significance for him. 

In his gradual and steady m o v e m e n t from secular to sacred poetry, he 

abandoned the Renaissance embellishments of classicial mythology. While still 

at school he had written poems on Arion, Pygmalion, Venus, Apollo and 

Daphne, Aeneas and Anchises; and his Latin epigrams and Music 's Duel 

contain many cliissical allusions. In his English sacred p o e m s , however, such 

e lements are conspicuously absent. 

Crashaw makes no a t tempt to distinghish his sacred from his secular 

imagery. Many metaphors and characteristic figures are recurrent. The known 
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paradox of the Incarnation whereby Christ is at once the son and the father of 

the Blessed Virgin, is anticipated in the apost rophe to Aenecis carrying Anchlses: 

"Felix! parentis qui pater dicerie e sse tui ! 

("Fortunate man, you who may be said to be the 

father of your parent!") 

The persistent motif of the mystical p o e m s initially appears in the p o e m 

called Wishes. 

"A well t am 'd heart 

For whose more noble smart 

Love may bee long chusing a Dart." 

(Wishes) 

Crcishaw, unlike Herbert, se ldom uses homely images of Fireside and 

market place; and allusions to the politics and economics of the day are rare. 

"His own legacy" refers to Christ, dying. There are financial images such as the 

reference to the Blessed Virgin, she has "so d e e p a share" in Christ's w o u n d s . 

There are pcissages of extravagant lusciousness which border on the g ro tesque , 

when he refers to Mary's tears which having flowed upwards , at the t o p of the 

milky river, become the cream upon which the infant fed, adding, "sweetness 

to his sweetes t lips". 

Crashaw undoubtedly had s o m e feeling for Nature, especially abounding 

In flowers and the dawn. This Is evident in his earlier p o e m s , but they evince no 

precision or scrutiny or botanical interest. His constant b lossoms are the 

conventional lily and the rose. These flowers which appear in his earliest poems , 

as external and perceptible creatures, d o not disappear from his later verse; 

they soon change into a symbolical and ceremonial pair, a ritualistic formula, 

symbolising white and red, purity and love, tears and blood. Already in the 

eulogy on the Duke of York, lines which begin with a deliberate naturalism, end 

in the ritualistic liturgical red and white, in anticipation of Crashaw's final style: 
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"So have 1 seene (dress their Mistress May) 

Two silken sister flowers consult, and lay, 

Their bashful cheeks together, newly they 

Peep't from their buds, shew'd like the Garden's eyes 

Scarce wak't : like was the Crimson of their joyes, 

Like were the Pearles they wept ...^ 

(Eulogy on the Duke of York) 

If Crcishaw's reference to flowers and plant life assume symbolical 

meaning, his reference to the animal Kingdom owes nothing to the world of 

nature. His lamb, the fly, the bee, the wolf, the dove, the eagle, the "self-

wound ing pelican", and the Phoenix all derive their characteristics and 

significance from Christian tradition and bestiary, and not from observation. 

Their symbolism is evident. In their lowliness men are "all idolizing worms" ; in 

their Fickleness and vanity, they are foolish wanton flies. On the other hand, he 

uses the image of the bee as a creator, preserver or supplier of mystic sweetness. 

The bee, to Crashaw, is the paragon of industry. The Holy Name of jesus is 

worshipped by angels that swarm 

"Like diligent Bees, and swarm about it. 

O they are wise ; 

And know what sweetes are suck't from out It. 

It is the Hive, 

By which they thrive, 

Where all their Hoard of Hony lyes."^ 

(Poems) 

Others symbols which frequently appear in his poems are the dove and 

the lannb. They symbolize innocence and purity. Sometimes the doves signify 

chosen souls whose eyes should be "those of turtles, chaste and true"; 

sometimes the Holy Ghost. Crashaw's favourite symbol for Christ was the white 

lamb, slain before the foundation of the world. 
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"By all the Eagle in thee, all the dove" 

So, Crashaw invokes the mystic St. Teresa. Her spiritual faith was 

unflinching and acute : 

"Sharp - sighted as the Eagle's eye, that can 

Out - shine the broad - beam'd Dayes Meridian." '° 

(Hymn to St. Teresa) 

The Phoenix occurs frequently in his poems . That h e w a s fascinated by it 

is clearly evident in his Latin poem Genethliacon at Epicedlon. The p o e m depicts 

the paradox of a deathless death. The unique, deathless bird reappears in the 

Latin epigrams and the English sacred and secular p o e m s . In the sacred poems , 

it a s sumes its traditional meaning as the symbol of the God man, virgin born, 

only begot ten , and immortal. 

Crashaw's colours, which are fundamentally conventional, are elementary 

and clearly symbolic. In his religious poems he uses only three; red (or purple) 

with the royal implications, and its reference to fire ("The Flaming Heart") 

allied to love; black and white. Black, to Crashaw, symbolizes sin, mortality and 

finiteness; "Dust thou art and to dust thou shalt return". In his translation of 

Catullus, men are "dark Sons of Sorrow or "Darke dusky Man". The synthesis of 

colours, is perhaps White, the symbol of luminous purity. It occurs frequently 

in his secular verse when he refers to the royal family. But it is more frequently 

used as a symbol of Christ, and the Blessed Virgin Mary, and most effectively 

while referring to Christ as the Lamb. 

"Vain loves, avaunt 1 bold hand forbear; 

The Lamb hath d ipp ' t his white foot h e r e " . " 

(Poems) 

He totally excludes from his religious poetry the colour green, the colour 

of nature. Conspicuous also is the absence of the colour blue, the colour of 

truth in the tradition of Christian art. The pictorial representat ion in te rms of 
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light and s h a d e - chiaroscuro - a characteristic device employed by mos t 

Baroque painters and writers - is absent from his poems . 

Crashaw w a s a lover of music. This is seen not only in his Music 's Duel but also 

in many other poems . The celebration of all the sweet sounds of instruments is 

Found in On the Name of Jesus : 

"Be they such 

As sigh with supple wind 

Or answer Artful Touch ..."'"^ 

(On the N a m e of Jesus) 

All these instruments like lutes, flutes and harps are the "soul's most 

certain wings", and "Heaven on Earth"; Crashaw equates "all things that are", 

with all that are musical. Indeed Crashaw intended his own poetry to be swee t 

to the ear. This he achieves by virtue of his mastery of vowel and consonant 

s e q u e n c e s and alliteration. He also bel ieved tha t h u m a n mus ic w a s an 

introduction to heavenly or ideal music, "the harmonious concert of the sphere", 

which "dull mortality more feels than hears". The ears are "tumultuous shops of 

no ise" w h e n c o m p a r e d with the inner sensibilities, which can hear the 

inexpressive nuptial hymn. 

There is a blend of fragrance and tciste in his favourite adjectives such cis 

"sweet" and "Delicious". The odours of flowers and spices are mainly traditional. 

"Let my prayer be set forth in thy sight as the incense", is found in the Psalms-, 

the fragrance of spices permeates the "Song of Songs". The Magi brought 

frankincense and myrrh to the Infant Christ. The Magdalene dies as "perfumes 

expire". In his o d e on Prayer, which is considered by s o m e critics to be the 

most mystical of his poems, Crashaw asks the lover of God, the Virgin Soul, to 

seize the Bridegroom : 
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"All fresh and fragrant as he rised 

Dropping with a baulmy shower 

A delicious d e w of spices ..." 

(On Prayer) 

At t imes his images remain purely physical as seen in the following lines: 

"Sweet-lipp'd Angel! - Imps, that swill their throats 

In c reame of Morning Helicon..." 

(On the N a m e of Jesus) 

More often than not the pleasure of the palate becomes symbolical. The 

angels w h o throng the Holy Name are wise because they "know what swee t s 

are suck' t from out of it". One might see in it his analogy to the Psalmist w h o 

bid us to "Taste ... how good the Lord is". For Crcishaw the Blessed 

Sacrament is the miraculous feast that denies the senses . His paraphrases of 

St. Thomas 's Eucharistic hymns are remarkably sparse in sensuous imagery. It 

is not the Blood of Christ on the altar but the redeeming blood on the cross 

which stimulates in him spiritual ecstasy. 

Crashaw^'s liquids are also symbolical - water (penitence, tears); milk 

(nourishment and maternal comfort); blood (martyrdom or life); and wine 

(religious intoxication of ecstasy). In one of his earliest p o e m s , blood turns into 

water, while in a later p o e m Sancta Maria "her eyes bleed Teares, his w o u n d ' s 

w e e p Blood". In Crashaw, the fluids are constantly mixing in miraculous or 

paradoxical ways. Milk and blood may mingle, as when maternal love brings 

about self-sacrifice: wine is transubstantiated into Blood in the Sacrament. 

Touch, the last of the senses, is the mos t sensuous in the p o e m s of 

Crcishaw. By traditional use. Fire, the cause of heat, is the symbol of love. Its 

oppos i tes are lovelessness and death. The "Flaming Heart" of Christ is the 

heart afire with love. St. Teresa's burning passion renders her insensitive to the 

chill of the grave. At times Crashaw combines opposit ies . Since Mary is both 

Virgin and Mother, her kisses may either warm or cool. The infant jesus lying 

be tween her brecists "sleeps in snow, yet warmly". 
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In his mystical poems Crashaw uses freely symbols drawn from courtship 

and marriage. Christ is "The Noble Bridegroom, the Spouse of Virgins". St. 

Teresa, w h o is Love's victim, is seated as "Christ's bride by the full Kingdom of 

that final kiss", and this marriage has m a d e her the mother of many disciples, 

many "virgin - births". 

In his secular p o e m s the images of the rose and the lily reappear , 

somet imes singly, sometimes together. The association carries on into the sacred 

p o e m s , but the symbolical significance of the flowers becomes clear. In the 

epigram of the Holy Innocents, the mother 's milk and the infant's blood, change 

into lilies and roses. Another ritual linking is that of the pearl and the ruby. In 

"Hymn for the Circumcision", Crashaw Imagines Christ's d rops of blood as 

rubies. Magdalen ' s tears are Sorrow's "richest Pearls". This combination is 

found again in the eighteenth stanza of the Wishes and is repeated in his 

religious poetry : 

'The deb t is paid in Ruby-teares, 

Which thou in Pearles didst lend." 

(Wishes) 

Crashaw's imagery consists of an undefined but constantly felt series of 

cissociations and interrelations. There is a constant metamorphosis where tears 

turn into soft and fluid things like milk, wine, dew, or into hard things like stars, 

pearls and d iamonds . 

Although for Crashaw, the world of senses Wcis exciting, yet It was a 

world of appearance only - restless appearances that were constantly changing. 

As Crcishaw Weis a firm believer in the miraculous, his artistic me thod may be 

interpreted as a genuine expression of his belief. Subsequently he uses the 

language of metamorphosis . As has already been ment ioned earlier in this 

chapter, Crashaw was greatly influenced by the Bible. If in the Gospels, water 

changes to wine and wine to blood, Crashaw w a s merely extending this Idea 

when he changed tears into pearls, pearls to lilies and lilies into pure Innocents. 

His style is characterized by the frequent use of oxymorons , paradox and 
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hyperbole. His Baroque imagery involves all the senses, and sugges ts a world 

which transcends them. 

Music had an important place in the education of gen t lemen and poe t s 

throughout Europe in the sixteenth and the seventeenth centuries. Philosophers 

and poe t s included ecclesicistical and secular song in their works. Poets and 

musicians inspired and influenced each other so that any changes in musical 

m o d e s was sure to affect the style of poetry. Composers like Thomas Campion, 

John Dowland, William and Henry Lawes, John Wilson, Charles Coleman, William 

Webb, John Gamble, and the Purcells, together with publishers like John and 

Hency Playford, upheld a long and beautiful tradition of "ayres", miscellanies 

and "drolleries". They were extremely fond of tavern lines and popular melodies. 

Ben jonson and Tom D'Urfrey never ceased to experiment with standard songs 

and lyrics. But there were variations from generation to generat ion. The poets 

of the Baroque "sang" in a different key from that of the jacobeans. Critics felt 

that English song was on the decline: 

"Soft words , with nothing in them, make a song." 

w r o t e Waller to his friend Creech. France was charged with having 

corrupted English song with her "Chlorisses and Philisses", for vulgarizing the 

drama and opera by introducing trivial and irresponsible e lements . Even lyric 

poetry was affected. Dryden, who was interested in dance, introduced lyrics 

whenever the opportunity presented itself. Melantha and Palamede quote 

two pieces from Moliere's ballet in Le Bourgeois Gent i lhomme. in Marriage 

a la M o d e . Dryden's Sir Martin Mar-All begins : 

"Blind love, to this hour 

Had never, like me, a slave under his power, 

Then blest be the dart 

That he threw at my heart, 

For nothing can prove 

A joy so great as to be wounded with love." 

(Sir Mariiin Mar - All Act 1) 
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Thomcis Campion (poet and composer), John Dowland, and Henry Lawes 

Introduced a series of individual and new music rhythms which were so 

Impressive that they even influenced chruch and chamber music where chorale 

measures were substituted for madrigal and dance tunes. 

With the Restoration the changes were rapid and total - Charles 11 sent his choir 

boys to France, and encouraged his musicians to substitute the lute and the viol 

for the violin and guitar. The rhythm of the dance permeated the dramatic 

productions and the church and subsequently all the lyric poetry. There were 

many who objected to this, Henry Purcell in particular, who rebelled against 

what he called "the levity and balladry of our neighbours." However, Purcell 

was not unaware that French music had "somewhat more of gayety and Fashion", 

than any other. 

Dryden, who had engaged the services of the musician Grabut, for his 

opera Albion and Albanius in 1685 was considered to be a "convert to the 

English School". In his dedication of Amphitryon he paid a noble tribute to 

Henry Purcell. Before Purcell died in 1695, he had not only wri t ten the 

accompaniment for an opera of Dryden, King Arthur but had also set to music 

the songs from Cleomenes. The Indian Queen. Aureng-Zebe. Oedipus. The 

Spanish Friar. Tyrannic Love and The Tempest. 

In spite of the objections to songs in the Restoration, Dryden, for his part 

found swift, simple straighforward rhythms pleasing. His earliest song was 

influenced by the older Caroline Style, cis the stanzas were complicated and 

reflective. Most of his songs are superficial, and never go deeper than the 

artificial conventions of Petrarchan love, but a few of them go further. The 'Sea 

Fight' from Amboyna, the 'Song of Tiresias' in the third act of Oedipus, and 

the 'Harvest Song' from King Arthur are complete departures from conventional 

modes. 

Dryden was a born writer of hymns, though the hymns he wrote were 

never branded as such. Dryden's original hymn, the translation of Venl Creator 
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Spiritus (1693) is considered to be his best.'^ It is more profound than any of 

the songs . He makes good and varied use of his vowels and the melody is 

more substantial. He was equally at h o m e in writing hynans of praise as he was 

in writing satire. 

In his dedication to King Arthur Dryden praises Purcell and admits that in 

certain places the verse has been allowed to suffer, because says Dryden, "My 

art on this occasion ought to be subservient to his". In the shorter secular 

m a s q u e Secular Masque Dryden celebrates the opening of the new century. 

Momus , Chronos and janus review the century just pcist and c o m e to the 

conclusion that the affairs of the world are in a s ta te of disarray. The goddess , 

Diana, w h o represents the court of James 11 sings : 

"With horns and with hounds I waken the day, 

And hie to my woodland walks away. 

1 tuck up my robe, and am buskined soon. 

And tie to my forehead a wexing moon . 

I course the fleet stag, unkennel the fox, 

And chase the wild goa t s o'er summits of rocks : 

With shouting and hooting w e pierce thro ' the sky, 

And Echo turns hunter, and doubles the cry." 

(Secular Masque) 

There are many such songs in the masque . The interest which Dryden 

had in songs , influenced him to write odes . Some of his greates t lyrics are 

odes , as here he was on native ground. The study of his o d e s begins not with 

the formal odes , but with his heroic verse. This is first found in his heroic verse, 

w h e r e the heavy rhythm of the couplets is from t ime to t ime relieved by 

impressive speeches like that of Almanzor to Lyndaraxa.'* His The State of 

Innocence is practically one e x t e n d e d o d e . Dtyden d e p e n d s entirely on 

rhythnaical force, a force that expresses itself initially through a series of swiftly 

advancing couplets, finally ending in a number of Alexandrines or triplets. We 

Find this in the speech of Lucifer at the end of the first scene : 
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"On this foundation, 1 erect my throne; 

Through brazen gates, Vcist chaos, and old night 

I'll force my way, and upwards s teer my flight; 

Discover this new world, and newer Man; 

Make him my footstep to mount heaven again; 

Then in the clemency of up\A/ard air, 

We'll scour our spots, and the dire thunder scar, 

With all the remnants of the unlucky war. 

And once again g row bright, and once again g r o w fair." 

(The State of innocence) 

The account of Paradise given by Eve in the third act is even more 

elaborately expressed. 

Dryden's inclination for the form of the o d e g r e w s t ronger as the years 

wen t by. His hymns, invocations, and addresses were virtually o d e s included 

in his heroic verse . Even a work like To the Duchess on Her Return from 

Scotiand( 1682) has a prologue which ends with a lyrical flourish. 

"Distempered Zeal, Sedition, Cankered Hate, 

No m o r e shall Faction civil discords move , 

Or only discords of too tender love; 

Discords like that of Music's various parts ; 

Discords that only this dispute shall bring, 

Who best shall love the Duke and serve the King." 

(Prologue to To the Duchess on Her Return from Scotland) 

Dryden's habit of packing his heroic verse with Alexandrines somet imes 

lead to over-indulgence, and he used them when they w e r e not required. 

However, this style became popular and had numerous imitators. 

Some of his finest poetry is found in his dramas. His mos t significant 

poet ic drama is All for Love. Dryden borrows from Shakespeare , the entire 
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thenne, nearly all the characters and many of the lines. However, no line is 

repeated ad verbatim. The scenes are animated by true poetic force that 

culminates in a high dramatic climax in the fourth act. Although the play does 

not possess spiritual and poetic qualities, it does contain scenes of remarkable 

dignity and emotional force, especially towards the end. Dryden is able to stir 

our feelings through his sincere and eloquent language. 

Dryden's AH for Love can be considered to be the result of the type of 

heroic drama developed by Dryden and his contemporaries and the English 

drama of an earlier age. This type of drama influenced the 'opera seria' which 

became very popular in this period. Along with Dryden's theatrical efforts, at 

least one English opera was written and staged. This was Dido and Aeneas 

accompanied by music written by his friend Henry Purcell. The story of Dido 

and Aeneas certainly reveals the continuing popularity of Virgil's epic in the 

seventeenth century. La Didone by Cavalli pales before the opulent splendour 

of Dido and Aenecis. It is an extremely compact play and Purcell is able to 

depict his heroic situations and emotions without having to resort to the 

bombast and inflation that w^ls so popular in his day. Yet it is considered to be 

his masterpiece - the very quintessence of the Baroque conception of love -

sensuous and tragic, and set against a background of hunnan destiny and natural 

forces. 

"Nymphs and Shepherds, come away, come away, in these Groves let's 

sport and play..." 

(Dido and Aeneas) 

The invitation echoes on to the strains of Purcell's music, while the visual 

imagination catches a glimpse of the fleeting group of scantily clad figures eis 

they move off into some landscape of meadow, brook and copse suffused 

with the golden light of a magnificent and never ending evening. 

There is no doubt that the pastoral world of the Baroque is a deliberate 

attempt at escapism. This is similarly evident in landscape gardening, in painting 
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and in literature. There Is a definite attempt to escape the harshness of reality. 

In their most Baroque depictions these nymphs and shepherds seem to be 

modelled on Greek and Latin originals, whether in the visual arts or In poetry. 

In the year 1589 Giambattista Guarini (1538-1612) presented a work 

entitled Faithful Shepherd. Europe was enthralled, cis it opened up a whole 

new world of possibilities and announced new modes of expression and feeling. 

Printing presses churned out numerous editions of the original in Italy and it 

was translated into many languages. In his brilliant Preface the Italian poet 

stated that his aim Wcis to communicate the delight of love but not the sadness, 

the perils of love, not the death. Here, indeed, was the most direct and the 

most eloquent of the Baroque attitudes to the poetry of love and that whole 

domain of the erotic and the profane of which it wcis so triumphantly and 

licentiously aware of. The delights and dangers of love are finally the single 

and sufficient subject of Baroque love poetry. The closer the proximity of danger 

and pleasure, the greater the excitement, and the more dramatic the effect. 

The themes of sadness and death had been the themes of some of the most 

intense and elegiac poems of Petrarch, and the poets of sixteenth century 

France, and the Elizabethans. It was indeed a rich tradition which was the 

background against which the Baroque poets had constantly and consciously 

worked with.'^ The evocation of the pastoral landscape is found in Comus. 

Arcades and Lvcidas. It is a new Arcadia - the quiet nooks and solitudes of 

an English pastoral world. It was what the baroque age was creating in its parks 

and gardens, and in its paintings. 

In the love songs of the amorous swains, of the laments of the nymphs 

or shepherds the elements of this mythical pastoral world, were to become 

the recurring feature of Baroque poetry and of its music too. Now Arcadian 

landscapes were situated nearer home. Honore d' Urfe (1567-1625) chose his 

own area of Forez in Central France for his Arcadia, as did Michael Drayton in 

his poem Poly - Olbion (1617). Germany's leading poet Martin Opitz selected 

Silesia in the first of his Pastoral poems. The Nymph Hercinia (1630). In doing 

so he was introducing a patriotic element by making his Arcadian setting a 

source of national pride. 
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Baroque culture is not only characterized by a desire for sharp contrcists 

but also by the capacity to ignore or even to woo dangers. Death lurked in 

Arcadia. So too, the armed presence of the Turks who were massed outside 

the boundares of Europe. To the section of society which produced culture, 

the presence of oriental foes amassed along the borders suggested fitting 

analogies with the Greece and Rome of classical antiquity. The heathen figures 

were Invested with the same vices and shortcomings of which It was restlessly 

conscious of In Itself. They were used to show up the disappointing standards 

of conduct and morality at home. 

In the spheres of poetry and the attendant arts of illustrative paintings 

and dramatic music, great impetus had been given to these ways of thinking 

by Tasso's Jerusalem Delivered. It has captured the imagination of his fellow 

countrymen when it first appeared in 1575 and its popularity spread throughout 

Europe. Men and women from a very broad spectrum of society derived great 

pleasure from it. In music, it was echoed in the works of Monteverdi and Lully. 

It had a theme that had captured the imagination of many a great poet. 

Shakespeare used it in Othello. The Moor of Venice. Dryden introduced this 

element in The Indian Queen, the Indian Emperor. Tyrannic Love and The 

Conquest of Granada. 

Another element which contributes to the establishing of a Baroque 

theme in poetry and literature, is the right of nations to control the seas. The 

Dutch Ecist India Company was established in 1602. The Dutch soon became 

one of the century's major European maritime trading nations. By 1660 

Amsterdam had become the undisputed centre not just of shipping but also of 

banking and insurance. The great Dutch lawyer Grotlus, in his Mare Ilberum. 

said that the oceans of this earth are open to one and all. The expansion of 

merchant shipping opened up great opportunities, which led to new discoveries 

overseas. It influenced Vondel to write his grandiose poem In Praise of 

Navigation (Het lof der zeevart).'^ In it are communicated the sense of pride, 

promise, self- confidence and proud achievement. Mythological allusions are 

used side by side with the jargon of deck and quayside. The total effect is like 
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that of a Dutch painting off the period, with the sailors soo thed by the cool sea 

breezes, and the ships bulging their sail with a favourable wind, and the sunlight 

bathing the poops in golden colour : 

It s e e m s as if they're building 

Church towers out to sea, from which you may perchance 

Survey the world cis from s o m e pinnacle: 

No, no, those are not masts of fighting-tops; they ' re chains 

To venture further and make Olympus fast 1 

(In Praise of Navigation) 

He speaks Vv'ith true proud w o n d e r m e n t : 

At last to see my ship on even keel, 

Riding at anchor in the stream ; 

This surely is a dream! 

(In Praise of Navifation) 

This soon turns into a declaration of love, a panegyric of truly Baroque 

dimensions. The object of his love is not s o m e creature of his erotic imagination 

but the real object of a Dutchman's passion - a ship - the s u p r e m e achievement 

of seventeen th century technology: 

"godlike vessel ! you allure my senses . 

A mirthful mermaid or a watery bridge, 

You hold King Nepture captive in your golden hair 

As he espies the jewels hanging in your ear ; 

You look like Venus on her course for Cyprus 

Across t he living marble of the sea ... 

Great Proteus ! what wonder mortal man 

Disdains the plough and longs for the sea a i r ! 

And this despi te the fact he knows full well 

The ship will heave and plunge deaf to the arts 
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Of sea - craft, astrolabe and wheel, s torm - tossed 

And at the mercy of a tempest raging 

Like inflamed Janissaries deaf to a Sultan's will. 

(in Praise of Navigation) 

Vondel's p o e m is one of the great p o e m s of Baroque Europe. Its pace , 

the flow of images, its sense of order, its expansive quality, its fluid s equences 

all bear test imony to this fact. But ultimately it is the tone of voice with which 

the poe t asserts the mastery of nature over man and of Dutchmen over nature 

that invests his p o e m with something of the quality which one associates with 

the Dutch painters of maritime subjects : painters like Jan van d e Cappelle 

(1624-79), Albert Cuyp (1629-90), and Willem vander Veldi (1633-1704) . 

In 1571, Portugal expressed her sense of national destiny in an epic 

entitled Os Lusiadas, written by Luiz Vaz da Camoens . It is se t in Macao , 

Portugal 's colony in China, and in Goa, the Indian seaport and the symbolic 

centre of Christian influence in the East, the shrine of St. Francis Xavier, its 

apost le . Like St. Thomas or St. Paul, this Jesuit missionary w a s o n e of the 

outstanding and popular embodiments of the ideal of Christian faith and Christian 

expansion. This epic p o e m reflects the values of such stalwarts as St. Francis -

heroism, self-assertion, fortitude and Christian faith. On the other hand, it opens 

up for the first t ime a vision of that imaginative world which Wcis to b e c o m e 

the familiar sphere of Baroque Europe. 

In the abstrusest Grottoes of the Deep, 

Where th ' Ocean hides his head far under ground, 

There, whence to play their pranks the Billows creep, 

When (mocking the lowd Tempest) they resound, 

Neptune resides. There wanton Sea - Nymphs keep, 

And other Gods that haunt the Secis profound, 

Where arched Waves leave many Cities dry, 

In which abides each watery Diety. 

( Os Lusiadas) 
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W h a t t h e p o e t has e x p r e s s e d with such m a s t e r y in his p o e m Is 

undoubtedly what many sailors also thought and felt about the Baroque seas . 

This work depicts the fusion of experience and art which took place then and 

which the poe t captured and embodied In his work. 

Many of Dryden's heroic plays, especially on "Indian" and "Moroccan" 

t h e m e s have many qualities in c o m m o n with Portugal's national epic. The 

translation of the Portuguese epic by Sir Richard Franshawe in 1655 did much 

to p r o m o t e the Baroque manner in England. 

What is lacking in the English heroic dramas is the purpose and unity 

given by a sense of national destiny. Dryden's King Arthur did try to create a 

s ense of epic purpose and contemporary relevance around the nebulous figure 

of the legendary British King, but Dryden was not successful In this venture . 

Dryden 's failure was due partly to the fact that Arthur's enemies carried far 

less topical conviction than the Moors and Saracens against w h o m Camoen ' s 

and Tasso's heroes had to fight. But there are s o m e e lements in c o m m o n 

be tween the works of the said writers. Where Dryden did capture the spirit of 

the Portuguese epic is in the closing stanzas of his "historical p o e m Annus 

Mirabilis (1666). Here as he himself explained, he Wcis intent on celebrating the 

victories and changes of Britain by means of "lively and ap t description, dress 'd 

in such colours of speech that it sets before your eyes the absent object, as 

perfectly and dellghfully as nature." Here Dryden shares with Tasso, Camoens 

and Vondel a Baroque ability to recast the heoric sense of destiny into rhyme 

and rhythm : 

The British Ocean shall such triumph boast, 

That those w h o now disdain our Trade to share, 

Shall rob like Pyrats on our wealthy Coeist ... 

Thus to the Eastern wealth through s torms w e go ! 

But now, the Cape once doubled, fear no more ; 

A constant Trade - wind will securely blow, 

And gently lay us on the Spicy shore. 
(Annus Mirabilis) 
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Minor nations, shared Europe's Baroque ethos and its culture as is evident 

in their literature, arts and music, Osman, by the Croatian poe t Ivan Gundulic 

(1589-1638) , traces , the rise, triumph and fall of Sultan Osman II w h o was 

defeated by the Christian Might in Poland. Many writers tried to adap t their 

respective languages to the enormous d e m a n d s of an essentially cosmopoli tan 

occurrence m o r e associated with the major powers . None of t h e m achieved 

anything like the success of Gundulic. 

"Let's on and live the noble life of sense , 

If w e be bad, 'tis Nature's fault that m a d e us so." 

(Don Juan in Shadwell 'sThe Libertine (1975). 

Don Juan's remark pinpoints the central t h e m e of the libertine outlook 

which is found in various parts of Europe in the Baroque period. This was closely 

cvssociated with the changing attitudes towards education and social behaviour, 

and b e c a m e popular at court. The libertine outlook was o p e n to excess and 

misinterpretation. In the notorious court circles of Restoration London, its easy 

going emphas is on individual freedom w a s little more than an excuse for self 

indulgence and lecherous behaviour. In Silesia, which was at that t ime the 

literary centre of Germany, Libertinism was a pose, an attitude, which fashionable 

men of letters affected, concealing beneath the deliberate lewdness of their 

verses a d e g r e e of moral integrity. This aesthetic facade of the German Baroque 

writers is imposing, but they lack someth ing of the causal ease of the 

Restoration lyricists. The urbane, worldly manner that characterizes the poetry 

of Sir Charles Sedley, the Earl of Rochester or Sir John Suckling usually eludes 

the Germans . Instead they indulge in a display of verbal ornamentat ion which 

is highly artificial, and resort to s tereotyped motifs. Lips of coral, rose and 

ruby, lily - white brecists of swan 's down or alabastor, lack spontaneity and 

feeling. They are what might be called, the masters of cosmet ic poetry of eye 

and cheek, hair, mouth and breeist. They had learnt their craft in Italy where 
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such poetry had a long tradition that harkens back to Petrarch. The grea tes t 

exponen t of this was Giambattista Marino, w h o was known as the Cavelieri 

Marini (1569-1625) . ' ' He was the founder of the Baroque manner in the domain 

of metaphorical language. In 1623, when Marino was enjoying fame and 

pa t ronage in Paris, he published his most erotic p o e m L'Adore. No single p o e m 

enjoyed such a reputation in Baroque Europe. It w a s the embodimen t of verbal 

beauty. The literary fate of L'Adore is an apt example of the Baroque t h e m e of 

the transitoriness of worldly glory. 

The vanity of all earthly things is reiterated in every cultural language by 

poets , philosophers and preachers; the awareness of t ime foredlver slipping by 

and ready to take with it the things of beauty which w e love and cherish most; 

the grave forever waiting as a reminder that the body is mortal and that man is 

dust: all this led not to the despair of pessimism, but to an extraordinary 

capacity and zest for living. Baroque man could live \A/ith disenchantment, gather 

resebuds while the m o m e n t Icisted, and, above all, he could apprecia te the 

colourful masquerade of living. 
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CHAPTER-IV 

BAROQUE DRAMA 

An essentially architectural terminology fails to encompass the progress 

of English poetical and dramatic movemen t s in the seventeenth century. For 

example , John Donne, fulfils almost all the criteria for the mannered style, but 

he is contemporary with Ben Jonson, w h o is considered to be Baroque, and 

with Shakespeare who in his last plays turned to Baroque and all its supernatural 

concerns. Many of Shakespeare's plays, especially his great t ragedies, Othello. 

Macbeth, and King Lear, have a distinctly Baroque quality, as d o his later plays, 

in particular, his Dark Romances, The Winter's Tale and The Tempest . ' The 

mos t Baroque of his plays is King Lear. The closing lines of the dying king 

vA êre never excelled in their profound pathos even by writers like Calderon, 

Corneille or Milton. As Lear looks at the dead Cordelia, he cries : 

No, no, no life ; 

Why should a dog , a horse, a rat, have life, 

And thou no breath at all ? O, thou wilt c o m e no more , 

Never, never, never, never, never ! 

(King Lear Act V) 

Although there is the piling up of words , they d o not b e c o m e g ro tesque 

as in writers like Gryphius. These lines are supremely lyrical. 

Ben Jonson, too, showed Baroque characteristics. His many masques 

and an t imasques are distinctly Baroque in feeling. In them the refined mixes 

with the g r o t e s q u e , the elevated with the dull. The pervading lyricism is 

suppor ted by music written by such compose r s as N. Lanier, and William and 

Henry Lawes.^ This form of writing which combined delicate, poet ry and 

contrasting songs which v^/ere lewd and vulgar, became very popular in England, 
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France, Spain and Italy. Out of it developed the opera . In Ben jonson ' s The 

Vision of Delight (1619-20), Delight enters with a g roup of fairy - like at tendants , 

and says : 

Let your shows be new and strange, 

Let them oft and sweetly vary, 

Let them haste so to their change, 

As the seers may not tarry ..." 

(The Vision of Delight) 

By contrast his masque Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue, which has a truly 

Baroque t heme begins : 

"Room I Make room for the Bouncing Belly, 

First father of sauce, and deviser of jelly. 

Prime mcister of arts, and giver of wit, 

That found out the excellent engine, the split ..." 

(Pleasure Reconciled to Virtue) 

In England and the European countries, the smooth and logical unfolding 

of seventeenth century culture wcis influenced by the social, political and religious 

upheavals of the period of disorientation, restlessness and insecurity, v^/hich 

marked the middle years of the century. In England, a magnificent theatrical 

tradition was broken by the uncongenial a tmosphe re and hostile at t i tudes of 

the Civil War and the Commonweal th . All these w e r e directly o p p o s e d to the 

e thos of the Baroque. In 1642, the theatres in London w e r e closed d o w n . 

With the advent of the Restoration in 1660, they reopened . What had p receded 

the closure was the Final blossoming of England 's native Elizabethan and 

Jacobean dramatic and cultural tradition. It was an insular deve lopmen t which 

at t imes, as in some of the affected and contrived romances and tragi-comedies 

of Beaunaont and Fletcher - looked ahead towards a conception of s tage illusion 

at least as much Baroque as it was Shakespearean. But it was only with the 

return of king and nobility in 1660 that England suddenly and with an upsurge 

of dramat ic activity established a type of thea t re that d o e s indeed reflect 
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Continental Europe's Baroque obsession with the underlying theatricality of 

life. London enjoyed the attraction of numerous playhouses, with the new, 

baroque approach to stage entertainment, which was costlier and more artificial. 

In 1661, Sir William Davenant's Company opened the Lincoln Inn Fields Theatre, 

which was replaced in 1671 by the more splendid Dorset Garden Theatre (built 

by Christopher Wren) for a successive decade; and in 1663 the King's Company 

m a n a g e d by Thomas Killigrew opened the Theatre Royal in Bridges Street and 

in 1674 transferred to the newly - built Drury Lane Theatre, also built by Wren. 

It was the Lincoln's Inn Fields Theatre that clearly registered the changes 

in at t i tude and approach. It Wcis the first s tage in England to employ scenery in 

the Continental manner and the first to boast of a proscenium arch. This was an 

innovation marking a major departure, since it appeared to demons t ra te the 

clear separation of the s tage and audience and their separa te worlds; the play 

now o p e n e d up lil<e an animated picture, the actors voices alone reaching 

beyond the frame as they declaimed their heroic couplets.^ 

Where make - believe was an essential and everyday part of social 

behaviour, it was actually possible to explore the most unlikely confusions of 

appea rance and reality without having to use the traditional masl<s of Italian 

c o m e d y . All over Europe audiences w e r e always ready to s u s pe nd their 

j u d g e m e n t and allow themselves the pleasure of being seduced into worlds 

of fantastic adventure and romance. Stark spiritual and social realities were 

never present in these performances. In Restoration England playgoers V/GTG 

notoriously addicted to extravagant displays of heroics which, initially, had 

little to d o with contemporary life but had much in c o m m o n with the artistic 

m o o d of Europe as a whole. Despite the fact that at least o n e author of eminence 

and t w o or th ree others of modera te talent devoted their t ime to the writing 

of serious drama, during the latter half of the seventeenth century, almost nothing 

of literary value was produced by the Restoration theatre . In France, Racine 

m a d e s o m e headway, through the creation of an adequa t e form of expression 

for this a g e of classical sentiment, but in England conditions were not favourable. 

France had not inherited any distracting romantic tradit ions to haunt the 

imagination of the playwright. English dramatists were never allowed to forget 
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the glories of Shakespearean tragedies. Subsequently all the efforts m a d e in 

London to evolve a new tragic form w e r e impaired by confusion of form and 

uncertainty. 

A typical example of this uncertainty, is Thomcis OtxA^ay, an author of 

mediocre talent. He tried to develop a style suited to the condit ions of his 

time. He was fciscinated by Racine, and his early plays, namely Alcibiades (1675) 

and Don Carlos (1676), obviously a t tempted (and failed to introduce the classical 

form, yet the influence of Shakespeare cannot be denied. After a poor a t t empt 

at trying to turn Romeo and Juliet into a Roman Catholic Marl us (1679), he 

reverted totally to native English models producing a kind of romantically 

emotional domest ic tragedy in The Orphan, or The Unhappy Marriage (1680) 

and another romantic tragedy with an Italian setting, Venice Preserved or A 

Plot Discovered (1682) which achieved almost s o m e grea tness . The audience, 

however, could not appreciate the austerity of spirit out of which this t ragedy 

w a s wrought , and consequently noble as is Otway ' s a t tempt , the play failed. 

Considered in relation to the deve lopment of Restoration drama alone, Venice 

Presen/ed is a great play, but when it is se t against the background of the 

theatre cis whole, it pales amid the surrounding splendour of g rea t drama.'* 

At the beginning of the Restoration period John Diyden, the undoubted 

master of the form of heroic draroA wro te that a heroic play "ought to be an 

imitation in little of an heroic poem (i.e. epic), and consequently, that Love and 

Valour ough t to be the subject of it. "He wen t on to justify spectacle and other 

imaginative effects, saying that they were necessary to convince spectators of 

the reality represented, and to say that he would refuse to weigh "Love and 

Honour.... by drams and scruples". Yet in his heroic plays Love and Valour are 

usually defined as Love and Honour, and we ighed carefully, if not minutely as 

in contemporary French drama. Therefore, the conflict of love and honour was 

its staple t heme ; intellectualism ruled the actions of its scenes and inflated 

bombast was employed in a futile a t tempt to arouse that mood of admiration 

which tragic d rama d e m a n d s . The heroic d rama Wcis written in couple t verse.^ 

Dryden's Tyrannic Love or Royal Martyr was p roduced in 1669, w h e n he was 
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at the height of his most histrionically Baroque phase and was intent on 

d e v e l o p i n g an English repertory which would imbibe some th ing of t h e 

sophisticated brilliance and heroic tone of contemporary French literature while 

also satisfying the tastes of the Fickle audiences of Restoration London. The 

result of this pursuit of intellectual cleverness together with brcizen larger than 

like theatricality led in his hands to a form of s tage enter ta inment which w a s 

not much appreciated in England. If seen in the context of the Baroque, it 

certainly represents a valid and enjoyable extension of European Drama. The 

play Tyrannic Love dramatizes effectively irreconcilable opposi tes : Christian 

virtue, self-confident and holy in its saintly heroine, is well contrcisted with the 

virgin martyr. He tries to win his beautiful and unworldly captive's love : "There's 

not a God ... but for this Christian would all heaven foreswear, "he exclaims 

Ironically. But there is no c o m m o n ground be tween saint and tyrant, only 

g rounds for an exciting combination of theological and erotic argument in which 

all the characters in the play are caught up, and which causes exci tement of an 

entirely Baroque kind. These figures with their exaggera ted protestat ions of 

undying love and uncontrollable pcission may well be marionettes manipulated 

by Dryden 's flamboyant imagination. Yet the presence of St. Catherine herself 

in t h e whir lpool of a far-fetched world brings h o m e s o m e t h i n g of t h e 

paradoxical quality of the Baroque age , which could p roduce a work which 

contains opposi tes so artificially combined yet giving an integrated impression. 

This is solely because the virgin heroine is herself characterized in flamboyant 

t e rms . Her main aim is to gain a martyr's status, and she is still sufficiently 

human to confess : 

"Were there no sting in death, 

for m e to die, 

Would not be conquest , but stupidity." 

(Tyrannic Love Act II) 

The prospect of martyrdom is thus conveyed with much of the seemingly 

erot ic sadism for which Dryden's contemporar ies , and Lohenstein w e r e 

r enowned : 
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Maximin: 

Go, bind her hand and foot beneath the wheel , 

Four of you turn the dreadful engine round ; 

Four others hold her fastened to the ground; 

That, by degrees , her tender breast may feel 

First the rough razings of the pointed steel; 

Her paps then let the bearded tenters stake, 

And on each hook a gory gobbe t take ; 

Till the upper flesh, by piece-meal torn away, 

Her beating heart shall to the sun display. 

(Tyrannic Love Act 111) 

But faith is a "force from which there is no defence", because it has 

vision of a life in the future behind the pangs of death . Maximin discovers that 

"To minds resolved, the threat of death is vain". Death, to Catherine, is a 

p lunge into eternity: one fleeting m o m e n t e n d s our pain. Hence, in an ecstatic 

m o o d she declaims : 

"No streak of blood, (the relics of the earth) 

Shall stain m^ly soul in her immortal birth; 

But s h e shall mount all pure, a whi te and virgin mind, 

And full of all that peace, which she g o e s to find." 

(Tyrannic Love ACt IV) 

At the end of Tyrannic Love it is ultimately the elevation of martyrdom 

and not its horror that calls forth the mos t Baroque passage in the play. As St. 

Catherine is taken to her death, the English language, too, p roves itself capable 

of that "pious madness" that Wcis possessed by the Baroque writers, musicians 

and architects who respectively wrote martyr plays, c o m p o s e d music and built 

ornate , imposing churches, and dedica ted them to their saintly heroes and 

heroines.^ 
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"Betwixt her guards she seem'd by bride-men led, 

Her cheeks with cheerful blushes were o'erspread; 

When, smiling, to the axe she bow'd her head, 

Just at the stroke, 

Aethereal music did her breath prepare, 

Like joyful sound of spousals in the air; 

A radiant light did her crown'd temples gild, 

And all the place with fragrant scents was fill'd; 

The balmy mist came thickening to the ground, 

And sacred silence cover'd all around." 

(Tyrannic Love Act V) 

In the seventeenth century, the appeal of the New World and the 

Mediterranean was strongly felt and by none more strongly than John Dtyden. 

He \A/as a man who was deeply interested in topical issues, causing him to 

reflect as no other Englishman did, on the interests, ideas and enthusiasms of 

contemporary Europe. In London there was a fashion for heroic tragedies. 

These were entertainments of a lavish and extremely elegant kind on the 

model of French plays - such as those ofThomas Corneille. With the Restoration 

of the monarchy the French influence was felt even more strongly. In London 

there was therefore a demand for such dramas. Dryden catered to that demand 

and opened his campaign to naturalize a truly Baroque fp<6̂m of stage 

entertainment with The Indian Queen. It was extravagantly set in the Mexico 

and Peru of the Aztecs and Incas before the Spanish conquests. This unlikely 

choice does reflect something of the interest in transtlantic matters. Stage 

properties became very significant. This is born out by the fact that Mrs. Aphra 

Behn, the well - known authoress, actually supplied a set of plumes to the 

Indian Queen. These came from Surinam and were considered to be valauble 

by persons of quality. Mrs. Aphra Behn was herself later to use her personal 

experience in these exotic places in her novels, which exhibit a fine blend of 

romance and realism. 

Dryden's next play Wcis The Indian Emperor. The theme of the play is the 

headlong encounter between that unknown world and the new Europe 
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represented by the Spanish Cortez. Dryden following play The Conquest of 

Granada, is England's most resounding Moorish venture . It is in two parts, 

(1670-71). It is set against a background of conflict and intrigue, betrayal and 

selfless valour. Its hero Almanzor pursues his love for Almahide, with such 

passion and ardour that he touches the ex t reme bounds of what is credible : 

"Vast is courage, boundless is his mind, 

High as a storm and humorous as wind. 

Honours the only idol of his eyes. . ." 

(The Conquest of Granada Act I) 

Inspite of the preposterous bombast of these idealized figures and their 

heroic posturing Dryden cannot conceal the fact that his imaginary Moorish 

Granada is a state divided by party interests and factions and conflicting politics. 

Each faction pursues its own intersts and represents an enemy within for more 

dange rous than the forces who attack from the outside. Both the lust for powder 

and the intense pursuit of love and honour are shown to be disruptive, 

leading to a confusion of man 's true aims. The hero is caught be tween the 

nobler impulses of pride and self-esteem and illusion, self-indulgence and wishful 

thinking. Almanzor is rebuked by Almahide for his piratical conduct , and the 

comparison is appropriate, as the piracy of the Barbary cocist of Morroco and 

Algeria was common knowledge to all seafaring men in the Mediterranean.^ 

But Almanzor is t rapped between proud loneliness and buccaneering self -

assertion and in a less aggressive mood expresses idecis of a kind which g o 

right to the heart of the Baroque a g e ' s most serious concerns : 

"O Heaven, how dark a riddle's thy decree , 

Which bounds our wills, yet s e e m s to leave them free 1 

Since thy foreknowledge cannot be in vain, 

Our choice must be what though didst first ordain." 

( The Conquest of Granada Act V) 

Such resounding words s e e m to be a summary of the most haunting 

concerns of Dryden's contemporaries, concerns which underlie its most deeply 
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contemplated and lasting achievements and which also stimulated the great 

discussions and differences which took place in many areas and in different 

forms, and which were such a characteristic manifestation of the intellectual 

atmosphere of the time. 

At the end of 1677 Dryden produced his greatest and most popular 

play, All for Love, or The World Well Lost. It is a reworking of the story of 

Anthony and Cleopatra. Its very title communicates a Baroque readiness to 

desert all norms of morality and political decorum for the sake of ecstatic and 

all consuming love : 

"See Europe, Afric, Asia put in balance, 

And all weighed down by one light, worthless woman!" 

(All for Love Act I) 

so exclaims Ventidius, the patriotic soldier, in reply to Anthony's doting caution: 

"No word of Cleopatra; she deserves 

More woHds than 1 can lose." 

(All for Love Act I) 

The ironic echoes of Alexander's vain request for other worlds to conquer 

cannot hide the fact that for Anthony, there is only one world to lose - the 

world he lives in. But to die In losing it or lose it dying is the true justification 

of Baroque passion. The nature and the cosmic power of this v^^orld is embodied 

in the Egyptian Queen Cleopatra. Ventidius, the Roman soldier, is often the 

mouthpiece for Dryden's deepest convictions. His speeches contain the most 

haunting insights and are expressed in exquisitely poetic language : 

She's dangerous 

Her eyes have power beyond Thessalian charms, 

To draw the moon from heaven; for eloquence, 

The sea-green Syrens taught her voice their flattery, 

And, while she speaks, night steals upon the day, 
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Unmarked by those that hear; then she 's so charming, 

Age buds at sight of her, and swells to youth: 

The holy priests gaze on her when she smiles; 

And with heaved hands, forgetting gravity, 

They bless her wanton eyes; even 1 who ha te her, 

With a malignant joy beyond such beauty; 

And while 1 curse, desire it." 

(All for Love Act IV) 

Ventidius's picture is Baroque in every detail. The references to the 

dangers of love, the attraction of her eyes and voice, the allusions to the sea, 

which symbolizes the mysteries of life and is considered to be the birth place 

of Venus: the contrcists between a g e and youth; all these are Baroque e lements 

and culminate in a picture of Cleopatra that makes her appear like Mary 

Magda lene , and so prepares us for the ultimate paradox, of love and hate in 

s imultaneous fusion. 

The Baroque age wcis fcvscinated with mythological lovers and delighted 

in historical love stories. Certain amorous situations recur throughout the 

literature of the period and it is significant that they are also found In art and 

music. Generally they are associated with a pair of lovers. Anthony and 

Cleopatra, Sophonisba and Massinissa, Titus and Berenice inspired nunrierous 

operas and painttngs. Equally captivating are Dido, the Queen of Carthage and 

her Trojan lover Aeneas. Each of these representative Baroque subjects illustrates 

a memorab le encounter between the disciplined European world of ancient 

Rome and other ways of life outside its confines, w h e r e different priorities and 

values are upheld. In each of these stories of d e e p passionate conflict, various 

loyalties and duties are brought out as a result of love, whose power is a 

e lemental and universal. For seventeenth century Europeans the s t ruggle 

be tween the claims of love and duty whether erotic or spiritual, political or all 

together, was the most immediate way of unders tanding their own ideals and 

att i tudes. They loved to see this struggle represented on the s tage or captured 

in the shapes and colours of paintings and in the tonalities and rhythms of 

music.^ 
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The theatre provided the most characteristic literary form in Spain,* 

There all the world was a stage. The theatre wcis by no means a product of the 

court; in fact in Spain the King and the Q u e e n could no t open ly a t tend 

performances in the theatre. In the theatre halls the men and w o m e n were 

sea ted separately, and the stage wcis so constructed in the public square that 

the more renowned nobles and ladies could watch from windows in the houses 

that overlooked the square. In spite of these restrictions, the literary productivity 

of the Spanish playwrights of this period is incredible. Lope d e Vega alone 

wro te nearly thousand dramas. Other prodigious writers are Molina (1571-

1648), and the great Pedro Calderon d e la Barca (1600-81). 

These Spanish dramas and sacred plays were very simple in their structure. 

Most of t hem highlighted the characteristic Spanish values, especially honour. 

The prevailing view was that all kinds of crimes commit ted for honour 's sake 

were a duty in this world and a sin before God. The main aim of all the dramatists 

of this period was to show the conflict be tween worldly and divine rules of 

honour in all their variations. Here perhaps the specific Baroque relation to the 

world of reality which occurs is called "illusionism". Calderon and Lope d e 

Vega express the view that life is a d ream. Shakespeare had sounded the 

s a m e note in Macbeth. 

"Life's but a walking shadow.. ." 

(Macbeth Act V) 

and again in The Tempest : 

"We are such stuff 

As d r eams are made , and our little life 

Is rounded with a sleep." 

(The Tempest Act IV) 

The basis of this sense of the illusory quality of reality that is seen was a 

religiosity that was deeply felt and the conviction that the only t rue reality Weis 

God. All human endeavour and activity w a s vanity when c o m p a r e d to the true 
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reality. This inclination to look at life cis something external and deceptive enabled 

Baroque writers to treat the subject of life In a light manner that weis Ideally 

adap ted to dramatization. Lope de Vega's best plays are La d a m a boba (Lady 

dunce) and El ausente enel lugar. (The Absent In the Village). The writer w h o 

represented a more fully developed s tage of Baroque drama, nearer to that of 

Corneille, Vondel and Gryphius is Pedro Calderon d e la Barca. In his plays, as 

in all Spanish plays, God remains at the centre. Calderon's view of human life 

is above all theocentrlc. His drcimas are not psychological but symbolic. Calderon 

sees the world as a theatre, in which men play the parts assigned to t h e m by 

God. Calderon is the first writer to make the God-directed "theatrum mundi" 

the subject of a sacred drama. E.R.Curtis says, "Calderon's work as a whole 

possesses the dimensions of a world-theatre in as much as the characters act 

their parts against a cosmic background." 

Everything that happens takes place within the limits of a sett led order 

which reflects the consciousness of an a g e w h o s e monarchical and Catholic 

framework had not yet been shaken. Therefore, in Calderon's plays faith, honour, 

patriotism and loyality to the king are the highest moral values. Yet, for all the 

stability of the \A/orld-order which it portrays, Calderon's work displays a freedom 

of form and content unparalleled in the rest of Europe. For him art is a g a m e 

played before God, and so he gains a freedom and innocence which put the 

earthly in ha rmony with the supernatural and he a d o r n s even the high 

seriousness of the mysteries with gay flourishes.'° 

O n e of Calderon's most famous plays is the tragedy The Steadfeist Prince. 

Its hero, Don Fernando of Portugal falls Into the hands of the Moors during the 

war. He could be saved if the Christian town of Ceuta w e r e sacrificed as a 

ransom. But Fernando's conscience will not allow him to hand over the Christian 

churches to the heathens, he would rather suffer all the horrors of captivity, 

imprisonment, martyrdom and death . Before he dies he says : 

"Even if more misfortune strikes m e , 

Even if I suffer still greater hunger, 

Even if these rags scarcely cover my body 
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And my dungeon is dark and dirty, 

I shall stand firm in my faith, 

For my faith is the sun that shines for m e 

And the light that illumines me ." 

(The Steadfast Prince Act V) 

He dies a martyr. In Fernando, Calderon has drawn an ideal picture of 

the man who is determined to fight and suffer yet, to show respect cind tolerance 

even for a non-Christian adversary in war. Not a single angry word is ut tered 

about the King of the Moors. 

Caledron's outstanding masterpiece is La vida es sueno (1636). This 

play consists of a number of contrasting e lements that make up the total picture 

of the Baroque. It contains the moral lesson that is central to Calderon's Baroque 

conception of the world - that is, life is a dream, and fantastic, and the happiness 

w e desire is as fickle and illusory as any dream. In La vida es sueno all ends in 

comedy . But it is a comedy which in a true Baroque fashion emphasises basic 

human experiences and illustrates traditional t h e m e s . " 

In Calderon, as in Vondel, the Baroque reached grea t heights. Calderon 

w r o t e his plays for both the church and court alike. The p o m p and the spectacle 

that characterized the splendid theatre or the court, had their holy and mos t 

popular counterpart in the Corpus Christ plays - The autos sacramentales . 

Calderon was an imaginative and impressive exponen t of this form. This is 

particularly evident in his play El gran teatro del m u n d o (1641), which gives 

the image of the world cis a s tage. God himself is the author of the play that is 

p roduced on the s tage of the world when the curtain of confusion rises. The 

play is a spiritual allegory and the characters are s tereotypes-ambit ious king, 

and fair lady, overworked peasant and intimidated beggar, s m u g rich man 

wise priest - these are all the embodiments of stock characteristics, ye t they are 

all realistically shown in the very act of living. As allegorical figures organized 

into a symbolical theatrical display, they have a spiritual function as well as a 

dramatic one . At the end, God invites all to His heavenly table to participate 

in His Sacramental supper, and the sacred e lements of the Eucharist actually 
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become s tage properties. Here Calderon is shown as staunchly upholding the 

Faith. The w o r d s and actions, like the monstrance, exhibit the mystery of the 

Christian faith. The end of the play is like some massive, ornate Spanish altarpiece 

of that age . It communicates to the audience something of the t imeless lesson 

that is central to Christian drama - Christ's sacrifice and Man ' s salvation. 

Calderon 's play is one of those instances when Baroque art and literature 

triumphantly succeeded in incorporating that Christian philosophy mixed with 

pagan ideas gave birth to the Baroque. 

In t h e s e religious plays, Calder6n w a s unsurpassed . His profound 

unders tanding of theological matters and his ardent devotion w e r e combined 

with his superb lyrical language to p roduce dramas of unique beauty. The 

mystical strain in Baroque literature has nowhere found m o r e eloquent and 

artistic expression. 

In Germany and Holland, the greatest exponents of the Baroque dramatic 

art were , Andreas Gryphius and Joost van der Vondel respectively. Italy is the 

sett ing of the play Cardenio und Celinde (1650), by Gryphius. It is bcised on a 

Spanish story which the German poe t had read in an Italian translation. The 

characters and the setting are truly Baroque. Vondel chose the s tage as his 

p redominant medium, and aroused the imagination of his fellow countrymen 

with an impressive sequence of Baroque tragic drama p roduced between 1610 

and 1667; da tes that span the years from Shakespeare 's maturity to the drama 

of the Restoration. Vondel was a man of extraordinary creative range, who cast 

t he conflicts which he felt, s aw and d reamt of into large scale d ramas , 

monumenta l and static in form, yet each was e n d o w e d with its own fiery force 

and lyrical eloquence. '^ 

The Baroque developed at different speeds in different places, affecting 

different ideas of art and culture, and mixing more or less with native traditions. 

Yet it Wcis by nature cosmopolitan, satisfying the tastes of the elite and the 

c o m m o n man. In France, the deve lopment of the drama is closely associated 

with the names of princes and their ministers. Louis XIV w a s the patron of 

Moliere and Racine, and during the earlier formative years Richelieu by his 
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direct, personal encouragement was responsible for the creation of the n e w 

theatre . Partly at least through his influence the theatre came to abandon the 

old style with its setting and adopted the proscenium frame with its perspective 

scenery. The theatre known as the Palais Cardinal and later as the Palais Royal, 

wcis established. Although the Palais Cardinal was originally a court play

house, its influence was spread widely among the public theatres that followed. 

The more settled condition of life and the growth of Paris as the capital 

of France, facilitated the development of permanent companies. Although there 

w e r e many abuses in the prevailing theatre , the general condit ions w e r e 

conducive to the development of creative activity, and it is by no means 

surprising that in France, Corneille, Racine and Moliere became the leaders in 

the world of dramatics. 

A dramatist of true Baroque quality in the abstract and s tereotyped 

characters, the elaborate ornateness of his language and the dramatic conflicts 

in the plot, is Pierre Corneille. The drama with which he opened his thearical 

account was Le Cid (1636). The play lent great distinction for the first t ime to 

the French tragic s tage, although it gave rise to a literary controversy a m o n g 

the men of letters. The debate , however, was abstract. Hitherto no really great 

tragic d rama had appea red to provide a concre te debatable issue. It was 

precisely such a concrete issue that LeCid provided to the society of Paris. No 

one can deny its power. It was a drama of Honour par excellence. It is not only 

of Spanish, but of French and universal Baroque honour; everyone was moved 

by the feeling that all other values must be subordinated to this one aspect. '^ 

Corneille takes his plot from a Spanish source. It contains brilliant and 

impressive verse and bold presentation of character. Externally the author 

abides by all the rules. The entire action takes place within a period of twenty-

four hours and is confined to the royal palace. Nevertheless, the drama has five 

acts that are c rowded with numerous incidents, and the end instead of being 

tragic bears a happy conclusion. For this Corneille was severely criticised. He 

was affected by this adverse criticism. In Horace (1640), he chooses a classical 

subject and tries to deal with it more simply than he had d o n e with the content 
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of Le Cid. The tragedy deals with conflicting loyalties. Rome is at >A/ar, and 

against this background the dramatist sets Horace, a patriot of stoical disposition; 

Sabine his wife, and a native of the enemy country ; Camille, his sister, in love 

with a soldier, Curiace. There is a nobility and grandeur about the total conception 

of the drama. 

In Cinna (1641) Corneille turned once again to a t ragedy with a happy 

ending. Unlike Horace this play is a political drama which became very popular 

with the King, the court and the public. It opera tes within a framework of 

reference which is more closely related to the Italianate Baroque tradition of 

Roman grandeur, and paradoxically to the anti-Baroque t rends which w e r e to 

later lead to the rejection of Bernini and Cavalli by the French court and its 

artistic advisers, in favour of a peculiarly French brand of noble and sophisticated 

form of Augustan classicism. The play deals with the moral and political crisis 

that the central character, the Roman emperor, Augustus, is obliged to undergo. 

Augus tus is the all-powerful Emperor, and a m o n g his closest p ro teges are 

Emilie, w h o is intent on avenging her father's death; and Cinna, w h o is secretly 

in love with the heroine and is forced to join in the conspiracy against the 

emperor . Corneille reveals with consciousness and precision, these characters 

in their relations to the emperor. Particularly effective Is Augustus ' s soliloquy 

in the Fourth Act. Corneille's Roman emperor actually gives voice to a conception 

of royal disenchantment which is wholly compatible with the characteristic 

t h e m e s and outlook of contemporary Baroque writers in other parts of Europe. 

Polyeucte (1642), takes us into a different world, for here Corneille moved 

from pagan character to Christian. Polyeucte is a descendan t of an Armenian 

princess. He is married to Pauline, the daughter of the Governor, w h o in turn 

has been forced to renounce his earlier love for a Roman, Severe. Religious 

and emotional tensions lie beneath the calm of the play's exposition, disturbed 

only by a d r e a m that has been troubling Pauline's s leep. The tensions mount 

leading to the inevitable double showdown. While Polyeucte is reflecting on 

making up his mind once and for all to embrace his n e w found faith. Severe, 

makes an appearance . He is successful, attractive and still in love. The play is 

full of idealism, glamour, loyalty and tenderness . The characters are extremely 
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high-minded and their intensions are admirable. Yet their t ragedy is inevitable. 

Suddenly an action off the stage brings all their fair words and civilized exchanges 

to a crisis. When w e first see Polyeucte, his Christian friend Nearque is urging 

him to be baptized, and Polyeucte is anticipating all the practical problems - his 

baptism would, for example, alienate his beloved wife Pauline. When w e next 

see Polyeucte and Nearque, the former has already received the impact of 

grace off-stage, and he has been transported to the status of a martyr: he woos 

death, by destroying the pagan temple . The tables are turned and It Is Nearque 

w h o calls his attention to the d e m a n d s of martyrdom. In the last part of the 

play Corneille endeavours to contrast the Roman Severe with the Christian 

Polyeucte. By degrees Polyeucte is raised to the status of a saint. He is depicted 

as the Christian hero moving towards martyrdom to demons t ra te his personal 

faith. Consequently the polite world of moderat ion is upset; there is no place in 

it for such holy folly. In the Third Act Polyeucte expresses himself in a dialogue 

with Pauline which clearly touches on familiar Baroque t h e m e s : 

"Worldly greatness will perish ; I want immortality 

To be sure of happiness boundless and endless, 

Far above envy, far above fate. 

To procure it is surely worth a sad life 

Which any day, suddenly, may be snatched from me , 

Which can only offer a fleeting m o m e n t of happiness, 

And cannot guarantee that another will follow ?" 

(Polyeucte Act III) 

The issues here are typical and the a rgument is persucisive. Polyeucte is 

an unblemished hero : a hero w h o possessed not only the clcissical pagan 

virtues of fortitude and self-discipline, but also Christian virtues which ultimately 

lead to his martyrdom. The exaltation of martyrdom was thus to become a 

central concern of the Baroque world. 

The qualities exhibited in these dramas are reiterated in the succeeding 

t ragedies of Corneille - Pompee (1642), Nicomede (1650-51), O e d i p e (1659), 

Sertorius (1662) and Sophonisbe (1663). All use clcissical t hemes . In their highly 
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ornamental language they presented a perfect vehicle for the Baroque figures 

which frequent Corneille's s tage rather like the characters that stalk the s t age 

opera in the works of Monteverdi. 

However, the t imes were rapidly changing and Corneille was becoming 

ou tda ted . His s tage characters no longer fitted into the pattern of the polite 

and delicate gallantries of the age . His characters w e r e bold in proportion, 

massive and roughly hewn. What the ladies and gen t lemen of the French 

court required was something subtler and more refined. There is a rugged 

masculinity about Corneille. More appropr ia t e to the a g e w e r e Racine's 

heroines. '" 

jean Racine was born in 1639; by 1664 he had produced his first play 

and before his death in 1669 he had established himself as the master of the 

French s tage . Unlike Corneille he wcis willing to cater to the tciste of the a g e -

bcisically his own desires were in perfect harmony with the desires of the Parisian 

society in which he found himself. To the theatre of his t ime, Racine brought 

certain qualities which distinguish him from his companions . His lines are 

perfectly adjusted to the general speech character of his age . His epigrams are 

precise while Corneille's are heavy and cumbersome. The single line in Racine 

may carry a meaning that only a paragraph of Corneille could counterbalance. 

The poet ic simplicity of Hermione 's cry in Andromaque : 

"Where am 1 ? What have I done ?What ought I d o now ?What futy sways me? 

What anguish devours my heart ? All aimlessly hither and thither through the 

palace I have rushed. Alas ! Is there no way I can know if I love or hate ?" 

(Andromaque Act II) 

- has a quality beyond its ordinary meaning. To this simplicity of language 

Racine a d d s simplicity of action. No improbabilities mar his scenes. There are 

no digressions. 

Racine's greates t achievement Wcis the evolving of a pattern suited to 

the convent ions of his age . Corneille had aimed at arousing heroic admiration 
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for his characters and although the theme of love plays a large part in his drameis 

he asserted that in tragedy love should be subordinated to other issues. But 

the age in which he lived was one of gallantry, where the theme of love was of 

paramount importance. Racine realized that if a tragic drama was to be truly 

successful, the passion of love must form the centre or at least the defining 

element of the play. 

In Racine's dramas inner conflict became compulsory and he knew how 

to weave a tissue of conflicting pcisslons in such a way as to arouse a feeling of 

almost unbearable tension. He began to experiment with the domain of the 

subconscious and this in effect evolved a modern type of "psychological" drama. 

He made a further change by focusing attention on his heroines. In this 

he differed radically from Corneille. His heroines are more feminine and tender 

in their structure. His style, too, deviates fundamentally from the classical 

mcisculine style of Aeschylus and the romantic, mcisculine style of Corneille. 

His conception is essentially feminine. 

In 1667, Racine produced his first feminine tragedy, the Andromaque. 

Here the unities were preserved and the story was divested of any extraneous 

matter. There are four important characters in the play - Oreste, who is in love 

with Hermione, Hermione, in love with Pyrrhus, Pyrrhus in love with 

Andromaque, and Andromaque herself who is still faithful to her dead Hector. 

Although they have Greek names, they are in fact idealized portraits of ordinary 

human types. The five acts analyse the torments of these four love-lorn 

characters. All, with the exception of Andromaque, are tortured souls, each 

trapped by its own passion. Andromaque alone commands our sincere 

admiration. 

In 1669, Racine turned his rapidly maturing mastery of the tragic form to the 

sudden death of Nero's first victim, his brother-in-law, Britannicus. The figures 

of Nero and his mistress Poppaea were immensely popular with the Baroque 

audiences. Poppaea's rise to political influence through her erotic wiles and 

sexual charms, dominated Seneca's tragic play Octavia. It made an ideal theme 
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for Monteverdi ' s great opera L Mncoronazione di Poppea in 1642. Above and 

beyond the general affinity which Baroque Europe felt for imperial Rome, 

Poppaea and Nero represent an increasingly compell ing fascination for the 

close relationship between political and erotic passion, and exhibit the effects 

of both on a ruler who is still inexperienced In the arts of ruling. Nero is like an 

actor w h o has the histrionic desire to play the lead role on the s t age of life. As 

such, he is a character that called out for operatic and dramatic t rea tment In the 

Baroque period. 

In Racine's play, Nero's glorious exploits are extolled, but in ironic te rms : 

"His one ambition and his only merit 

Is to excel at driving racing chariots; 

He aspires to prizes quite unworthy of him, 

Displays himself before the Roman public, 

And shows his voice off in the theatre, hoping 

The audiences will idolize him. Meanwhile soldiers 

Are busy goading them to more applause." 

(Britannicus Act I) 

The ruler cis performer before a captive and fawning audience, as a 

virtuoso in the area of social entertainment cis well as in his real domain of 

kingship, was a prospect which exerted a very s t rong temptat ion in an a g e that 

set so much store by art and spectacle. Racine's audicity here is truly amazing, 

and the drama shares in common with its Baroque counterparts that obsessive 

concern with the interplay of erotic and political motives which had been 

associated with the figure of the tyrannical Nero. 

The action of the play takes place in a room in Nero ' s palace, an 

antechamber leading to Nero's personal apar tments . In this almost nighrmarish 

setting of corridors and antechamber, motives are obscure and ambiguous. 

Agrippa Nero 's mother, is waiting for her son to give an explanation for the 

abduction of junie, the p ro tegee she had planned to marry to her step-son 

Britannicus. She and the audience g e t no answers to her quest ions - By whom? 
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On w h o s e orders? Why? Nero is then seen confiding to his faxA/ning adviser. 

The passionate manner of this confession then gives way to a pcissage that is 

unequalled for its graphic richness and its psychological insight. Nero describes 

his experience. He reveals his feelings. He has been transformed Into a lustful 

and loathsome tyrant. 

"Excited by a curious desire, 1 watched her as she arrived here tonight, 

sad, and raising to the sky above her, eyes brimming with tears which sparkled 

a m o n g the torches and the weapons ; lovely, unadorned , in the simple apparel 

of a beautiful woman just roused from sleep. Can you blame me? Her disarray, 

the shadows , the torchlight, the shouting and the silence, and the fierce look 

of her proud ravishers, all enhanced the timid sweetness of her eyes ... Ravished 

by the sight of her, I tried to speak, but my voice failed m e . Motionless, seized 

by my astonishment, I let her pass. . . " 

(Britannicus Act IV) 

It is a magnificent word - painting \A/orthy of the finest Baroque painter. 

The action is evoked entirely by the words which describe not just the event 

that hcis taken place but also the psychological effect on the watching Nero. 

The heightened language hcis visual and sensual connotations. Never Wcis Racine 

m o r e brilliantly Baroque than here. 

Berenice is the play which displays Racine's full mastery of the tragic 

style. Love is the main theme of the play. The ca tas t rophe centers on the 

separat ion of Antiochus and Berenice, w h o m he loves and of Berenice and 

Titus w h o are in love with each other. Berenice d o e s not have the complicated 

intrigue and the off-stage action that characterize the d ramas of Cornellle. 

Hence, it has been called a t ragedy of reason - a t e rm which has somet imes 

been used to describe the Baroque theatre. The action of Berenice is to 

demons t r a t e the tragic life of the soul cis rational in the situation of the three 

monarchs . It is this demonstrat ion which the audience is invited to see , which 

Racine makes , first in his rational plot, then in his recisonable presentat ion of 

characters (kings and queens as they logically would be by conventional 

ag reement ) and above all in the logical and musical order of his language. 
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Of Racine and Cornellle it has been frequently remarked that they 

discarded the traditional element of d rama - action to concentrate on the more 

complex areas of motivation. They did so in accordance with the gro>A/ing 

taste of the sophisticated and cultivated circles throughout Europe for the 

analyses of human emotions. However, artificial these interests may be they 

did reflect the current realities. It was an a g e which at tached grea t Importance 

to e t iquet te and manners and enjoyed the refinements of endless deba tes about 

the rival claims of different emotions and pcissions both In the pastoral world 

of swains and shepherdesses and in the courts and palaces. In spite of all Its 

efforts at universality. Baroque drama is rooted in the actual life of a particular 

t ime and place, and is nourished by the writer's direct sense of life. Hence, the 

Baroque theatre was an expression of the Baroque teiste; and it was a public 

institution, with s tage actors, audience and general support and comprehension. 

It was a mirror of human life and action, formed at a particular t ime and place 

and enjoying a merely mortal life like that of any other t imes and places. It still 

remains only Baroque years after all life left its beautiful forms. 
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CHAPTER-V 

Baroque Music. 

The term Baroque was originally used by historians of art to describe 

certain architectural and pictorial tendencies which developed at the end of 

the Renaissance. It evolved as a sort of theatricallsm which displayed itself in 

the elaboration of design and proportions, effects of light and shade, and a 

sought-after impressiveness of size and setting. The dominant spirit behind 

this tendency, which originated in Italy, to spread to other parts of Europe, was 

the Catholic Counter-Reformation, which sought to oppose the Protestant 

movement and recover the lost provinces by conquering the world with an 

impressive, emotional and all-po\A/erful church. The spirit of this movement 

found adequate expression in all the arts that were connected with the church; 

thus music showed the same tendencies that are manifest in the architecture 

and painting of that period, which extended fronn the latter half of the sixteenth 

century to the middle of the eighteenth. In music it is charcterized by a sudden 

break with polyphony, (which, however, Wcis later re-introduced) and by the 

use of new dynamic and dramatic forms, such as the opera, cantata and various 

categories of instrumental music. 

In the first stages of the movement, opera was an expression of the 

classic aspirations of the late Renaissance men of letters.' Initially it was an 

attempt to bring together the arts of music and drama as they were supposed 

to have existed in the Age of Pericles. The immediate result wcvs artificial and 

bloodless. However, it was soon enlivened by the inclusion of the madrigal, 

and the festival and religious plays. This time it emerged as the true product of 

the Baroque. It Wcis popular not only as a feature of court life, but also eis a 

feature in the life of the ordinary Italian people, whose enthusiasm was later 

shared by much of the rest of Europe. Opera influenced the entire future course 

of music, exploiting the dramatic elements in the madrigal, the poignant 

choruses of the Venetian composers, the natural aptitude of the Italians for 

expressive singing, and all the resources of opulent theatrical art and fondness 

for display of the Baroque. It provided in the symmetrical aria, and so-called da 
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capo aria, the design which was to serve cis a basis for practically all subsequent 

music, both vocal and instrumental; and in the overture and other purely 

Instrumental portions it created independent instrumental types and forms 

which were to become important influences on the classical symphony. 

The Oratorio, The Passion, and the Mass, under the influence of the opera, 

were filled with a dramatic spirit, and a splendour of effect that made them 

impressive and grand. No one can listen to such a work as Bach's B Minor 

Mass or Handel's Messiah, without sensing the magnificent sweep of the 

Baroque style. There is nothing in the literature of Music, not even the great 

symphonies of Beethoven or the great epic dramas of Wagner which excels it 

in grandeur of conception or richness of sound.^ 

With the spread of opera, instumental music too, was greatly extended 

and expanded. A purely instrumental style suitable to the artistic capabilities of 

the various instruments was evolved. The making of instruments reached a 

new level of perfection with the violins of such craftsmen as Stradivari and 

Guaneri, and the violin family with its enhanced emotional quality of tone 

displaced the viols. The Harpsichord and Clavichord, now at the height of their 

perfection, the one with a side variety of colour effects, the other with sensitive 

and expressive dynamics, achieved the popularity formerly accorded to the 

lute. The organ became more flexible, and adopted modern notation, inspiring 

such great composers as j .S. Bach. Initially the orchestra, which was 

indispensable to the opera, was an assorted collection of instruments, which 

varied with the fancy of the composer, but in the later Baroque operas, it weis 

permanently established cis a group of wind instruments in combination with 

the standard string ensemble of violins, violas, cellos and basses. 

In the field of organ music the compositions of the Italian and German 

masters of the seventeenth and the early eighteenth centuries are the backbone 

of the period. The great fugues of Bach, his exquisite choral preludes, the organ 

concertos of Handel, the various short compositions of the Italian and French 

organists are the chief products of the period. 
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Another important instrument of the period is the harpsichord. Violin 

music, too, of such Baroque composers as Corelli, Vivaldi, and other Italians 

has always been admired by string players, who consider the music of this 

period unexcelled in its feeling for the nature of the intrument. 

In its own time Baroque music was naturally greatly admired and was 

patronised by the nobility, which had definitely supplanted the church as the 

chief patron of the arts. All the various European courts employed groups of 

musicians, whose performances were the important features of the social life 

of the time. In Italy and France opera became a brilliant spectacle, staged with 

the most spectacular effects. Singers were greatly in demand, and moved from 

opera-house to opera-house, exercising a great authority over the public and 

over the music that they so graciously consented to sing. 

Church music reflected the popular trend of the period. Even the most 

modest churches had proficient choirs and orchestras for elaborate musical 

services that often lasted for many hours. In the Roman Catholic Church the 

influence of the popular operative style made itself felt in the increasingly 

dramat ic quality of the music. The new and important instrumental 

accompaniment to the Mass was evolved. Operatic elements such as aria, ariso 

and recitative, also found their way into Protestant church music. Meanwhile, 

the Lutheran Reformation developed a new popular style of church music bcised 

upon the chorale, a simple hymn with the text in the vernacular, which Wcis 

well adapted to congregational singing. In German music the fusion of the 

contrapuntal elements with the dramatic-operatic, coming from the Italian 

Catholic Baroque, reached its final synthesis in the works of j.S.Bach. 

The principal vocal forms of the Baroque were the opera and the oratorio, 

similar to the opera in its plan, but more contemplative in nature; It w«is set to 

a religious text and generally presented without scenery of costumes; the 

cantata, is a shorter chorale work, resembling the oratorio but based upon the 

story of the New Testament and the Mass. 

The instrumental forms were the Fugue, an extention of the transcribed 
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motet and ricercar; the sonata da chiesa (church sonata), a composition for two 

or three instuments in several movemants; the concerto grosso. an ensemble 

piece of several movements; and the solo concerto, an outgrowth of the latter. 

The opera sinfonia. or the overture, also belongs to this group for these were 

often performed as independent pieces. Short pieces in free style, such as the 

fantasias and the cantatas were sometimes connected with the fugues, but 

often appeared separately. The passacaglia. a composition constructed upon a 

fixed bass pattern, was very popular, especially for the organ. 

The Baroque style is very different in effect from the familiar designs of 

the Classic and Romantic periods. To begin with there is the matter of harmony. 

The Baroque composer is interested in modulation chiefly because of the 

direction which it gave to the music. Almost all the forms are based upon a 

succession of planned tonalities, beginning generally from the starting key to 

that of its nearest neighbour and then returning to the original. (In the case of 

the major, tonic to dominant; in minor, tonic to the relative major.) Other 

modulations are made in the same deliberate manner, not to impress but to 

extend the length of the composition. There Is hardly any Incidental modulation. 

Baroque music is seldom concerned with contrasting themes, but with a 

singleness of purpose, and generally only one idea goes ahead with an Inevitable 

forward movement. It is this insistent progress which provides its interest and 

excitement for the crescendo the device of gradual Increcise from piano to 

forte, upon which the Classic and Romantic composers depend so much for 

their dramatic climaxes. 

Baroque melodies also have a style of their own. The melodies are Inclined 

towards longer periods and more elaborate organizations. They are often 

ornamented and embellished with trills and shakes, especially in melodies 

intended for the harpsichord, where they serve to emphasize the accents of 

the rhythm. Sometimes there appears to be no melody at all, but merely a 

pattern of rhythmic figuration which will continue throughout an entire piece 

with little constrasting motion. Except in the fugue, the concentrated motive 

so characteristic of the later symphony is seldom employed. The treatment of 
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the central subject of the fugue is quite different from that of the motive of the 

symphony. There is no development except the occasional modulation of the 

subject by the devices of augmentation, dimunition and inversion, or the piling 

up of the subject upon itself In "stretto". The essence of the fugue is its repetition 

of a short pattern in the various strands as they are woven together. Its unity 

comes from the subject, its forward motion and flow of thought come not from 

development but from its logic of key succession. 

Baroque music is only incidentally chromatic and seldom employs keys 

of many flats and sharps. The tempered scale of equal semitones as opposed 

to the old "natural scale" had been accepted but, although Bach made more 

extensive use of it in the forty-eight preludes and fugues in almost every key, 

major and minor, his method was not generally followed by others.^ 

The fugue is the extension of the transcribed motet of the Renaissance 

via the ricercar. The form of the beginning remains the same, that is, there is a 

melodic pcissage \A/hich each voice entering separately, states. The subject of 

the fugue contains the essence of the music. It establishes not only the rhythmic 

and tonal patterns but also sets the mood of the entire composition. In Bach's 

fugues we have an encyclopedia of musical imagination. Although he was 

brilliant in his ability to manipulate his ideas, it is in the ideas themselves that 

his genius shows its intense force. Few other composers could enrich a short 

melodic pattern with so much significance. When the subject itself is wanting 

in all the elements necessary to the piece, it is supplemented by a counter 

subject which is usually stated in combination with the answer, and the subject 

is transposed to the dominant. In cases where the subject is adequate, the 

counter subject is replaced by free counterpoint. The fugue subject may be 

augmented, diminished, or inverted. It may be combined in stretto, but it 

remains essentially the same, and its frequent repetition in one voice or another 

established a pattern of great unity that was totally different from the dramatic 

progressive flow of the symphony. The impelling values of the fugue, as in the 

case of all Baroque music, are an alternation of piano and forte without gradation 

between them. The entrances of voices, or the manipulation of the rhythm, 

may sometimes give the effect of a crescendo, but this is in reality a building 
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up of texture, not the increase of dynamics. When one listens to a great fugue 

of Bach's there is often a feeling of growing excitement, caused by the persistent 

repetition of rhythms which beat upon our emotions with an effect similar to 

the ostinato figures of primitive muslc-When one gets used to the polyphonic 

style so that its ever-changing patterns cccise to be a confusion and present a 

clear picture, the fugue is a source of intense musical enjoyment. The two 

greatest writers of the fugue are J.S. Bach and D. Scarlatti. 

A succession of dances of contrasting rhythm, but all in the same key 

and in the same binary design, fromed the bcisis of the Baroque instrumental 

suite. When these were written for the solo instrument and continuo they were 

called sonatas (da camera); for an ensemble of strings or wind instruments, 

suites; and were written for the harpsichord. The different dances used were 

derivations of old dances, but by the eighteenth century most of them had lost 

their dance-like qualities and were standard instrumental forms, consisting of 

rhythmic patterns of considerable complexity."* 

The first three movements of the suite usually are the allemande. a serious 

allegory in duple time; the courante, a rapid monement in triple rhythm; and 

the sarabande. a slow expressive melody In triple rhythm. The last movement 

is generally a gigue. a quick dance pattern usually in six-eight time. In betv^/een 

the sarabande and the gigue two or three pieces are usually Inserted, of a less 

sophisticated character, such as the Minuet. Gavotte. Bouree. Rigaudon. Loure. 

Polonaise and Air. This kind of composition was extremely popular In France. 

Couperin wrote a number of pieces in suite form with programmatic titles. 

Rameau, another French composer, wrote a number of harpsichord suites. The 

best and most popular compositions of this style, however, are the French 

suites, English suites and partitas of j.S. Bach. 

Another popular Baroque from is the sonata. The sonata of this period 

should not be regarded as a primitive ancestor of the classic sonata but as a 

highly perfected type of composition of entirely different design. One of the 

reasons for the great success of this type of composition was the popularity of 

the violin and the skill of the composers. But sonatas were also written for 
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flute, oboe , viola da gamba, and other instruments. ^ There w a s a variable 

e lement in the sonata of the period, the accompaniment usually provided by 

an instrument of the harpsichord type. Only the bass voice w a s w^ritten out by 

the composer , and the performer, gu ided by figures written over the notes, 

was expec ted to fill in suitable harmonies. The accompaniment Wcis known as 

basso continuo or figured bass, and it will be ecisily unders tood that skill in the 

realisation of this part varied with different performers. These w e r e the solo 

sonatas for violin or other instruments. The violin sonatas by such composers 

cis Corelli, Vivaldi, Tartini, Geminiani, Locatelli, Veracini, Porpora, Vatall, and 

Handel are of this type. Bach, in addition to sonatas for violin and continuo, 

wro te six for the harpsichord and violin, three for harpsichord and cello and 

three for harpsichord and flute, in which the keyboard part w a s written out. 

Corelli established the form of the Baroque sonata as a four-movement 

work. It begins with a slow movement , is followed by an allegro in fugal style 

and a melodious andante in homophonic style, and is concluded by a rapid 

m o v e m e n t in triple rhythm. This type of sonata was known cis the church sonata 

(sonata da chiesa) because of its serious nature and because it w a s frequently 

perfomed during church services. In con|trcist to this were the chamber sonata 

(sonata da camera) and the instrumental suite. A characteristic type of Baroque 

sonata, is the trio sonata. This wcis written for three instruments, usually to 

violins and cel lo or g a m b a . The n u m b e r of p layers p e r f o r m i n g such a 

composit ion, Weis at lecist four; the harpsichordist played the continuo from the 

figured bass part and other players could join the ensemble by doubling any of 

the parts. 

In general the sonatas of the Italian compose r s are m o r e tuneful and less 

polyphonic than those of the Germans, al though Handel 's style in instrumental 

music greatly resembles that of the Italian masters. Italian genius, which appears 

so brilliant in the Baroque violin composit ions, later concentrated exclusively 

on the opera, while German and Austrian instrumental composers , deve loped 

the models of their southern contemporaries, and combined the dramatic quality 

of the opera with the instrumental pattern and dominated the symphonic music.'^ 
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The sonatas for harpsichords of Domenico Scarlatti constitute a unique 

category among the various forms of the Baroque sonata. Since the majority of 

these sonatas are complete in one organic movement, sometimes even 

anticipating the design later to be found in the classic sonata, it is evident that 

Scarlatti was using the term "sonata" (Italian sonare; to sound) in its true 

connotation, to distinguish pieces of instrumental music from cantateis (Italian 

cantare; to sing), pieces composed for vocal performance. The free usage of 

musical terminology of the time Is demonstrated in the title of the only book of 

music which Scarlatti published. The pieces of this collection Esercizii per 

gravicembalo (Studies for Harpsichord) are separately entitled 'sonata". Though 

each composition is complete in itself, it was not unusual for later publishers 

and editors to arrange these sonatas into suites and to add descriptive titles, 

like Pastoral Cortege and the lovers' passionate and sentimental emotions were 

associated with some of the sonatas. 

The innportance of these pieces in the evolution of keyboard music, and, 

in fact, in ail instrumental music, can hardly be exaggerated. They discard the 

old polyphonic style of the period, and forecast the new homophonic style. 

From a totally technical point of view the sonatas are equally significant. Scarlatti's 

long and brilliant career as a harpsichordist provided him with an intimate 

understanding of the technical resources of the instrument and its virtuoso 

potentialities. Among the technical devices associated with Scarlatti, are rapid 

repetition of tone, crossing of hands, double notes, wide skips and arpeggios. 

The sonatcis are short, and usually follow a basic pattern of binary form. Several 

musical ideas, concise and epigrammatic, are stated in the first section. The 

piece consists of repetitions of this material with variation in a series of tonalities 

returning to the home key. There is little development of thematic material 

and repetition of short rhythmic and melodic motifs is frequent. 

During the latter half of the seventeenth and the first half of the eighteenth 

centuries, the most popular from of instrumental ensemble was the concerto 

gosso. This is a composition in several movements in which two tone mcvsses 

are introduced. One of these is called the Tutti or concerto.^ This is generally a 

four - part string choir for violins, violas, cellos and bcisses. The violins are divided 

into two groups; the violas take the part beneath the second violin, while cellos 
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and bcisses playing together, furnish the fourth part. The bass part is supported 

by a Iceyboard instrument, usually the harpsichord, which also provides suitable 

harmonies. These are not written out but are supposed to be improvised by 

the performer, who is guided by numeral symbols over each note indicating 

the proper chord. The bass portion is called continuo or figured bass. All Baroque 

instrumental music written for ensemble, whether concerto, sonata, suite or 

accompaniment to choral music, contains this feature. Often, in choral music, 

the organ is substitued for the harpsichord. It is only in the time of Haydn that 

it ceases to be a necessary part of ensemble music. 

The second tone mass is a group of solo instruments usually three, called 

solo or concertino. Generally this consists of solo strings, winds or a combination 

of both. The essence of the concerto is the antiphonal relationship. Although 

the concertino are given more elaborate parts as a rule, the purpose of the 

music is not so much virtuoso displays, as developed in the clcissic concerto, as 

a contrast of single voices of individual colour with the more impersonal and 

full-bodied tones of the tutti. 

The number of movements of the concerto grosso varies as do their 

design and tonality. Polyphonic movements of a rapid tempo generally alternate 

with expressive homophonic melodies. The most characteristic form is that in 

which the tutti states a refrain in a succession of keys, and the concertino 

elaborates features of its melodic design or occupies itself with solo subjects in 

the transitional pcissages. In all its forms, orderly progression from one key to 

one or several others and return is the guiding principle of the music. 

The Italian masters, Corelli and Vivaldi and the Germans, Handel and 

Bach, are the great exponents of the concerto grosso. 

The solo concerto as found in the works of Vivaldi, Bach and Handel 

retains the rule-of competing melodies which is the chief feature of the concerto 

grosso, but because the concertino is here confined to a single solo instrument, 

there is a greater degree of virtuosity.^ 
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The chorale is the German equivalent of the familiar English Protestant 

hymn.^ It Wcis included in the church service by Martin Luther (1485-1546) 

with the express purpose of establishing a music suitable for the congregation 

to sing. The Lutheran Reformation stressed democratic principles of worship, 

the vi/orshipper himself \A/CIS to participate in the service cis much as possible. 

Instead of just listening to the celebrant and the choir, who spoke and sang In 

Latin, he was able to take a more active part because the service Wcis conducted 

in German and the music was of a sort to be sung by the layman rather than by 

the professional. 

The words of the chorale were adaptations of old hymns or were written 

by contemporary poets. The music was composed by church composers. Sacred 

and secular popular songs were also pressed into service. In the chorale, 

therefore, German music was subjected to a genuine popular strain, 

characterised by a simple melody that was arranged in regular phrases. This 

music Wcis never sentimental. It is strong and masculine and even when it is 

expressive it never loses its devout, somewhat austere, religious feeling. For 

Bach the chorale was a source of rich inspiration. Almost all the chorales which 

were used in the service were arranged by him in four-part harmonization for 

singing by the congregation. He also used them in his cantatcis and Passions 

and organized them as short organ pieces which are known as "chorale 

preludes". 

The chorale prelude originated as an Improvisation by the organist upon 

the hymn \A/hich the congregation was to sing. Later it developed Into several 

distinct types of composition. One of these, is a polyphonic piece with 

characteristic fugal entrances based on each phrase of the chorale. Another is 

an ornamental elaboration of the chorale melody in the rich Baroque style. 

Another type is a fantasia, developing freely some of the elements of the melody. 

Perhaps the most appealing type is the one found most often in Bach In which 

the chorale appears without alteration in the top voice and the accompaniment 

is a poetic interpretation of the mood of the poem. 

The term Oratorio has a number of meanings, but the most familiar 

interpretation is that of the choral composition on a religious subject for soloists, 
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chorus and orchestra, generally performed without costumes and scenery. The 

opera and oratorio originated at about the same time and at the same place-in 

Italy, in the early seventeenth century. Many of the composers of the period 

wrote both operas and oratorios, and indeed for a while the difference between 

them was slight except in subject matter. Both used the recitative for passages, 

and included solo arias, duets and choruses of formal design for purely musical 

purposes. Towards the middle of the seventeenth century, ho\A/ever, the opera 

and the oratorios became separate entities. 

The most spectacular flourishing of the concert oratorio developed in 

England in the career of the German-born composer, George Frederick Handel, 

a composer of opera in the Italian style, became not only the dominant influence 

in opera in the first half of the eighteenth century, but an impresario as well. He 

composed oratorios as a device to keep his opera singers and opera house in 

London busy during the Lenten season, when the public Weis inclined to forego 

the worldly joys which opera represented. It \A/as discovered that religious 

subjects, presented without scenery and costumes, constituted no breach of 

the public conscience, and the oratorios were enormously successful. 

It is ironic that though Handel was a great composer of operas, his 

oratorios have eclipsed his opercis today. This is not because of the operatic 

music, but because many of the operatic conventions of Handel's time perished 

with the age and are not acceptable to modern audiences. During the eighteenth 

century singer worship was at its height and operas were instruments for the 

popular stars. The male soprano and alto were much in fashion and choruses 

were frequent and rather perfunctory. In the oratorio, although the various 

types of aricvs are found, the choruses are more Important and the subject matter, 

not designed for theatrical representation, is less perishable. The greatest 

oratorio ever written is Handel's The Messiah. Handel is the most Important 

composer of oratorios in the entire Baroque period. His oratorios have an 

"earthy" quality less worshipful than similar xA ôrks of Schutz and Bach. He wrote 

some of the most Imposing choruses. In most of the oratorios, biblical history 

and decorous love interest are to be found. A strong operatic influence on 

Handel's oratorios is to be found in his use of three acts instead of the 
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conventional two acts. Other oratorios by Handel are Althalla. Semele. Samson. 

lsrael_and_Egypt. Belshcizzar, judas^ Maccabeus and Solomon. 

The origin of Passion Music dates back to the fourth century, when during 

Easter week the story of the Passion and death of Jesus, according to the New 

Testament, was recited in church. Presentation of the story of Easter according 

to the Gospels of Sts. Matthew, Mark, Luke and John has a long history, going 

back into the early Christian era." From about 300 A.D. to 1000 A.D. it was 

common practice in the church to have the Gospels of the Evangelists recited 

during Holy Week. In the twelfth century the Pcission story was presented as a 

sort of play in which the part of Christ was sung in a low register by a priest, the 

part of the Evangelist or narrator Weis sung in the middle register by another 

priest and the part of the crowd (turba) was sung in the high register by still 

another priest. Most of this Wcis done in the psalmodic style, except for the 

words of Christ, "Ell Eli, lama a sabathani", which were given a more expressive 

melody. As the art of music developed the style of presentation changed. In 

the Renaissance period composers set the passion "a capella". Moreover, the 

Renaissance composers began using polyphonic settings of the story, at first 

setting only the exclamations of the turba. One of the earliest of these was a 

setting of the St. Matthew Gospel by A. Longueval in the late fifteenth century. 

Polyphonic Passions were composed by most of the sixteenth century masters, 

including Palestrina. In the seventeenth century. Heinrich Schiitz, the most 

Important German composer of the early Baroque, established a pattern of 

Motet Passion which was influenced by the Italian opera. The Bible text Wcis 

used throughout. The narrative was sung by a solo voice, the Evangelist, in 

recitative style, and the various characters of the drama appear in recitative 

passages. Four-part choruses are used to represent groups such as disciples, 

the high priests and the crowd on the street. Many of the effects are extremely 

dramatic. After Schutz, there appeared a new type of Passion Oratorio, in which 

the Bible text was supplemented and later even supplanted by rhymed verses 

of contemporary poets. 

Although the bulk of Bach's choral work is made up of oratorios, ranging 

from short solo compositions to extended choral works approximating the 

oratorio in scope and design, he is supposed to have written four passion 
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oratorios. But only two have been discovered - the Passion according to St. 

John, written in 1723 and Passion according to St. Matthew, written In 1729. 

Bach uses a verse text, selecting portions of poems by Brockes and Pieander, 

but collaborated on both libretti and restored the Biblical text for the narrative 

parts. In these Passion oratorios Bach's choral style cis exemplified in the cantatcis 

is enhanced by the dramatic implications of the Biblical narrative. 

By far the nnost popular and perhaps the most characteristic form of 

music of the Baroque period was the opera. The city and the palace set within 

its gardens and parks are magnificent testimony to the desire of the Baroque 

to cast nature in man's image and exhibit the power of the human spirit. Even 

more remarkable are the grand scenes that were put on the stage in the form 

of an entirely new art form - the drama di musica or the opera.'^ Claude 

Monteverdi (1567-1643) wrote magnificent Baroque operas. Among these 

are Orfeo, (1609). The Rape of Proserpina (1630). The Return of Ulysses (1641), 

The Marriage of Aeneas. (1641) and The Coronation of Poppea (1642). These 

operas of Monteverdi were all composed in the spirit and unity and power of 

deep ennotion and stately ritual in which the Baroque glorified. Here music and 

literature, painting and sculpture were all united to produce magnificent 

compositions. While the music was subordinated to the words, at the same 

time a constant effort was made to express restrained emotions In a strictly 

nonsentimentai fashion. If Lope de Vega and Calderon were bothered because 

their language was overshadowed by the musical accompaniment of Interwoven 

songs and dances, of choral pieces and the like, these various elements were 

worked Into a comprehensive whole by the unity of Monteverdi. Most of these 

operas were written for festive occasions. They were performed in the open 

and they can be considered as the culmination of that life of Baroque man, 

which is at once dignified and playful, enhanced by illusion and full-life reaching 

out to the infinite in an ecstatic sense of man's power and at the same time full 

of a sense of cosmic unity and of the pcissing of time. Monterverdi may be said 

to belong to the Venetian school of opera. He took up the innovations of the 

Florentines and developed them adding his own genius of dramatic expression. 

Monteverdi had what might be called a dual style : he retained the old 

contrapuntal styles of which he was the master throughout his life. He wrote 

many madrigals. He also became a master of the new homophonic, dramatic 
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Style. His specific innovations in the instrumental field are the violin tremolo 

and the string pizzicato. His operas are radical and expressive. 

Naples was the first of the Italian cities to develop opera, late in the 

seventeenth century. The Neapolitan school developed a sense of musical form 

rather than dramatic truth. The principal from of the school is the Da capo aria 

which follows a simple ternary plan. The melodic style of the Neapolitan school 

is characterized by vocal embellishments, florid writing and coloratura, much 

of which wcis improvised by the singer. In addition to the ornamental melodic 

style, virtuosity was of great importance to the Neapolitans. Along with the 

love for virtuosity Wcis the popularity of the Castrati (male altos and sopranos). 

They were the stars of the day and their vocal pyrotechniques were of more 

interest to the public than the opera itself. The Neapolitans made little use of 

the chorus.'^ 

Francesco Provenzale is considered to be the founder of the Neapolitan 

school. The greatest figure is Alessandro Scarlatti (1660-1725) whose principal 

operas are La Rosalina (1690), Teodora (1693) and Griselda (1721). In addition 

to operas Scarlatti wrote some six hundred cantatas, a hundred and fifty 

oratorios and a great quantity of church music. 

Italian opera spread to France and flourished there before the native 

French opera appeared.'^ The French paid more attention to the words, the 

drama and the dancing than did the Italians. The French opera was dominated 

by the influence of the classical tragedy of Corneille and Racine. The high quality 

of poetry and the greater importance of drama are characteristic features of 

French opera. It made use of the short airs than extended and elaborate aricis. 

They also introduced dances like the chaconnes, bourees, minuet and gavottes. 

In the seventeenth century there wcis much use of fantastic stage machinery. In 

general the French made greater use of the instrumental music in their operas. 

Five-part string orchestration characterizes the instrumental music of the French 

Baroque opera. 

French opera under Lully developed a special overture. The first 

movement is in a slow stately style, and is, specially characterized by the use of 

dotted rhythms. The second movement is fast, lively and fugal. The third 
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m o v e m e n t , which was not always used, returns to the pat tern of the first 

m o v e m e n t . 

Court dances with costumes and scenery with singing or spoken dialogue 

were c o m m o n in Burgundian and French courts. The earliest extant music for 

ballet is that of the Ballet comlque d e la reine (1581 ).'^ The highest development 

of ballet wcis reached in the Baroque period in the Versailles court of Louis XIV. 

O n e of the most important court ballets was the Ballet d e nuit (1653) by Lully. 

Later Lully and Moliere co l labora ted to c r e a t e t h e " c o m e d i e - b a l l e t " - a 

combination of play and ballet. Le Bourgeois gen t i lhomme (1670) is perhaps 

the mos t famous of these. Later Lully introduced ballets in his operas and called 

t he se produc t ions "tragedies" or "opera ballets". Armide and Cadmus et 

Hermione are examples of this type of opera. 

The first opera in the French language was called Pastorale written by 

Abbe Pierre Perrin (librettist) and Robert Cambert (composer) in 1659. Jean 

Baptiste Lully (1632-1687) is the most significant compose r of French opera in 

the seventeenth century. His librettist wc\s Phillipe Quinault. jean Phillipe Rameau 

(1683-1 764) carried on the great tradition of ballet and opera that was founded 

by Lully. 

During the Baroque period there Weis little indigenous opera in Germany. 

This Wcis partly because of the great impact of Italian opera, but In part also 

because of the Thirty Years' War. Apart from an early opera by Heinrich Schiitz 

Dapne (1627) nearly all operatic activity in Germany consisted of Italian opera 

performed by Italian companies. Even the German composers w e r e quite happy 

to write in the Italian style. They also used Italian texts. S o m e of the composers 

are Fux, Husse, and later Gluck and Mozart. The principal cities in Germany 

where opera flourished were Vienna, Munich and Dresden. In Hamburg the 

first German opera was produced. An opera house o p e n e d in 1678 with John 

Theile's A d a m and Eva. The most significant names connec ted with Hamburg 

are Georg Philip Telemann (1681-1767) and Reinhard Keiser (1674-1739) . 

Similarly there wcis very little real English opera in the Baroque period. 

The first genuine opera in English is John Blow's Venus and Adonis . The only 

grea t figure in English opera is Henry Purcell w h o wro te Dido and Aeneas. 
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In the second half of the eighteenth century there a rose in England a 

type of comic opera known cis "ballad opera". These w e r e parodies of the 

mannerism of Italian grand operas. They were c o m p o s e d by sett ing \A/ords to 

already existing popular tunes or folk songs . The heroic characters of grand 

opera w e r e substituted by beggars, pickpockets, thieves and prosti tutes. The 

best example of this type is Thomas Gay's The Beggar 's Ope ra In 1728. 

Early in the eighteenth century a n e w type of opera called "comic opera" 

began to appear in various forms in Europe and England. Comic opera in general 

differs from serious opera in several respects . It uses light, frivolous and often 

humorous subjects; commonplace characters replace the exalted personages 

of serious opera. Its chief characteristic is light, popular melody instead of heavy 

dramatic arias. Above all the comic opera is a parody; a pa rody of character. It 

employs frivolous tunes set to words of a well-known serious aria. 

Comic opera in Italy was called "opera buffa". Its origin was in the comic 

"Intermezzi" used between acts of serious opera. Its popularity cis entertainment 

increased throughout the century. It contains full chorus finales, popular tunes, 

lively action and witty dialogue. An example of "opera buffa" is la Serva padrona 

by Perfolesi (1733). Other composers of "buffa" opera are Logroscino Paisiello, 

Cimarosa, Galuppl and Mozart. 

In France comic opera originated in the early e ighteenth century as a 

farce, or parody of the serious opera . Short satirical p o e m s sung to already 

existing popular airs called "vaudevilles" were commonly employed . Poets of 

the early parody opera in France are Le Sage and Favart. Composers of the 

ope ra -comique are Doni, Jean Jacques Rousseau, Monsigny and Gretry. 

The te rm "singspiel", (drama with music) w£is first used for serious and 

comic opera alike. Later it came to des ignate comic opera . Singspiel began as 

an offshoot of the English Balled opera . Coffey's ballad ope ra The Devil to Pay 

w a s t r ans l a t ed into German and se t to mus ic in a b o u t 1 7 5 0 . Principal 

d e v e l o p m e n t s of Singspiel took place in the second half of the century. The 

mos t important composers are johann Adam Hiller and Mozart . 
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In addition to Italian opera, which flourished in England as it did on the 

continent, there were certain types of dramatic productions that t ended to 

take the place of opera. The "masque" is a dramatic form of enter tainment 

p roduced for the nobility, based on an allegorical or mythological subject, and 

consisting of poetry, vocal and instrumental music, scenery, s tage machinery, 

costunnes and dancing. Famous literary names connected with the writing of 

masques are John Milton and Ben jonson. Henry Lawes wrote the music for 

Milton's Comus. Other composers of mcisques are John Blow, Mat thew Locke, 

William Lawes and Henry Purcell. Acis and Galatea is a famous meisque by 

Handel. 

English composers were fond of v^riting music to g o with already existing 

plays. "Incidental music" Wcis composed as background or a tmosphere music 

used during the action of a play. Examples of incidental music are Purcell's The 

Fairy Queen and King Arthur. "Entr'acte music" Wcvs composed for performance 

be tween the scenes and acts of a play s o m e of these are Mat thew Locke's 

Instrumental Musick used in The Tempest, and Henry Purcell's Dioclesian and 

Collection of Ayres composed for the Theatre. 

The music of many composers is significant for the musical thought of 

the succeed ing century. Composers laboured hard to solve the p rob lems 

presented by improved instruments, by the conception of tonality and by the 

obvious advantages of combining the monodic and polyphonic styles. Their 

music, played in churches, at the courts, in opera houses, and in the chambers 

of noblemen and wealthy patricians, was one of the great achievements of the 

Baroque period. The characteristic forms of wes tern European civilization were 

rapidly coming into being, and the artists as well as the soldiers, s ta tesmen and 

businessmen contributed their share to the process of deve lopment that was 

to make the Baroque culture in Europe. 

Carl Friedrich remarks. "As o n e beholds the vast array of wonderful 

creations in literature, the arts and music that constitute the high Baroque, one 

is t empted to proclaim it the high-water mark of European creative effort. Surely 

it wcis one of the most productive periods in all these fields. The sense of limitless 

power, checked by an overwhelming sense of cosmic relationships produced a 

style which startles by contrasts, yet exhibits a singular and unique unity." 
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CHAPTER-Vl 

Baroque Architecture and Art 

The origins of Baroque art are to be found in the field of architecture and 

the birthplace of Baroque architecture is said to be Rome. Essentially Baroque 

architecture reflects the great religious and political systems of the seventeenth 

and the eighteenth centuries, namely the Roman Catholic Church and the 

political system of the central French state. The aim of all Baroque art and 

literature was to represent concurrently the rigid organisation of the system 

and its flexible power and consequently Baroque architecture emerges as a 

systhesis of systematization and dynamism. 

These two apparent ly contradic tory a s p e c t s of the Baroque , 

systematization and dynannism, form an essential totality which becomes 

meaningful in relcixation to a center that represents the bcisic axioms of the 

system. The various centers of religion, science, economy and politics in the 

seventeenth century were focuses of radiating forces, which viewed from the 

center itself had no spatial limits as they had an open, dynamic charcter. When 

deviating from a fixed point they could be extended without limitations. This 

was basic to the Baroque Age - the resulting absolute, but open and dynamic 

system. ' 

Although, etymologically, the term "Baroque" is applied to the visual 

arts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, certain critics of art and 

historians have urged that the work of Michelangelo, who died in 1564, must 

be considered as the beginning of the baroque. It is said that the architectural 

plans of Michelangelo, especially those for St. Peter's closely resemble the 

early Baroque plans of many buildings. In any Ccise the earliest Baroque building 

is "II Gesu", built by the Jesuits in Rome between 1568 and 1584, which is a 

basilica centered in a cupola. Thus it combines the longitudinal tradition of 

medieval churches with the centred buildings of the Renaissance. 

Apart from "11 Gesu" which belongs to the sixteenth century, St. Peter's 
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in Rome is perhaps the best among the early architectural creations of the early 

Baroque. The new ideas which the early Baroque had developed by the 

seventeenth century were as follows : a predominant position assigned to the 

main spatial unit; suppression of separate independent parts, such cis chapels 

in churches and the rhythmical relationship of all spaces within the total complex. 

One of the most awesome results of Baroque architecture is the Baroque 

church. As already mentioned, the most potent parent of the Baroque 

architecture is the Counter-Reformation. The churches, therefore, had an avowed 

missionary purpose. The champions of the Counter-Reformation, after an initial 

period of ascetism - in reaction to the pagan hedonism they identified with the 

Renaissance - recruited the fine arts in a new campaign to recover the heretic 

to the faith. A church, therefore, was not simply a preaching box or a place for 

private meditation, but the House of God, which in pomp and majesty could 

not rank second to the temporal palace. To sustain the fighting spirit of the 

Counter - Reformation it was necessary to appeal directly to the eyes and to 

the emotions of the people by a splendid display of magnificence and drama. 

The propaganda values of painting and architecture were first exploited by the 

Jesuits, and the "II Gesu", their church, gave some indication of what was to 

follow. Boldness, strength and power became the charcteristics of the 

architecture of the militant Counter-Reformation. ^ 

From Michelangelo and the Renaissance, from the Gesu and the Counter-

Reformation, sprang the drama and the opulent florescence of Baroque in the 

seventeenth century. It has offended the purists, who coined the word 

"Baroque" from the Portugese for a deformed pearl. In fact. Baroque architecture 

is nothing more than an attempt to excite, to uplift and impress; by the dramatic 

use of mass, light and colour it seeks to create a sense of grandeur and 

movement which will overwhelm the spectator. 

Since propaganda is the art of public proclamation, the exterior design 

and decoration of the churches acquired an interest and an importance for the 

Baroque architect which his predecessors of the Renaissance had not always 

shared. The handling of masses, the swelling domes, the spiral columns, the 
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curved facades with their exciting patterns of concave - convex surfaces all 

indicated the sculptural quality of Baroque architecture, and like a piece of 

sculpture, a Baroque church is an organic whole. The exterior was planned as 

the focal point of the neighbourhood; within, the unity of the decorative plan 

was equally essential. If the architect was to succeed in his object of exciting, 

uplifting and impressing the spirits of the spectators, he had to stage effects 

with care and deliberation. The sculptured Figures are not merely placed on 

pedestals, or confined to niches along the walls; they seem to have grown 

there, living parts of the organism, blending not only with their setting but also 

with the painted figures from which, at a distance they can scarcely be 

distinguished - by tricks of perspective, and by exploiting the theatrical nature 

of the setting. 

Where the Baroque succeeds it represents a union of the arts of the 

architect, the painter and the sculptor, working together to attack the emotions 

of the spectators. Total effect is mc^ important than obedience to formal rules, 

and in this respect the Baroque is essentially theatrical, not least in its 

concealment of structural features behind statuary of stucco work and in its 

skilful understanding of the dramatic qualities of light. Status and figures were 

often lit by concealed windows, and the windows themselves were coloured 

so that the exact hue might be predetermind, as for example, in Bernini's S. 

Andrea where the panes of the lantern are stained yellow so that even on dull 

days the light filtering through appears to be daylight. Like most other features 

of the Baroque lighting Wcis first exploited in the Gesu. The nave is lit by windows 

over the side chapels, but the last one before the crossing was deliberately 

made smaller in order to admit less light than the others; this serves to heighten 

the dramatic effect of the flood of light which pours from the windows of the 

lantern, to illuminate the crossing and to draw the eye to the altar. 

Among the most remarkable figures in sculpture and architecture was 

Lorenzo Bernini (1598-1680).^ Bernini wiis not only a sculpture, he was also a 

devout follower of the "Spiritual Exercises" of the Jesuits. Between 1621 and 

1624, by a series of commissions for Cardinal Borghese, which included the 

"Rape of Prosperpina". "David". "Apollo and Daphne", he established a 
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reputation as the finest artist since Michelangelo, whose temperament and 

latent violence he shared, but whose concept of architecture he rejected. Instead 

of letting the figure adhere closely to the block, he tried to liberate it from its 

material limitation so that it might break through into the world of the spectator. 

This in essence was the nature of the Baroque; an attempt to shatter the formal 

distinction between the virtual space that is created by the artist, and the real 

space inhabited by the spectator. The audience and the action were thus made 

one. 

Bernini wcis a consummate artist, especially in marble. He also exploited 

the effects created by using coloured lights and mixed materials, as can be 

seen in his chapel dedicated to Saint Teresa in the church of S. Maria della 

Vittoria in Rome. The walls are richly laid with marbles of amber, gold and pink, 

but the spectator's attention is focused on the heavy coupled columns which 

frame the altar; these are projected at an angle to the wall to catch the eye and 

to lead it within the frame, not to the traditional paintings on the altar but to a 

sculptural group of cistonishing vitality. Saint Teresa is depicted as apparently 

rising through the air, swooning in an agony of pain and blissful ecstacy as the 

angel raises the arrow of gold with which, in this legend of her vision, he pierced 

her heart. The effect is heightened by the diagonal tilt of the group, by the 

golden light admitted from a hidden window, and by the golden beams, gilt 

metal shafts, which hide the blank wall of the altar niche. In the altarpiece of 

Saint Teresa, Bernini established an intimate relationship between sculpture 

and architecture. 

The most significant of the Baroque churches is undoubtedly the "Core" 

of the Roman Catholic world, the Pieizza San Pietro in Rome erected In 1675-

76, by Bernini. To begin with the piazza has a symbolic beisis. Bernini himself 

said, "for since the church of St. Peter's is the mother of nearly all the others, It 

had to have colonnades, which would show it as if stretching out its arms 

maternally to receive Catholics, so as to confirm them in their faith, heretics, to 

bring them back to the church, and the heathens to enlighten them in the true 

faith". St Peter's Square is one of the greatest urban spaces conceived. The 

main oval space is at once closed and open. It is clearly defined, but the oval 
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shape creates an expression along the transverse axis. Instead of being a static 

finished form, the square interacts with the world beyond, an intention also 

expressed by the "transparent" colonnade while the space really becomes the 

"meeting place" of all mankind, its message radiates to the entire world. The 

obelisk has an important function as the center where all the directions meet 

and are connected with the longitudinal axis which leads to the church. An 

ideal synthesis of concentration and longitudinal direction towards a goal is 

thus created. The theme is repeated within the church where the movement 

finds its final motivation in the vertical cixis of the heavenly dome. St. Peter's 

Square is a good example of space composition. Bernini hcis succeeded in 

concretizing the essence of the Baroque Age with a unique simplicity. Better 

than any other examples, St Peter's Square shows that the bcisis of Baroque is 

found in general principles rather than in exuberant details. ^ 

The patterns of Baroque churches are variations on the bcisic types of 

centralized longitudinal plan and elongated central plan, popular during the 

last decade of the sixteenth century. Developing from these layouts spatial 

integration was especially emphasized, and the Baroque church in general 

served as a testing ground for the development of advanced spatial idecis. The 

crucial step Wcis taken by Francesco Borromini (1599-1667), who deliberately 

Introduced space as the constituent element of architecture. His spaces are 

complex totalities given "a priori" as indivisible figures. This feature is stressed 

above all by the continuity of the bounding walls. His greatest single-handed 

achievement was the church S.Carlo alle Quattro Fontaine, in Paris (1635-36). 

The facade he completed just before his death, and the numerous designs he 

made in an attempt to integrate the separate parts may have indicated the 

growing lack of confidience which precipitated his suicide. His decoration of 

the facade hcis been criticized by many, but few can deny the lively sense of 

movement it imparts. This is suggested by the pattern of the bays of the lower 

storey, which are successfully concave, convex, concave, creating an undulation 

which is emphcisized and repeated by the unusually solid entablature between 

the storeys. But it is the interior which is one of Borromini's greatest triumphs 

- it is personal and overwhelming. This effect is brought about neither by 

sumptuous decoration nor by dramatic lighting, but by brilliant mcistery of the 
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structure. The plan is an oval, with an oval dome and with the side and entrance 

chapels all representing fragements of ovals, so that the complex Interrelation 

though not immediately apparent, is gradually understood by the spectator. 

The cloister is surrounded by a continuous system of rhythmically placed 

columns. There are no corners in the usual sense of the term, as the smaller 

bay of the wall system is carried on in a convex curve where the corners would 

have been. The space is intended as a unit, which naay be articulated. Borromini 

made a first attempt at making several spatial units mutually Interdependent. 

About the Scime time Frangois Mansart introduced the idea of spatial intrpretatlon 

in the church of the Visitation in Paris (1632) where oval chapels on the main 

axes are interpenetrated by the circular main space so as to break up their 

forms. 

In the works of Guarino Guarini (1624-83) the general principle proposed 

by Borromini are symmetrically worked out. Guarini made complicated patterns 

with interdependent or interpenetrating cells and produced energetic forms 

that resemble pulsating life, which render the Baroque ideas of extention and 

movement. A particularly interesting example is the S. Lorenzo in Turin (1668) 

where a centralized plan is developed around an octagonal space whose sides 

are convexly curved towards the inside. A tranverse oval presbytery is added 

to the main axis, according to the principle of interdependence. On the tranverse 
one. 

axis similar spaces could have been added, but they omitted. Guarini's basic 

achievement consists in the development of open spatial groups. His ideas 

were of fundamental importance for the late Baroque architect of Central Europe. 

Guarini demonstrated the peculiar adaptability of Baroque for secular purposes. 

The style of the church militant was easily assimilated to the glorification of 

princes, and the dramatic undulations of the Roman facades were repeated on 

the palaces of Turin. Guarini to some extent succeeded in analyzing the principles 

of his style in his "Architectura Civille" and though it wcis not published before 

1 737, engravings from it were circulating after 1668 and played an important 

part in the exciting growth of German architecture. Asam and Nuemann, it's 

greatest rricisters, worked between 1720 and 1760, but before the seventeenth 

century was out, the Baroque was already established in Vienna. 
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The development of the Baroque church culminated in the great sanctuaries 

and monastic churches of central Europe from the eighteenth century. Here all 

the basic themes of the history of Christian architecture are unified in a last 

magnificent synthesis made possible by Borromini's introduction of the spatial 

element, by the "ars combinatoria" of Guarini, and by the Late Gothic wall pier 

system which Wcis employed by builders and architects trained within the local 

tradition of building technique. The decisive step of combining the wall pier 

system with the spatial groups developed by Guarini led to the creation of a 

fascinating series of buildings and projects. ^ 

In France, however, it was another story. Though the French were Catholic 

beyond question and monarchist to excess, they were never swept away by 

the tide of Baroque exuberance. Italian models were respected, Bernini was 

invited to Paris, but the Roman style never became dominant. The classical 

traadition in France was of more recent date and was therefore the less readily 

abandoned. French Catholicism differed from the Italian in two important 

respects. The Cistercians and the jansenists emphasized again the Importance 

of prayer and meditation, and opposed the theatrical quality of Baroque 

decoration as an unwelcome distraction from spiritual communion. Nonetheless, 

much of French architecture owes a great deal to the intrusion of Baroque 

motifs. In Jacques Lemercier's chapel of the Sorbonne the ribs of the drum are 

heavily emphasized, rising across the line of dome to the lantern where, instead 

of being rounded off by a gentle cupola, they are drawn vigorously upward by 

a short spire to point restlessly at the heavens. The effect of this, and of the 

facade, is both Impressive and exuberant. In 1645, Anne of Austr ia 

commissioned Francois Mansart, the first of a line of famous French architects, 

to design the convent and chapel of the Val-de-Grace. It hcis a dramatic dome 

whose lofty line was achieved by constructing a false timber dome above the 

masonry of the inner shell. This same device Wcis adopted by Hardouin Mansart, 

Francois's great nephew, for the magnificent church of Les Invalides which 

combined classical proportion and elegance with Baroque splendour. * 

In France, where the church was thus of relatively minor importance, it 

was the palace which came to the fore. The city palace and the villa chateau 
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t ended to be treated in the same way, and as a result both w e r e generally 

situated at the meet ing point of habitat and nature. The Palais du Luxembourg 

represen ted the typical French palace. Built for Marie d e Medici, its main 

buildings are flanked by two projecting wings to form a 'cour d 'honneur ' which 

is closed on the fourth side by a screen. At first this was to have been the plan 

for the Lourvre, but this wcis not to be. Between 1610 and 1664 the Louvre 

was ex tended from two small buildings forming a right angle to an entirely 

square block around a courtyard. The problem was then to design a facade 

which xA/ould be majestic enough for so important a palace, and Bernini was 

called in 1665 to solve it. Relying on the effect of unadorned mass , he proposed 

to leave the casement and ground floor to run the full length of the palace 

without decoration, to link the second and third s toreys of giant columns 

d e t a c h e d from the walls, and to c rown the facade with a te r raced roof 

o rnamented with balustrades and statuary. In front of it all he planned to create 

a colossal square . By 1667, however, after Bernini's return to Rome, his pians 

had been replaced by those of Charles Perrault. The flat unbroken line of the 

facade and the balustraded roof were preserved, but Perrault reduced the other 

features to a more restrained design. The ground floor, with regular tall windows, 

became a pod ium for a single great s torey with a free-standing colonnade of 

pillars g r o u p e d in pairs. Baroque principles w e r e thus reconciled with the 

cicissical, rational mood of French architecture. 

It has already been ment ioned that Spain wcis the true h o m e of the 

Baroque. By the end of the sixteenth century its austere s ense of religious 

purpose and its centralized autocratic gove rnmen t had been given a solid 

symbolic substance in the palace monastery of the Escorial (completed In 1584) 

from which Philip II ruled his immense and far-flung empi re bequea thed him 

by Charles V.̂  Spain's military might and wealth, its s t rong championship of 

Counter-Reformation values and its popular delight in s tage and entertainment, 

w e r e s o m e of the chief features of a national culture which m a n a g e d to hold in 

balance many of the spiritual and worldly contrasts associated with the Baroque. 

But following the reign of Philip IV (1621-65), Spain's p o w e r and influence 

were beginning to decline. By 1640 even Portugal and Catalonia had succeeded 

in shaking off Spanish rule. In 1659 the decline of Spanish influence in Europe 
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was marked by the marriage of Louis XiV to Philip's daughter; this was also the 

Italian Cardinal Mazarin's last and greatest contribution to the stability which 

Europe 's central monarchies regained around 1600, and was in many ways 

the prelude to the most opulent phase of the Baroque. The success or failure of 

a nation d e p e n d s on a ruler's ability to project an appropr ia te image. To d o this 

mean t commissioning the right artists to radiate and perpe tua te the image . 

Great pa laces w e r e thus const ructed. In France, Versailles w a s gradual ly 

transformed from a modes t hunting lodge, and magnified into the vast structure 

of regal splendour. Moreover all over Europe the s a m e desire was at work to 

create set t ings appropriate to the now fashionable conception of kingship. 

Enormous sums were spent, and the result w a s the "royal palace", often with 

the whole town in a t tendance on it. The origin of the Baroque palace w e n t 

back to the Italian Renaissance, to the Italian chateaux and to descriptions of 

the palaces of Roman antiquity such as Nero ' s Golden House and Hadrian's 

Tivoli. O n e of the most obvious characteristics of the Baroque palace Is that it is 

a building designed for peacet ime. There are no military fortifications; and the 

moats are stylized into ornamental waters which, like the formal gardens , reflect 

the rituals that surround a royal person. All over Europe palaces of this n e w 

kind arose , and none more regal than those built by Christian IV of Denmark. 

Every German prince required a palace in the Holy Roman Empire, as each 

prince ruled in his own right. And those w h o considered themselves superior 

to the rest required palaces magnificent enough to justify their claims and satisfy 

their self-esteem. Thus the Electors, whose function it Wcis to elect the Emperor, 

started building for themselves town and country residences suited to their 

s tatus- The Margrave of Brandenburg in Berlin and the Prince-Archibishop of 

Cologne at Bruhl. Schloss Nymphenburg on the outskirts of Munich, begun in 

1664 for the Elector of Bavaria is an impressive example . 

In England, too, Charles II had a d ream of an equally splendid res idence 

near Winchester to be designed and executed by Chirlstopher Wren, but this 

palatial d ream never go t much further than the drawing board. The Palace of 

Whitehall did not fare better. At the request of Charles I, Inigo Jones d r e w 

plans for the comple te reconstruction of wha t was a medieaval and Tudor 

combination, and at the Restoration his son revived the idea. But only one 
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componen t of these large-scale Whitehall schemes g o t off the ground - the 

Banquet ing House. Its architectural style was old-fashioned by European 

s tpdards, cis Inigo Jones designed it in the manner m a d e famous by Palladio in 

the 1550s, but on its ceilings allegorical and mythological figures painted by 

Rubens in the 1630s, float with a Baroque abandon unparalleled in England. 

The palace which comes closest to the unfulfilled visions of Winchester 

and Whitehall and which in spirit and appearance mos t closely parallels the 

palaces of Europe, is Blenheim, des igned by Vanbrugh. It was begun in 1704 

and was dedicated to the great military commander , the Duke of Marlborough, 

w h o with the Franco-Austrian Prince Eugene, had won the war of the Spanish 

Succession and had enabled the new century to open under the joint influence 

of Austria and Britain. In many ways Blenheim Palace is a significant counterpart 

to the Belvedere palace in Vienna, designed at the s ame t ime for Marlborough's 

military co l l eague Prince Eugene by Lucas von Hi ldebrandt . The mot ive 

underlying the construction of Blenheim actually c a m e closer to that which 

inspired the palace of Baroque kings, and m a d e it unique in England; it is an 

eulogy in s tone , caught midway be tween static weight iness and dynamic 

m o v e m e n t , clcissical proportions and monumental exuberance . Palaces like 

Blenheim extol the virtues and achievements of their o\A/ners.^ 

Baroque architecture is an architecture of inclusion. It d o e s not exclude 

any aspec t of the total architectural experience, but alms at g rea t synthesis. 

Both the systematic organisation of Renaissance space and Mannerist dynamism 

are integrated. The basic properties of Baroque are - dominant space , infinite 

extention and persucisive plcistic power. The dominant cent re is c o m m o n to all 

Baroque sys tems because it represented the cixioms that m a d e the system 

meaningful. 

As Baroque is synthetic it is characterized by s imul taneous formal 

differentiation and integration. Baroque composit ions are rich and complex, 

but they also possess a grand, comprehensive design. Baroque inclusion may 

also be unders tood as a synthesis of opposi tes: space and mass; movement 

/ a n d pause ; enclosure and extension; proximity and distance; illusion and 

reality. 
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The Baroque world may be called "pluralistic" in so far as It offered man 

a choice be tween different alternatives, be they religious, philosophical , 

economic or political. But all the alternatives had in common the aim of arriving 

at a comple te and secure system based on "a priori" cixioms or d o g m a s . Man 

wan ted absolute security, and he could Find it in the tradition of the restored 

Roman Church, in one of the schools of Protestantism, which was bcised on the 

belief in the absolute truth of the Biblical word , in the absolute monarchy "by 

divine right" or in the great philosophical sys tems of the age . 

Baroque architecture concludes a period which in the history of Western 

culture is usually called the "age of humanism". During the period peop le in 

Europe were still predominantly Christian, but now they wanted to coalesce 

faith with the understanding of nature and human character inherited from 

antiquity. During the Renaissance only the divine aspect of man and nature 

were considered. Divine perfection was found in the human body and in the 

rest of natue as well. As a result man felt safe and was In harmony with the 

great cosmic order. Renaissance architecture is therefore characterized by spatial 

geomet r i za t ion . Manner ism represen t s d o u b t s in this s imple solution by 

exclusion. The dark side of man and nature was again experienced as threatening 

reality. During the Baroque Age, finally, the totality of natural and human aspects 

w e r e considered. Body and sould were now understood cis parts of the dynamic 

whole, and the experience of meaning was often connected with a s tate of 

ecstcisy. The Baroque solution to the problenn of body and soul consisted in 

participation. The art of the period concentrates on vivid images of situations, 

real or imaginary, rather than on absolute form. Participation, however, implied 

that man b e c o m e more conscious of his own existence, and In the long run 

what should have m a d e the system secure, therefore, led to Its disintegration.^ 
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The same general tendencies which shaped architecture and sculpture 

in the Baroque period were at work in art and painting. But the Baroque 

developed certain formal elements peculiar to painting. One of the essential 

qualities of Baroque painting is naturalistic verisimilitude, though it takes various 

form.s. All Baroque artists adhere to this principle. It wcis the result of the 

opposition to the elegant stylization of Late Mannerism. 

Caravaggio (who more than any other may be credited with inaugurating 

Baroque Naturalism), remarked that the competent painter is one who knoxA/s 

how "to imitate natural things well". '° 

The great traditional subjects - mythology, portraiture, and above all 

sacred art - were transformed and given new content by the naturalistic vision 

of the Baroque. It was the same vision that made possible the extraordinary 

achievement of the seventeenth century artists in the field of landscape and 

still life. Even in the latter years of the century, when academic rules introduced 

theatrical conceptions into the creative process, the strong naturalistic outlook 

of the Baroque was never supplanted, as is evident in the portraits of the age 

of Louis XIV. For all their ornateness, these portraits were firmly committed to 

the illusion of reality. The new ennphasis on visual realism is related to the 

secularization of knowledge and the growth of science in the seventeenth 

century. 

One can hardly speak of Baroque naturalism without taking notice of 

Baroque psychology. The peroccupation with "the passion of the soul" is 

important, and can be seen in both the artists and the philosophers of the 

period. In what we may call "subject pictures", from simple pieces to multi-

Figured history paintings on a grand scale, the ennotional range is greatly 

expanded. Portraiture likewise exhibits a positive enrichment of psychic 

comment. Rembrandt is not alone among the seventeenth century mcisters in 

his capacity to endow the portrait with an imitation of spiritual as well as 

corporeal presence. 

it may seem paradoxical that some of the outstanding realists of the 
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Baroque Age-mas te r s w h o m critics of the n ine teen th century hailed as 

forerunners of Impressionism - should have painted allegorical subjects, often 

concealed beneath a naturalistic exterior. But there is no inconsistencty in this. 

For B a r o q u e natural ism, t h o u g h a powerfu l force, w a s qualified by a 

fundamentally metaphysical point of view of the world. Side by side with the 

g rowing scientific m o d e of thought, the emblematic and allegorical cast of 

mind still persisted. This is paralleled in the literature of the period, especially 

in the works of John Donne and Richard Crashaw. 

It is hardly remarkable that the great humanistic t h e m e s derived from 

classical antiquity were adopted for the purpose of allegory. But the allegorical 

me thod was also applied, following a tradition of scriptural interpretation, to 

the rendering of biblical subjects. In the seventeenth century the Old Testament 

was still regarded as a prefiguration of the New, and the major artists adhered 

faithfully to this "medieval symbolism", whereby Abraham's sacrifice of Isaac, 

was unders tood in a mystical sense to signify the Crucifixion. 

Baroque genre paintings once regarded as the simple transcriptions of 

everyday life, frequently contain allegorical or symbolical meanings. In the same 

way, a large number of still-life paintings ^ found on analysis to embody a 

moralizing t h e m e as "Vaniteis", the abstract idea being m a d e nnore real by being 

conveyed in the most concrete terms possible. Even landscape paintings may 

be m a d e to carry symbolic allusions to human transience, as in Poussin's cycle 

of the "The Four Secisons". 

Some of the most magnificent allegorical creations of the Baroque epoch 

were devo t ed to the glorification of monarchy. Rubens epic "Medici Cycle" 

celebrating the career of a notable inept queen , proves that m e n still had faith 

in the doct i rne of the divine right. The whole gigantic concept of Versailles Wcis 

conceived as an image, in elaborate emblemat ic te rms of the splendid "Roi 

Soleil". 

The Copernican revolution brought in its train a sense of the infinite which 

was to p e r m e a t e seventeenth century art and thought. Nothing reveals more 
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clearly the consciousness of infinity in this period than the interest in space, 

time and light. 

The principle of coextentive space is an important one in Baroque art. It 

may be seen in the various devices employed by artists to remove the barriers 

imposed by the picture frame bet\A/een the real space of the observer and the 

perspective space of the painting. The desire to suggest an infinite prolongation 

of space also finds expression in the great illusionistic ceiling paintings of the 

period. As a result of such efforts to achieve an integration of real and fictlve 

space, the observer becomes an active participant in the spatial-psychological 

field created by the work of art. Far from being merely a form of clever theatrical 

trickery. Baroque illusion hcis a persuasive purpose - that of transferring the 

mind of the viewer from material to eternal things. 

Naturalism and the concern with space are the chief characteristics in 

Baroque landscape. The Dutch panoramic view, \A/ith its prospect of an immense 

far-reaching expanse offers the most familiar example of spatial illusionism. 

But the continuity of space is often suggested by other means, such as the fact 

that the scene presented to us is only part of an infinitely larger totality. 

The idea of spatial continuum is also fundamental to the art of static 

design which seeks to coordinate the perspective space of the theatre to the 

real space of the auditorium. 

The suggestion of movement, which is characteristic of many works of 

painting of the seventeenth century may evoke the sense of time as well as of 

space. The fleeting glance, the momentary gesture, the changing aspects of 

nature tell of transience, mutability and the passing of time. Time itself may be 

personified as Destroyer and Revealer: in the hands of such masters as Rubens, 

Poussln and Bernini, the allegory of "Truth revealed by Time" becomes one of 

the classic themes of Baroque art. The recurring cycle of day and night and the 

succession of the seasons offered to artists another way of dealing with the 

infinity of time. 



A m o n g the outstanding features of the nev/ style xA êre "chiaroscuro" 

(contrast of light and shade); the extensive use of tonal gradation rather than 

clear colours, combined with the discarding of distinct outlines and the merging 

of objects into the surrounding background; and finally the employmen t of 

large quantities of p igment and the resulting visibility of brush strokes. Light is 

o n e of the principal expressive means of the Baroque artist. It is unders tood, 

first of all, to be a necessary element of the naturalistic vocabulary; in subjects 

such as landscape and gen re the realistic handling of effects of light Is of 

fundamental importance. 

The conception of light as a phenomena that is simultaneously physical 

and supernatural was first formulated in powerful t e rms by Caravaggio and 

was soon adop ted everywhere. In the decoration of churches real light is usually 

introduced to denote divine intervention: the work of Bernini is full of this 

imaginative use of guided light. 

Through artful contrasts of light and dark, painters \A/ere able to sugges t 

a variety of other symbolic meanings. Light indicates enl ightenment, reason 

and truth, while dark s tands for evil, danger, blindness and death . The sun as 

the source of univeersal light was m a d e the subject of many emblematic images. 

In the court of Versailles, the most complex p r o g r a m m e of solar symbolism 

was devised to glorify Louis XIV. 

Closely related to the symbolic use of light to express inner enlightenment 

is the Baroque painter 's ability to sugges t consciousness and the life of the 

mind through a kind of personal radiance. This 'light of the soul ' is seen in its 

richest and mos t poetic form in the portraits of Rembrandt. 

Another influence on Baroque art is classical antiquity. Knowledge of 

t he anc ien t wor ld w a s now very ex tens ive and a l m o s t all art ists of t he 

seven teen th century were affected in one way or another by the images and 

ideas of the Antique. The pioneers of Baroque classicism w e r e the Bolognese 

painters led by Annibale Carracci who established themselves in Rome early in 

the seven teen th century. It was they who formulatd the 'classical ideal' that 
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was to be perfected by Nicolas Poussin, Algardi and Duquesnay and which 

was to tal<e root in France through the work of sculptors like Girardon. 

The practice of imitating ancient models was not, however, confined to 

'cicissic' artists only. Rubens and Bernini both used ancient models , trcinsforming 

them into new and more sensuous figures. However, classical influence is much 

less obvious in the work of the naturalistic Caravaggio and his followers. Similarly 

this influence was not felt in Spain and the northern Netherlands. 

It is necessary to discuss the early Baroque and the so-called Mannerism 

of the late sixteenth century in order to appreciate the art of Baroque painting. 

The tower ing genius of Michelangelo would have to be considered together 

with such masters as Carracci and Caravaggio. 

All g rea t nations of Europe, except England and Germany, produced 

magnificent painters in the period of the Baroque. At the beginning of 1600, 

w e find the Italians in the lead with Guido Reni (1575-1642) w h o is famous for 

his Aurora, and another artist Pietro da Cortona (1596-1669) w h o s e frescoes 

in the Palazzo Barberini were among s o m e of the best creations of the Baroque." 

Whatever the multiple and complex traditions of classicism, realism, and 

romanticism, of portraiture and landscape, of pagan illustration and of Christian 

illumination, they were all absorbed and exploited by the universal zest and 

genius of Peter Paul Rubens (1577-1640) . In 1600 Rubens w e n t to Italy where 

he learnt the new technique of colour and 'chiaroscuro' . After a te rm as court 

pa in t e r a t M a n t u a , he r e tu rned h o m e in 1608 . Apar t from occasional 

e m p l o y m e n t in diplomatic missions to Holland (1629), Spain (1628), and 

England (1629), which he used to become acquainted with other artists, notably 

Hals and Velasquez, his life Wcis based in Antwerp. '^ 

His style was never consciously eclectic, but so varied w e r e his interests 

and activities, that he found it easy to absorb the dramatic sincerity of Caravaggio, 

or the cicissically ordered composition of Carracci or the blending of Venetian 

colour with Flemish realism. What he absorbed he transformed. In addition to 
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buoyant energy and a sense of joy, he posses sed astonishing p o w e r s of 

invention and organisation in the grand manner : "1 confess", he wro te , "that 

my natural inclination is to execute large works rather than little curiosities". 

He produced thirty-nine ceiling paintings and three altar pieces for the Jesuit 

church of St. Ignatius Loyola in Antwerp. He w a s intimately acquainted with 

the architect and the sculptor who m a d e the external figures. This Baroque 

quality is to be found for example in his Bethrothal of St Catherine in the 

sculptural, indeed architectural, t rea tment of space, in the light flooding in 

behind the Virgin, and the throng of a t tendant saints and martyrs w h o s e 

confused spiral pat tern answer the stately counterpoin t of t h e a scend ing 

staircase. Such a work also illustates his capacity to introduce endless subsidiary 

e lements without compromising his main theme . '̂  

Rubens Wcis gifted beyond all else with powers of observation and the 

ability to render what he saw in painting. At first he paid little attention to 

landscapes. Nevertheless he was get t ing increcisingly interested in this genre . 

The result is evident in Landscape near Moulins in which he achieved a vivid 

image of a rather unspectacular landscape. This gift of observat ion Is also 

displayed in his nudes . Rubens is considered to be last of the g rea t masters to 

base his art on the human figure. His warm colour was inspired by Titian, his 

expression of force by Michelangelo, and his clouds, flying drapery and cool 

colours derived from the Veronese. Between 1600-1608 Rubens was profoundly 

influenced by Titian and his group. However in his later years Rubens began to 

m o v e away from the fixed isolated figure of the Renaissance painting. His figures 

w e r e depic ted in more animated relations with each other, and an increasingly 

unified m o v e m e n t was seen in his g rea t canveis^es. Simultaneously, the colours 

ach ieved richness, variety and interrelat ionship. Elements of p a t h o s and 

sensuality combined to inform his canvases with a vitality that s h o w s cosmic 

unity in all its cispects. Some of his greates t works include the Festival of Venus 

(1630), The Garden of Love (1635). Venus Facing a Mirror (1618) and The Fall 

of the Damned (1620). 

The pr ime disciple of Rubens and one w h o followed and repea ted his 

success in England was Anthony Van Dyck (1599-1644) . He Wcis a m e m b e r of 
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Rubens's workshop from 1616 to 1620, then went , via England to Italy, and 

re turned to Antwerp In 1627. Van Dyck Is said to be the founder of the English 

school of portraiture, and hence Wcis most renowned for his portraits. In his 

later period he imposed a s trong influence on the Baroque forms. He w a s 

m o r e reserved and more subtle than Rubens and exhibited a delicate tciste In 

handling of colour. Among his best works are The Betrayal of Christ (1620), 

M a d o n n a with St Rosalia (1629), Lamentation (1630), Maria Louise d e Tassis 

(1628) and The Children of Charles I (1637). 

Born half a century later than El Greco, it wiis Diego Rodriguez y Silva 

(1599-1660) , who was to dominate Spanish art in the seventeenth century. 

Velasquez was one of the greates t painters Europe p roduced . In s o m e ways 

the Baroque had no greatr striking representative than Velasquez. Much of his 

work cons is ted of portrai ture of pe rsons w h o w e r e unat t ract ive or even 

deformed, such cis members of the denegera te royal family and the dwarfs and 

imbeciles kept for the amusement of the court. His life's work centered a round 

the portraits of, court persons and of Philip IV. These are unrivalled embodiments 

of the divine right of kings and to be honoured eis representat ives of God on 

earth. The Maids of Honour represents the young princess and the two ladles-

in-waiting, w h o are so brilliantly painted that they have given the painting Its 

ncime. The head of Pope Innocent X. with his piercing eyes cind tight lips sugges ts 

the crafty and ruthless character of the man. In a mythological subject, The 

Forge of Vulcan w e find that the Figures are vividly depic ted . The Surrender at 

Breda records the victory of the Spaniards over the Dutch, and includes portraits 

of pe rsons w h o actually participated in the ce remony . Velasquez revealed 

exceptional insight into personality and relationships of individuals and their 

reactions to situations. His intelligence and unders tanding of peop le not only 

a p p e a r e d in his fine portraits but also w e r e demons t ra ted in other complex 

composi t ions such as The Tapestry Weavers. 

In his c o m b i n a t i o n of na tu r a l i sm a n d m y s t i c i s m B.E.Muril lo Is 

characteristically Spanish. Many of his famous canvases belong to the Baroque 

period like The Flight to Egypt (1648). He used chiaroscuro with exceptional 

skill, fitting soft pastel colours like cirrus clouds into the sunset of a summer 

even ing . ' " 
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In contrast to the emotionalism of Spanish art, French painting in the 

seventeenth century was under the rational influence of French philosophers. 

The two greatest French painters Nicholas Poussin and Claude Lorrain spent a 

great deal of time in Italy. While In Italy, Poussin tried to absorb something of 

the Baroque manner, but found that he could not reconcile It with the need for 

the formal coherence, a need only satisfied by the discipline of the classical 

tradition. Like the Caraccl he tried to purge the visual world of Its Imperfections 

and oddities. In 1640 Poussin visited Paris; he found the French court 

uncongenial and his rivals incompetent, but he secured a number of patrons 

for whom he worked after his return to Italy. In many ways Poussin was the 

counterpart of Corneille. His remarkable landscapes, with classical themes, could 

be easily realized as stage settings for Corneille's stately dramas. The constructed 

stagy effect v^as eis Baroque as was Corneille's charcterization, and the handling 

of colours and scenery likewise resembled the ornamented diction of the 

dramatist. Poussion painted wide, open, heroic landscapes which depicted 

discipline and order. Yet there always seemed to be an undercurrent of passion, 

of inscrutable subdued tension-a strange apprehension animates these scenes 

for the spectator. If he takes the time to reflect on them cis Idealised reality. 

Among his greatest creations are Bacchanal with the Lute Player (1630), The 

Parnassus (1630), The Rape of the Sabine Women (1637-39) and The Triumph 

of Pan (1640). The Winter of the Four Seasons cycle. Landscape with Diognes 

and Apollo and Daphne were Baroque in conception and execution.'^ 

Poussin had been attracted by the portrayal of landscape, but with Claude 

Lorrain it became an obssesslon. If NIcolaus Poussin can be called an epic painter 

who depicts the heroic in all its cispects, Claude Lorrain can be called the lyric 

painter par excellence. He Wcis a painter of light, space, water and air. A great 

spaciousness extends the horizon; the rays of the setting sun skim the waves 

and cast long shadows on the shore in the foreground. The architecture is 

arranged like stage props on the sides, leaving the empty center for the yellow 

sun. Limitless peace and the cosmic sense emanate from his canvases. The 

Baroque sense of unity is superbly expressed. Among the best works are 

Harbour and Mist (1646) and Landscape with Flight to Egypt (1647). 
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The remarkable creations of the brothers Le Nain, which w e r e concerned 

with life on farms and in inns exhibited the Baroque spirit of naturalism at work 

in opposit ion to the stately, p o m p o u s paintings of Phillipe d e Champaigne 

(1602-74). The portraits of Richelieu and Louis XIII w e r e notable examples of 

the courtly aspect of Baroque art. 

All the glory, the theatrical gravity, found perfect express ion in the 

portraits of these two great public figures, w h o had accomplished so much in 

the political Reld. Their achievements which led to the emergence of the modern , 

national s tate, m a d e them fit for the symbols of the Baroque sense of power 

and unity. '^ 

In contrast to the worldly, self-assured style of Champaigne, the m o r e 

bourgeois characteristics of the art of Protestant Holland are remarkably distinct. 

An entirely new set of values prevailed in Holland, with the mos t notable 

variation being in the choice of theme. Scenes drawn from the Old and New 

Testament replaced those based on cl^lssicaI antiquity and the aristocracy. There 

was a distinct preference for landscape paintings, gen re subjects, and portraits 

of the burghers themselves. '^ Among the mos t important painters Wcis Franz 

Hals (1 580-1666) . Hals was perhaps the mos t ex t reme representat ive of that 

lust for life and nature, of the abandon and physical impulse which the Baroque 

A g e offered. His Banquet of Officers (five in all) \A/ere his best product ions . His 

method of painting was revolutionary in its impressionistic liveliness. His colours 

a re vibrant but fused and the individual figure in his g roup pictures lives a 

distinct life of its own; yet he always achieves a unity through Interrelated 

m o v e m e n t . '^ 

Jan Vermeer (1632-1675) of Delft Wcis also a painter of grea t ability. 

Vemeer produced the full visual effect of daylight. Often his cos tumes Introduced 

a colour harmony of blue, yellow, and gray, as in the Young Woman with a 

String of Pearls: and The Woman Weighing Gold. Vermeer 's interiors m a k e o n e 

aware of each foot of depth ; in clarity and truthfulness, they have never been 

surpassed. In the Girl with the Red Hat there is a suggest ion of still-life; the 

immobile features, the smooth surface, and the carefully spo t ted high lights 

give this portrait the pe rmanence of inanimate ob jec t s . " 
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There were also the great painters of landscape like Jacob Ruysdael (1628-

1682) and Meyndaert Hobbema (1638-1709). 

Foremost a m o n g the Baroque painters of Holland was Rembrandt van 

Rijn (1606-1669) . In the work of Rembrandt, Baroque painting rose to universal 

significance and appeal . ^° To his knowledge of the art of the past weis a d d e d 

his sense of connoisseurship, implying the highest d e g r e e of selectivity as 

distinguished from mere eclecticism. The deve lopment of Rembrandt 's personal 

style from early opulence to later Introspection w a s In ha rmony with his 

nationality and in keeping with the t imes and association with thoughtful men. 

Holland was wealthy, liberal and democratic, and the artist knew clergymen, 

scholars, poe ts and art dealers. Rembrandt managed to t ransmute natural forms 

into perfect expressions, whether of landscape of historical t heme , by a fusion 

of the universal (idealized) and the particular (convincing detail). His sense of 

the dramatic, conveying intensity and suspense, a p p e a r e d in secular cis well as 

religious themes . Rembrandt was clearly and strongly linked to the Baroque in 

such masterpieces as The Night Watch, which has been called the greates t 

Baroque painting. In this painting Rembrandt deve loped a complex interplay 

of advancing and receding figures and motifs, that aid in the suggest ion of 

dep th of space . Some illumination is natural, but there are also brilliant areeis 

that g low with no apparent source of light. Elements of realism combine with 

imaginative ones, as seen in the costumes that Rembrandt introduced for purely 

artistic recisons. 

Starting witht the cult of "realism" Rembrandt eventually achieved a new 

spirituality by investing all that is human with an e lement of inner life. His 

handling of light and dark, and his Baroque efforts at unity and universality 

through the comple te dissolving of specific outline w e r e unique. Colour and 

light, surface and space were m a d e to render visible the inner life of man. In 

Rembrandt ' s work, nature became animated and spiritualized. 

A m o n g his greates t paintings besides The Night Watch. The Anatomy of 

Dr Tulip is worth mentioning. It is a g roup picture which s e e m s to have a life of 

its own in the situatiion it portrays: an intense interest in the problem of science. 
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Hence light is concentrated on the arm of the corpse. The best chiaroscuro 

effect is achieved in his work Samson's Wedding. The bride is flooded with 

light and is surrounded by a flowing, waving commotion of human activity. 

"Rembrandt's bold innovation in transforming a group portrait into a dramatically 

animated crowd s temmed from truly Baroque impulse. He created a 

tremendous burst of movement of utmost complexity, brushing aside all 

remnants of the more static order which the Renaissance tradition had continued 

to impose upon his forerunners. The Baroque favoured both complexity and 

unification of movement, and Rembrandt succeeded In expressing both, subtly 

subordinating the diversity of action to concentric trend within the whole" '̂ 

In his final phase of painting, the surrounding space and the decorative detail 

tended to disappear. The famous Portrait of the Old Woman (1654) wholly 

concentrates on the face of the old woman, lost in meditation. We find a peculiar 

treatment of light in this and the following painting The Man with the Golden 

Helmet. Light does not have a clear source. It is rather like a misty fluid issuing 

from an atmosphere of darkness. By far his best work is The Return of the 

Prodigal Son (1668-69). The scene is pictured at the moment when father and 

son are reunited. The benign father stoops with deep compassion over the 

emaciated body of his son; a servant, sensing excitement, opens the shutter, 

and the kitchen boy in his tall hat leans forward, afraid of missing a word of 

Vk/hat is taking place. The inner light of Protestant faith animates not only the 

painter, but also the face of the father, and the reverent attitude of the onlookers 

in darkness. This is the very essence of the spirit of the Baroque. Rembrandt's 

insight into his subjects was remarkable and modern. He depicted his human 

beings in intimate poses, and his miracles were shown not as supernatural 

happenings but as kindly, humane acts. Rembrandt, alone of all the great portrait 

painters, was able to create on canvas a whole personality with all his 

individualities. 

The two centuries between the end of the Renaissance and the French 

Revolution marked a culmination in architecture, sculpture and painting. The 

classical heritage, developed by the Renaisance, achieved its most vital 

expression. In sculpture, the possibilities of the medium were extended to the 
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utmost; in architecture, the classical orders were enriched through the use of 

curves and a striving for effect of light and shade. Painting further developed in 

its style and in subject matter added new categories. In the largest project 

painting, like architecture and sculpture, many assistants were engaged under 

the direction of a mcvster. Paris superseded Rome as the art capital of Europe, 

and under royal patronage France nnade the arts a function of state. The major 

arts, still united, aimed at glorifying the client as much as to erect a memorial 

to the artist. Bernini and Rubens reflected the past but brought it to new heights. 

Velasquez and Vermeer were their equals, but included in their styles elements 

that pointed to the future. It was Holland that produced Rembrandt-one of the 

most individual artists of any period. " 
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CONCLUSION 

As has been established in the former chaprers, the t e rm "Baroque" hcis 

been variously Interpreted. I have also ment ioned that the t e rm is of uncertain 

linguistic origins. However, it has been specified that the term somewhat derives 

from the Portuguese "barroco" which means a rough or imperfectly shaped 

pearl. 

Whatever connotations it may have had in the past , I have tried to 

establish this fact - that the Baroque d o e s not merely des igna te an art that is 

extravagant , heavily ornate or bombastic. Nor, d o 1 hold with the view that the 

Baroque should be used In a narrow stylistic sense to signify a particular artistic 

phenomenon- the style of the 1660s-in the realms of Literature and the Fine 

Arts. 

The te rm as 1 have used it in this thesis, denotes , primarily the main 

artistic t rends of the period that is roughly comprehended by the seventeenth 

century. The shift from the preceding a g e Wcis not sudden or abrupt and hence 

there is a g rea t deal of overlapping. The end of the Baroque is even less clear-

cut than its beginnings. There are works belonging to the e ighteenth century 

that can be truly called "Baroque". Yet there is no doubt , that in genera!; the 

impetus of the Baroque had slackened by the last quarter of t he seventeenth 

century. 

The period presents an array of works of literature, painting, sculpture 

and music of quite remarkable variety. It is astonishing that t hese were the 

products of different countries, different economic and political institutions 

and different froms of religious beliefs. If unity is to be discovered within this 

diversity, it is to be found not in any specifically worked out sys tem of style, 

but in certain broadly held ideas, att i tudes, assumptions and, above all, in the 

spirit of the a g e . 

The seventeenth century was an a g e of great p rogress and expansion. 

The political institutions, political thinking, social relationships and rational 
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aspirations exerted a great influence on the life of man. While scientists, scholars 

and travellers were widiening man's intellectual horizon, literary men, artists 

and musicians opened new vistas for expression and new ideals for civilized 

life. Just how remarkable the age w£is is evident from the wonderful creations 

which have commonly come to be known as "Baroque" - the magnificent 

paintings of Rubens, Rembrandt, Velasquez and Van Dyck the statuary of Bernini, 

the imposing castles of Continental capitals, and the royal porcelain 

manufacturers of Sevres, Royal Bavarian and Dresden, and the entertaining 

and awesome spectacle of Italian opera. 

My objective in this thesis has been to see if a parallel can be found 

between literature and the Fine arts. I have come to the conclusion that there Is 

a profound identity between the pleistic arts and music on the one hand and 

the verbal arts on the other. The dilemma of freedom and conformity, the intense 

practicality, the deep sensuousness, the accent on human Individuality, the 

elevation of technique which characterize the other forms of expression are 

manifest as well in the internal structure of all Baroque literature. It is necessary 

to recognize the interdependence and the uniformity of the forms and modes 

of expression of which Dryden and Schiitz, Racine and Bernini, Bolleau and 

Wren, so nobly represent varied aspects and to give It a name that corresponds 

to its historic individuality. In this construction, the literature of the seventeenth 

century Is Baroque. In England, however, in the realm of literature as in 

architecture, the response was partial and limited. Here the towering personality 

of Shakespeare, still dominated the first decade of the seventeenth century. 

He wcis followed by important, though less universally influential poets such as 

John Donne and Ben Jonson. While Donne's lyrics show great originality and 

warmth of feeling, Jonson's comedies exlhlbit less of the pcission which marked 

the age of the High Renaissance, and display more of the moderate, rational 

and reflective style of the Baroque period. 

The fantastic elements in Baroque art have prompted some critics to 

correlate Baroque music, painting and sculpture to Metaphysical imagery. The 

tendency to use the term Baroque instead of the older terms siecento and 

Marinismo. is found in Italy. In France Baroque is used to replace concettismo 
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and Gongorism. It is felt that the term Baroque can be used as a general t e rm 

for practically all manifestations of seventeenth century European culture. 

No leading authority on Metaphysical poetry in England s e e m s to have 

been attracted by the Baroque. This is probably because the te rm "Metaphysical" 

is t oo well established to be substituted for another. However, s o m e critics 

h a v e u s e d t h e t e r m "Baroque" t o desc r ibe t h e p o e t r y of at least o n e 

Metaphysical poe t - Richard Cr<ishaw. As has been ment ioned in the earlier 

chapters , Baroque art found in Catholocism a suitable climate for growth, and 

this Is the reason why the Roman Catholic poet , Richard Crashaw has become 

the subject of several discussions of the Baroque in English poetry. The following 

writers have discussed Crashaw as a Baroque poet . T.O. Beechcroft in Criterion 

xiii (1934) 4 0 7 - 2 5 ; George Williamson in The Donne Tradition; Helen.C. White 

in The Metaphysical Poets and Austin Warren in Richard Crashaw. 

According to these critics, Crashaw is representat ive of the "aesthetic of 

the Counter Reformation" in his descriptions of the ecstacies of saints and mystics 

like Teresa, the tears of Mary Magdalene, and the bleeding w o u n d s of Christ 

on the Cross. In his art there is the fusion of Counter Reformation and Baroque 

expression. 

Other poe t s besides Richard Crashaw of the Metaphysical school have 

also been shown to have certain Baroque qualities. The tendency of regarding 

a Metaphysical p o e m cis coextensive with its imagery has further supported 

the v iew that Metaphysical poetry is related to Baroque art. E.P.Wilson in 

Elizabethan and Jacobean uses the t e rm "Baroque" to characterize Jacobean as 

distinguishable from Elizabethan literature. The term, "Baroque", therefore, 

has served a useful purpose by establishing links b e t w e e n the arts of the 

seventeenth century Europe and also be tween different literatures of different 

countries. 

Professor Mario Praz, in his early study of Crashaw, called the poet," the 

grea tes t e x p o n e n t of the Baroque style in any language". The Baroque Wcis 

essentially a continental mode . This is why studies of his work so often end up 
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talking about his relationship to Italian poe ts . Crashaw was a Continental poe t 

writing in English. This resulted in exaggera ted and far-fetched images . In his 

poetry the t reatment of the themes of the weep ing Magdalene , the ecstatic 

Teresa, the crucified Christ with blood and water flowing from his wounds , 

reveal the European (rather than purely English) influence of the Baroque. 

Crashaw, therefore , r e p r e s e n t s a later t r end of m o r e ex t r avagan t 

conceitism a m o n g the Metaphysicals. In his original as well as his translated 

work w e may be more aware of the un-English e lements in his sensibility and 

poetic manner. 

John Dryden's status as the grea tes t literary figure of his day is well 

displayed in his relationship with the other arts and their practitioners at the 

Court and in the wider social and literary \A/orld of London. The examples and 

rules se t by Ben jonson and William Davenent m a d e the Poet Laureate a 

collaborator in the production of court entertainments, but Dryden's involvement 

with music and painting went beyond anything that Jonson exper ienced in his 

collaborations on mevsques with Inigo Jones. In Restoration London, the Court 

circle t ended to mix ecisily with the larger, though still genteel public which 

patronized the arts outside the Court. His friendship with painters and musicians 

continued, and in the last decades of his life, Dryden was a much sought after 

collaborator in many artistic ventures. His extensive involvement in the other 

arts, while he practised literature only, is qui te unique in English history. It was 

also the occasion for s o m e of his best dramatic poetry. Painting d o e s play a 

part in his poetry. For him, a painting was often like a p o e m , and o n e can 

conclude that the art of painting was most useful to him as a source of metaphor 

and analogy when discussing poems or when writing them. His descriptions in 

his p o e m s could ecisily be compared to wha t was d o n e In painting, in his early 

p o e m Annus Mirabilus, Dryden describes the fire near the river : 

" A quay of fire ran along the shore, 

And lightened all the river with the blaze; 

The wakened tides began again to roar. 

And wond'r ing fish in shining waters gcize. 
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Old Father Thames raised up his reverend head, 

But feared the fate of Simoeis would return-, 

Deep in his ooze he sought his sedgy bed, 

And shrunk his waters back into his urn. 

(Annus Mirabilis) 

From this description it is quite easy to imagine a painting of the time 

including elements as the "wound'ring fish" and "Father Thames". The painting 

of the time was often extravagantly "poetic" in employing mythological figures 

and personifications. 

Once again the relationship of poetry and painting is found in one of 

Dryden's greatest poems, - his ode To the Pious Memory of the Accomplished 

Young Lady Mrs Anne Killigrew, Excellent in the Two Sister Arts of Poesy and 

Painting (1686) 

In stan2:a vi Dryden opens with an elaborate metaphor drawn from 

contemporary international politics : 

" Born to the spacious empire of the Nine, 

One would have thought, she should have been content 

To manage well that mighty government : 

But what can young ambitious souls confine ? 

To the next realm she stretcht her sway, 

For painture near adjoining lay, 

A planteous province, and alluring prey. 

A Chamber of Dependence was framed, 

(As conquerors will never want pretence. 

When armed, to justify the offence) 

And the whole 'fieF, in right of poetry she claimed". 

(Ode to Mrs AnneJKijIigrew") 
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The rest of the stanza celebrates Anne Killigrew's abilities as a landscape 

painter, and reveals that Dryden was familiar with the schools of landscape in 

the French style that was popular in his day : 

The sylvan scenes of herds and flocks, 

The fruitful plains of barren rocks, 

of shallow brooks that flowed so clear 

The bottom did the top appear ..." 

( Ode to Mrs Anne Killigrew ) 

Applying the analogy with painting to Dryden's poetry is Important, 

because it draws attention to spatial structure and organization in the poems. 

Dryden is excellent at depicting action and movement across a wide landscape 

and some of his poems resemble the placing of figures on broad canvases. 

Music, too, plays an important role in Dryden's worlcs. The concept of 

music provided Dryden with a body of ideas of the greatest utility and variety. 

Music was a universal principle, since the invisible spheres of the Ptolemaic 

cosmos produced in t^^ their movement the greatest of all harmonies-the 

music of the spheres. Music had mysterious powers over man and other living 

creatures, and cicissical mythology and biblical history supplied a fund of persons 

and incidents which would illustrate those powers: Orpheus, Amphion, Arion, 

Terpander, the Sirens, Jubal, Saul and David. Ideas drawn from music could be 

applied, especially in metaphor, to most aspects of life. Thus the king as the 

agent of political harmony within the state was depicted cis David, the harpist. 

During the Baroque period poets were accustomed to thinking of 

themselves as musicians. The poet as singer was such a stock analogy at the 

time. 

Italian opera was introduced in England in the seventeenth century. 

Dryden had a great admiration for the Italian language as a poetic medium, 

and he said that he admired Italian opera. The circumstances of Dryden's career 
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often involved him with music. He was well acquainted with the musician Henry 

Purcell, and his career interlocks with Purcell's at several points. As a man of 

the theatre he cound not avoid contact with the musicians. Most of his plays 

incorporate songs. 

Dryden's Works include four so - called op/as. There was an operatic 

version of the Davenant-Dryden Tennpest. Dryden's adaptation of Paradise Lost 

called The State of Innocence, is an opera, though no music seems to have 

been written for it and no composer is mentioned, facts which Illustrate 

something of Dryden's assumptions concerning the respective roles of author 

and composer. Albion and Albanius: is an opera performed In 1685, and King 

Arthur; a dramatic opera in t691. 

Two theatrical traditions led Dryden towards opera. The masques which 

had been the great entertainments at the Courts of King James 1 and Charles 1, 

and which were the principal responsibilities of the Poets Laureate, were less 

frequent after the Restoration. But they still occurred on some occasions, and 

the tradition of the royal entertainment centered on some regal or patriotic 

themes, with a slight text of poetry, supported by all the resources of scene 

painting, spectacular effects, music and dancing. Under the Commonwealth, 

private theatrical performances which included a large element of music had 

been less looked down upon than simple plays. It is from one such work, 

Davenant's The Siege of Rhodes (1656), " a representation by the art of 

perspective in scenes and the stOFy sung in recitative music," that the new 

beginning of the English stage after the Civil War is dated. Dryden saw 

Davenant's work as the origin of the heroic play, with the music as an excuse 

to get it past the censorship, which may indeed have been the truth. Yet it was 

no accident that the heroic play should have had operatic beginnings, for the 

chief characteristic of such a work was thought to be "elevation". It dealt in a 

grand manner with great figures, torn by great conflicts and facing great issues. 

Dryden saw the heroic play cis a sort of theatrical epic, and said that its convention 

gave the dramatist the freedom of drawing all things as far above the ordinary 

proportion of the stage as that is beyond the common words and actions of 

human life." In order to make the great still greater, the only further recourse 

was music. 
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Albion and Albanlus shows clearly the influence of the m a s q u e and the 

heroic play. However its origin is French. The composer w a s Louis Grabu, a 

Frenchman who became Master of the Kings' Music, and it followed the French 

model in being a true opera : recitative, aria, or chorus throughout . It describes 

in a heavily allegorical manner the political events of the Exclusion Crisis. 

In 1690 Henry Purcell first wro te music for Dtyden. He contributed music 

for the c o m e d y Amphitryon. Purcell wen t on to write music for several more of 

Dryden's plays, both new ones and revivals, but his major collaboration was 

King Arthur. By labelling this as a "dramatic opera" Dryden wcvs pointing to a 

feature which differentiated It from Albion and Albanius. King Arthur Is a spoken 

play, heavily embellished with music, now often called a "semi-opera". The 

music in King Arthur functions to emphas ize emot ions already conveyed In 

the spoken scenes or to create a tmosphere . The significant w o r d s a re kept 

separate from the music. King Arthur also reveals its literary and theatrical 

origins in other ways too. Its plot and characters are akin to those of the heroic 

play, and it contains a number of full-scale mcisques. 

Dryden's two odes for the celebration of the feast of St. Cecilia, patroness 

of mus ic w e r e wr i t ten in 1687 and 1 6 9 7 . Both a r e c o n s i d e r e d to be 

mcisterpieces. The former is the more interesting p o e m and Is an embod imen t 

of musical theory. It consists of seven stanzas and a "Grand Chorus". In the 

open ing stanza and the final chorus, Dryden is clearly present ing a view of 

music which is traditional. It has been called "speculative music" and it presents 

music as the universal principle of harmony, and aural Image of benevolent 

creat iv i ty and p r e d e s t i n e d des t ruc t ion . The latter, paradoxica l ly , is as 

"harmonious" since the end of the world is as much a part of God ' s plan as the 

beginning. 

In Alexander 's Feast the speculative music makes only a token appearance 

with St. Cecilia at the end. Timotheus displays music's effective power by moving 

Alexander 's emot ions whichever way he wishes by the sole means of his lyre. 

Each stanza which describes an emotion, is followed by a chorus, which functions 

like an aria to e m b o d y the emotional significance of the preceding ' scene ' . In 
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this p o e m Dryden revels in the extremes of violent emotion, and his verse is 

very ambitious, and very successful in its daring rhythmical effects: 

" Revenge, revenge, Timotheus cries, 

See, the Furies arise : 

See the snakes that they rear, 

How they hiss in their hair, 

And the sparkles that flash from their eyes : 

Those are Grecian ghosts , that in battle were slain, 

And unburied remain 

Inglorious on the plain. 

Give the vengeance d u e 

To the valiant crew." 

(Alexander 's Feast) 

Here Dryden is virtually functioning as his own composer . This p o e m is 

the ultimate in verbal music, and has been called Dryden's grea tes t libretto. 

After 1660, the efforts to reestablish a sense of stability and confidence 

en te red a s tage of even more intense striving, of epic enterprises. Again the 

mos t immedia te evidence of this comes from painting, where the birth of the 

Baroque e m b o d i e d the belief that g randeur and immensi ty could s u b d u e 

uncertainty. Gone was the unsettling vision of Mannerism; in its place arose a 

direct, powerful and unabashed affirmation of emot ion, often encouraged by 

Counter-Reformation Catholicism, that wcis the visual equivalent of religious 

and political authoritarianism. Not surprisingly, its grea tes t figures - Rubens 

Velasquez, Bernini, Borromoni - served the monarchs and p o p e s w h o claimed 

with fluctuating success, to be the all powerful authority. It was precisely because 

the assertion frequently sounded hollow that it wcis so grandiosely proclaimed. 

Rubens' elevated unsuitable subjects to heroic proport ions, as is evident in his 

glorification of James I to a Zeus-like figure in the Banqueting House. 

The gigantic scope , and the eno rmous canvcis was part of an aesthetic 
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that overwhelmed its subject, by sheer magnificance and sweep. The awe-

inspiring structures devised by Europe's greatest minds during this period have 

never been equalled. On an equally imposing scale are not only the paintings, 

sculptures and architecture of the period's towering artists, but also the personal 

searches of a Rembrandt, a Calderon, a Pascal and a Milton. Each was capable 

of intimate, tender emotion, but each was also driven to immense outpourings 

of deep emotions that were monumentally conceived. Everywhere there was 

the evidence of a profoundly felt desire to conquer truth, to defeat irresolution 

and to convince by sheer boldness and reach. When that kind of aspiration lost 

its centrality in European culture, as it did at the end of the Baroque Age, one 

could tell that the uncertainities had been left behind. 

As mentioned earlier, my thesis also seeks to discover whether there is 

a marked difference between two generations of poets and artists in the Baroque 

period. 

The final and the most decisive stage is clearly visible in the contrasts 

between early and late seventeenth century cultures. The titanic struggles of 

the generations from Shakespeare to Milton gave way almost suddenly to 

genteelness and calm. The confidence that the early Baroque exuded, was 

replaced by the much more convincing assurance of the Icist decades of the 

century, when artists felt less driven to show-off their abilities. The grandeur of 

literature, painting, and sculpture had been an attempt to belle the words of 

doubt and uncertainty that lay beneath. Now enormous canvcises and heroic 

poetry became decreasingly necessary as the impulse to overwhelm doubt 

decrecvsed. Searching, emotional questions began to lose their appeal as Europe 

began to 'calm' down. 

In the fields of poetry and drama the divide is relatively sharp cis the 

formless plots of Shakespeare or a Lope de Vega, give way to a more formal 

system. That the dominant form of the late seventeenth century and the early 

eighteenth century playwriting in England should have been the Restoration 

comedy surely establishes the point beyond doubt. Moreover, this change 

was confirmed by the requirements laid down by Boileau, whose Ars Poetica 
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was the chief guide to literary tevste in the last years of the century. The most 

important virtue of poetry, in his view Wcis its craftsmanship, not its appeal to 

the emotions. Hence there is a world of difference between the massive 

stateiiness of Milton and the clever charm of Dryden. Nor was the change lost 

on the poets themselves. They considered it impossible to follow Milton's 

footsteps, not only because of his universal stature but also because the search 

he had been engaged in seemed to have, at this stage, lost its urgency. 

In Spain, this intensity made its last appearance in the dramas of Calderon; 

in Germany in the generation of Opitz, Gryphius and Gerhardt. And in Fance, 

the new cultural center of Europe, the imposition of stable forms was the main 

theme of the history of taste. Appropriately, it wcvs Racine, the exponent of the 

triumph of formality, who clarified the progression that had taken place when 

he delivered the eulogy on Corneille to the Academic Fancaise : 

" You know in what a condition the stage was when he began to write... 

All the rules of art, and even those of decency and decorum, broken 

everywhere... Corneille after having for sometime sought the right path and 

struggled against the bad taste of his day, inspired by extraordinary genius 

and helped by the study of the ancients at last brought recison upon the stage." 

This was indeed a remarkable aesthetic code. The writers and artists 

became obsessed with forms and rules that animated the great academies, 

especially the Acadamic Francaise. They became engrossed in the questions of 

style rather than content; their main aim Wcis to prevent and moderate lapses 

into vulgar excess. Thus the rise of classicism however much it may have inspired 

the works of Milton, Corneille and Racine, was in actual fact a means of 

formalizing expression and restraining literature's capacity for fervour. 

Exactly the same succession emerges from painting, where the depth 

and exuberance of the Baroque gave way to the elegance and grace of Rococo. 

Between the power and brilliance of Rubens, Hals or Bernini, and the wistfulness 

of Watteau, there is another of these shifts in feeling and tciste. The days were 

numbered when Bernini came to Paris in the 1660s to design a new wing for 
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the Louvre only to find that he had to simplify and tone down his designs, to 

meet the the different standards of taste. Perrault was commissioned to 

complete the project. The result was dramatic repudiation of the Baroque. This 

incident was symptomatic of a much larger change. The great themes, the 

swirling drama that energized the works of Rubens and his contemporaries, 

had changed by the end of the century into the sweet, genteel, and ornate 

xA/orld of aristocratic courts. 

The boundaries are even less crisp in painting than they are in literature, 

because the first indications of the changed aesthetics are in the canvases of 

Claude Lorrain produced before the mid-century, yet the quintessential Baroque 

master, Bernini, survived almost to his eighty-second birthday in 1680. It is 

remarkable that Le Brun Wcis still at work in the t690s, a few years before 

Watteau emerged as the leading figure at Versailles. But these overlaps do not 

conceal the essential lessening of tension that took place. The canvases of the 

new generation of painters became increasingly smaller than the paintings 

produced in the Baroque period. The new paintings portrayed idyllic and relaxed 

scenes, occasionally melancholic but never agitated. An era more committed 

to weighty content would have found it incredible that Claude Lorrain could 

depict the scene of the angel appearing to Hagar when she Wcis dying of thirst 

as taking place in a landscape dominated by a lake. 

Earlier painters, most notably Rembrandt, had certainly been capable of 

portraying peaceful, tender subjects, but at the same time they had not been 

able to resist undertaking the most stirring themes. The \A/ithdrawal from the 

grandiose suffuses the paintings of those other mid-century masters, Claude 

Lorrain and Vermeer. The deaths of Rubens, Van Dyck, Velasquez, Poussln, Hals 

and Rembrandt, all within less than thirty years between 1640s and 1660s 

marks the passing, not merely of a style, but of an attitude towards the very 

purposes of art. Henceforth painting was to be pleasing rather then exciting, 

decorative rather than powerful. 

What is obvious from the beginning is that the elite and its most creative 

minds were placing different demands on literary and artistic expression. No 
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longer torn by doubts and huge aspirations, they felt that the distressing 

problems of the previous century and a half had been resolved, that the 

disruptive forces launched around 1500 had at last been assimilated, and that 

now they could relax. The sense of settlement induced a preference for calm 

enjoynnent and sunny pleasures that writers and painters catered to with gusto. 

Light humour and elaborate decoration suited the new mood perfectly, and it 

was appropriate that clothing too, became more ornate after the 1680s. 

The end of the seventeenth century saw Italy and Spain in eclipse, and 

the foreshadowing of a new classical style in France based on a unity of 

construction, which had been violated by all the great writers of the first half of 

the century. This period also saw in England and Spain the end of all the schools 

of Baroque poets and dramatists who had put decoration and detail before 

directness of statement. Not only did the new classicism purify the language, 

insist on the unities and standardize the forms of literature; it also put an end to 

the romantic individualism of those stoical poets who had made poetry out of 

their doubts, their beliefs and their despairs. Henceforth the standard was that 

of social conformity rather than of belief. The enlightenment which had begun 

in the Florentine Academy had lost its virtue in extending its territory, and now 

the wisdom of the Ancients was presented as if it were no more than a recipe 

for national grandeur, worldly morals and an art which glorified both. 
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